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. PLASMA IaNETIC. EQUATIONS 

John C. Price 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

December 20, 1965 

ABSTRACT 

Th·:the major part of this work we derive a 'kinetic equation 

for a homogeneous field free plasma. This equation effectively joins 

the theory for a stable system (the Lenard-Balescu equation) and 

that for an unstable system (the quasilinear equation), for it 

contains terms from each equation, plus a term rather similar to 

. that of quasilinear theory, but depending only on the one particle 

distribution function. The derivation follows the formal methods· 

of Dupree, except that the collision term is evaluated for finite 

time, rather than in the limit t ~ oo • The behavior of a large 

number of terms which appear to oscillate in time is obtained by 

analytic continuation of various integrals in a manner similar to 

that used by Landau. We show that the kinetic equation satisfies 
I 

the conservation laws, leads to an H theorem, and correctly reduces 

to the Lenard-Balescu equation in the asymptotic (long time) limit. 

We then generalize the equation to include the effect of a uniform 

magnetic field • 
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. In a different calculation we obtain a collision term valid 

to order t; A for small amplitude waves in a uniform plasma. This 

result generalizes the ordinary Fokker-Planck e~uation from the domain 

to the domain , 0 ~ w << 1Im , 0 .< k < kd . 
p ' 

We show the collisional correction to the behavior of small amplitude 

waves also appears in the description of fluctuations in a spatially 

uniform plasma. This correction applies to the kinetic e~uation 

described above, so that the collective effects arising from zeros.:: 

of the dielectric function are affected by collisional damping as 

well as by landau damping. 

' . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Strictly speaking there can be no.differen:ce between the kinetic 

equation for a stable plasma and that for an unstable plasma. A 

marginally stable system is not abruptly different from an unstable 

system in which certain effects tend to grow exponentially (if slowly) 

in tiine, nor is it markedly different from a stable system in which 

the eq_uivalent effects damp exponentially (and possibly slowly) in 

time. The transition of a given system from instability to stability 

is a smooth one, and this fact inust be reflected·by an adeq_uate 

kinetic eq_uation. 

The major part of this work is devoted to the derivation of 

such an eq_uation, valid for stable or unstable plasmas, for the case 

of an infinite homogeneous system. This eq_uation includes as one 

special case the present kinetic eq_uation for a stable plasma, t~e 

Lenard-Balescu
1

'
2 

eq_uation (see Chapter II-B), and as another special 

case an eq_uation freq_uently used to describe unstable plasmas, the 

q_uasilinear eq_uation (see Chapter II-D). In the general case the 

eq_uat~on includes terms coming from each of the above cases, plus a 

term which may grow or damp (explicitly) in time, yet is q_ualitatively 

different from the term described by q_uasilinear theory. Thus the 

equation represents a true bridge between t~e eq_uation for stable 

and unstable systems. Balescu3 has derived a rather similar eq_uation, 

but his result contains sufficient errors to make it insuitable to 

describe the long time behavior of a general system. 
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. . 
· .. Chapter II contains a general discussion of the general 

techniQues of plasma kinetic theory. In II-A the usual Fokker-

Planck equation is derived from the Boltzmann collision integral, 

and the weaknesses of the derivation are pointed out. In II-B, 

the rigorous eQuations of the BBGKY hierarchy are discussed and 

applied to a new problem: the derivation of a collision term for· 

small amplitude waves in a plasma. This (order £~ ) colli~ion 

term effectively extends the validity of the Fokker-Planck equation 

of II-A from the domain 0 ~ ro << rop' 0 ~ k << kd , to the domain 

(l) 
p 

is the plasma frequency, 

is the plasma parameter, generally is the Debye wavenumber, and A 

of order 10
4- 10

8 
• In II-C the equations of Klimontovich and 

Dupree, and their solution by Dupree
4 

are discussed. Dupree's powerful 

·methods provide the basis for the work carried out here, although 

Dupree made the usual Bogoliubov hypothesis regarding the behavior of 

correlation functions. This hypothesis is totally unsuitable for 

the case of an unstable plasma. Dupree's method is illustrated by 

the derivation of the Lenard-Balescu equation. Finally II-D 

presents a derivation of the quasilinear equation, plus a general 

criticism of this equation. 

In Chapter Ill the general are of "kinetic, theory" is separated 

from the.far more general topic of the behavior of arbitrary systems 

for arbitrary time (for example very small times). For the latter 

case virtually anything less than the solution of the Liouville 

eQuation represents a restriction ori the types of systems which may 

be studied. 

I 

' 
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In contrast."kinetic" systems·may be described by a small 

number of relatively simple e~uations; furthermore the resultant 

. kinet.ic e~uation is largely independent of the initial state of 

' correlation functions in the·system. Thus the general area of this 

thesis is established in Chapter III, as well as the restrictions on 

the w,ork. 

Chapter IV consists of a calculation of there effect's, generally 

negligible, which must be retained in the derivation of the kinetic 

e~uation in order to assure the proper long-time behavior of the 

e~uation. In the general case of highly unstable plasmas these "small" 

terms are not small, and the approximations of this section limit the 

validity of the final result to systems which are not highly unstable~ 

For the case considered the small terms obtained lead to the damping 

of fluctuations in the system identical to that predicted by the 

. e~uation of II-B for small amplitude waves. 

Chapter V contains the derivation of the general kinetic 

e~uation for a uniform system, as well as a discussion of the properties 

of this e~uation. Section A presents the analytic methods to be 

used in calculation of correlation functions in the absence of the 

Bogoliubov hypothesis (i.e., t < oo ), and the use of these methods 

for the calculation of the collision term of the kinetic e~uation. 

Section B discusses the elementary properties of the system, including 

conservation laws, H-theorem, and the approximations which are used 

in deriving a far simpler· form of the e~uation. At this point the 
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one particle distribution furiction changes appreciably--this defect 

_is remedied in section C to yield the principal result of this work. 

This kinetic equation is then generalized to include the effect of a 
. . 

uniform magnetic field. Section D contains an improved form of the 

quasilinear equation discussed earlier, plus a criticism of those 

aspects of quasilinear theory which are in contrast with the results 

of the rest of this chapter. Finally sections E, F, and G present 

a general criticism and discussion of the significance of this work. 

In appendix A the equivalence is demonstrated between the 

equations of Klimontovich and Dupree, and the more commonly used 

equations of BBGKY • Appendix B contains several integrals which 

must b~ performed to obtain the collision term for small amplitude 

waves in a plasma. 

:.,' 
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II. THE FORMULATIONS OF PLASMA IaNETIC THEORY 

In.this section we establish the basic subject matter of this 

thesis, "and review some of .the attempts to solve the basic problems 

of the kinetic theory of a plasma. The historical viewpoint is not. 

· logically necessary, but serves the purpose of introducing the reader 

to the lines of reasoning to be used in the body of this work. In 

addition the demonstration of deficiencies in previous work partially 

blunts the need for apologies regarding the results of this work. 

There are always q_uestions left unanswered:! 

We shall define a p.lasma as a fully ionized gas, typically 

consisting of two species, ions and electrons. In general the req_uire-

ment of complete fonization is not necessary, but the difficulties 

in treating the interactions between charged and neutral particles 

make the resulting subject beyond the scope of rigorous kinetic 

theory for the present. Typically an additional req_uirement is placed 

on the system of interest, that the Debye length :t,. = ( '-t\T 2 f/2 
d 4:rcnq_ 

be much less than L , where 

\.Z is Boltzmann 1 s constant 

:T is the temperature of the gas, in appropriate u,nits 

·n is the macroscopic number density .of ionized particles 

q_ is the charge of a given charged particle (say electron) 

.L is any macroscopic length associated with the system. 

We shall usually be concerned with an infinite uniform system, so this 

latter/req_uirement is easily satisfied. 
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For purposes of simplifying notation.we shall consider a 

coulomb plasma, so that the force of particle i on particle j is 
q_,q_, r .. 

given by F i. = ~ J ~~~ , where r. . is the directed length 
~ J lr .. I ~~J 

f~om particle i to~~Jparticle j • We shall not consider the effects 

of relativistic particle motion. Formally these approximations are 

eq_uivalent to letting the speed of light become infinite. 

In brief, the goal of kinetic theory is to describe the behavior 

in time and space of a system of interest. Since a system will usually 

contain a very large number of particles, say 1023, a detailed 

description of particle motion would be useless, even if we could 

obtain it. Thus we seek the behavior of an average system, where the 

average is taken over a large number of systems having those character-

istics that we consider to be known, or given by experiment. 

The subject of main interest is the average one-particle 

distribution function of the system, f(r,v,t), where nf(r,v,t) dr dv 

represents the probable number of particles in volume dr dv at r,v, 

at time t • (n is the average number density of the system, so that 

for a homogeneous system J fd~ == 1 ~. Our main concern is to obtain 

an eq_uation (kinetic) describing the evolution in time of this function. 

We now survey some past attempts to obtain such an eq_uation, and point 

out associated difficulties. 

A. The Fokker-Planck Eq_uation 

The kinetic eq1ation which we discuss now may be derived in 

a number of ways; an outline of one derivation is sufficient because 

-------~-

I 

~-\ 

.J 

·. _:;· 
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it. illustrates .the difficulties' common to all. The sketch given here 

follows a more complete derivation in the ex~ellent text by Montgomery 

-and Tidma~. 5 For more 'details the reader is referred to this source 

or to the original references. 6'7,B 

We choose as a starting point the Boltzmann e~uation for a 

single species plasma. The Boltzmann e~uation simply counts the 

particles flowing into and out of a given region of phase (r,v) space. 

df 
dt + 

I<: df 
v·\lf + :::. • - = m dv 

df I 
dt collisions 

In words, the change of the distribution function, with time 

(II-1). 

df dt · at point r, v , may be ascribed to three causes: 

1. A net flux of particles moving (v) into or out of the volume 

element dr , in the absence of particle interactions. 
"" 

2. A net flux of particles which are accelerated by macroscopic 
~ 

forces (:::.) into or out of the volume element dv , in the m 

absence of particle interactions. 

3. A net flux of particles into or out of the volume element 

· dr dv , which is caused by interparticle collisions. For the 

present we consider the case in which the distribution function 

f is constant over a region in which.a given pair of particles 

interact. In this case only the flux of particles in velocity 

space (i.e. through volume dv) need be considered. 

dfl Of course the e~uation · is not useful lintil the form of dt collisioris 

is specified. The Boltzmann collision term considers the effect of 
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interactions between pairs of particles 

.qf I dt. . . 
collisions 

= 
dO' 
d] 

Here the term involving f'f' 
1 

gives the number of particles scattering 

into . dv per unit time. The notation signifies the sum of all two-

particle collisions between a particle with velocity v' ·and a particle 

with velocity v' , such that one acquires velocity 
- 1 

v ; the other 

acquires velocity ~l • 
do 
d.Q is the cross section for such a two 

body collision: while the term ~~- ~1 1 is needed to give the flux 

of particles with velocity v' incident on particles with velocity v' 

(by conservation of energy I~ - ~1 1 = I~~- ~' 1 1 ) . Similarly the 

term involving ff
1 

gives the number of particles scattering out of 

· dv , per unit time, as a result of two-body collisions. 

It is important to note a fundamental assumption made (e~plicitly 

or implicitly) in the derivation of the :Boltzmann equation. Generally 

called the Stosszahlansatz or molecular chaos assumption, it states 

that :. there is no relation between the positions and relative velocities 

of a pair of particles before they collide. This assumption permits 

simple.. probability arguments to be used for estimating the number 

of particles which scatter through a given angle •. 

In principle the calculation of the collision term is now 

reduced to the evaluation of the integral over scattering angle in 

equation II-2. In fact we cannot perform the integral because we 

cannot calculate the orbits of particles, which we need to obtain the 

scattering cross section. The cross section for two-body scattering 

I 
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is not relevant.because the range of the coulomb force is so long thit 

many particles interact simultaneously. 

In order to proceed we assume that two-body interactions 

occur independently. In effect this extends the molecular chaos 

assumption inside the region of two body interactions. The net farce 

on a given particle is the sum of all two body forces, but it is 

possible that the forces are note independent of each other. 

In order to simplify the mathematics, we consider the effect 

of small angle (large distance between particles) scattering as 

dominant. This permits a Taylor expansion of f'(v') f' (v' ) 
- 1 - 1 

about 

in powers of 6v = v - v • 
- -1 

We keep terms through second 

order in 6v , and find: 

d~ ( ~1 ) N A • df •I f ( ' ) 
d + ~v d .. vl 
~1 ·.- v -

d2f(v1 ) d
2
f(v) 

(II-31) . 
df( ::1) df(v) 1 ~ 

f(v) - 6v6v: .... . 1 /::;, fi 
f(;:l)J + 2 6v6v: 2 dv1 

d +2 v.v 
di dv1 

v - -

The cross section is simply the Rutherford cross section for the . 4 
do _ 9. 

scattering .of charged particles: -- - 4 4 The 
dQ 2

1 
I . .(e) m v-v1 s~n 2 

·integration over solid angle leads to two - "' integrals: 

and (II-4) 

When 6v is exp~essed in a convenient reference frame these integrals 

may be performed. In both cases the integrals lead to terms which 

0 

- ::~ . \ 
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... 
. dive:):'ge as. tne f'or e-'+ 0 (small scattering angle). We keep only 

. these divergent terms, and cut off the integration at some angle e . 
m~n 

This cutoff is chosen on the basis of·considerations which are not 

mentioned in. this derivation. The concept of Debye shielding
4 

suggests 

that we use for e . the value corresponding to an impact parameter 
m~n 

of a Debye length, /l.d • After some manipulation, the collision term 

may be written in the form 

d df I dt . 
collisions 

• [ df f ( v ) - df f ( ~) l 
d:: ~1 . d~l -

(II-5) 

It is not .difficult to criticize this derivation of the Fokker-

Planck collision term. In essence this is a model calculation, with 

assumptions based on physical intuitibn rather than internal mathematical 

constraints. In view of better calculations (to be discussed) we 

·may list the faults in this .derivation. 

1. The Stosszahlansatz, or molecular chaos assumption is not 

valid, in the sense that the range of the coulomb interaction 

(as expressed by the divergent integrals over e) is infinite • 

. Furthermore inside this (infinite) range the positions of 

particles are correlated--the ad hoc cutoff of the integral is 

.replaced by a natural cutoff when this correlation is included 

in 'the theory. 

·' ' 

I 
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.2. The neglect of higher order terms in Taylor expansion. in the 

Taylor expansion in 6v is not justified w~en the pair of 

particles considered has a near collision. Large angle scattering, 

which causes difficulties in more exact theories, is simply 

ignored here. 

3. 'We cannot estimate the domain of validity of the resulting 

equation. How fast may the time 'dependence be, and how rapid 

may spatial variation be? How do we distinguish F , the 

macroscopic force, for the microscopic forces w~ch yield the 

collision term? 

4. There is no way to obtain better accuracy. The equation is 

regarded as being accurate to order £~ but it is not 

clear how this could be improved. (The quantity A is defined 

as the ratio of the Debye length Ad to the distance of 
2 

closest approach of two typical particles, r 0 = t(T In 

most physical applications· tnA has a value from 7 to 15). 

Other assumptions are possible (another derivation), but there 

is no way of knowing.which set of asstimptions is best. 

It must be remarked that for all its faults the Fokker-Planck 

' . equation is quite satisfactory for many calculations. More sophisticated 

attempts at a kinetic equation have a common difficulty: the treatment 

of large angle scattering leads to formidable analytic results.9,lO,ll 

Frequently no attempt is made to handle large angle scattering, so 

.that the kinetic equation contains an integral which tends to diverge 

for short range interactions. The integral is then cutoff at an 

appropriate distance corresponding to r 0 (defined above). In this 

.••i 
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work we. shall foll·ow this procedure, despite the fact that it limits 

·. the accuracy of our result to that of the Fokker-Planck equation: 
. 1 . 

,ff(£nA) · ; The justification lies in the fact that the short range 

effects are p~ely ·quantitative, for they simply close off the 

divergent integral. The short range interaction between oppositely 

charged particles may be expected to cause difficulties for some time, 

as the treatment of bound states .is very difficut. Again the effect 

on the kinetic equation is (presumably) strictly quantitative. 

B. The BBGKY Kinetic Theory 

1. The Equations of the Hierarchy 

We consider now a rigorous set of equations for the behavior 

·Of a plasma. The BBGKY (Bogoliubov, Born, Green, Kirkwood and 

Y )'12,13,14,15,16 th t t f d fr th von . theory . us is a grea s ep orwar om · e 

heuristic treatments that yield the standard Fokker-Planck equation. 

The difficulty now lies not in believing the equations, but in 

solving them. 

/ The BBGKY kinetic theory consists of a set of (N ~ co ) 

coupled equations for the probability distributions ~ s (JS_,x2 ···X s' t) 

of s = 1, 2, 3 ••• particles, where x1 = { ~1, ~l} , etc. These equations 

are derived in rigorous fashion from Liouville's theorem for the 

. probability distribution of N particles in 6N dimensional phase 

space. Since many derivations are available in the literature we 

simply quote the standard.result. The equation for ~s is (we consider 

only one type of.particle) 

• 
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f?:---/ 

d1 d1' s· s 
1 

s s I V'. r ~~ 

\7 i,0ij •. 
s n 2:: (fE" + v • L dv. ·- -... i J.. s m m i=l ifj=l ,.J.. i=l 

(II-6). 
d'"} 

J dX . .\J ,0 . . s+l = 0 
. ...s+l i i, s+l. dv . 

... J.. 

2 
Here V'. = drd , for a plasma ,0 .. = I q I , and n = the 

. J.. • J..J r.- r. 
,.J.. ... J.. ... J 

average number density of particles in the ·system. Inclusion of more 

· than one species leads. to no difficulties. For purposes of solving 

these equations it is useful to introduce a cluster expansion of the 

functions r We write 
s 

(II-7) 

.<;TJ 

d.f 
We may now convert the equations fer the at~ into equations 

for df dg dh 
dt '· dt , dt , etc. When this is done the first two equations 

of the BBGKY hierarchy lead to the following equations for. f and g. · 
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(II.8) 

1 r d d ]· 
= m ~ 1 >6?-2 • l d 5. -- d 3? 

+ ~[f~r<~l "A3.· il~1 + <1....:2)] g(~,~l + ~ f ~ [ "~13· d~ · 
+ (1<-t2)J h(~,~,~l + ~ ( ~ .j ~ vA3 g(~,~l + (1.-.2)] 

Of course the f equation ·contains a term in g, the g 
. . 

. equation is coupled to h, etc. We must terminate the infinite set 

of :equations in some way.. We do this by noting a property of the 

cluster expansion. We expe~t g(~1,~) << f(~1 ) f(~) unless 

(II.9) 

1::1 - :21 is "small. 11 Likewise we expect h(~1, ~2,~3 ) << g(~1, ~) f(~3 ) 

unless 1::1 - :21 and 1::1 - ::3 !"· are "small. 11 Therefore as a first 

, approximation we neglect g compared to . f in equation . II-8 • In 

this approximation equation II-8 becomes the familiar VJ.a.sov equation, 

a:Q.d is not coupled to higher equations. The Vlasov equation has been 

worked over a good deal, and we. will not go into its subtleties here. 

As a second approximation we should like to keep g in 

· .. equation Ia8, but nelgect the higher order terms (g compared to f f 

J 

(~' 
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and· :h: compared to fg) ·iri equation· II-9, so that the set of equatio:ns 

again terminates. We then solve II-9:. to ·find g in terms. of f, 

and insert the result in equation II-8, to obtain a kinetic equation 

.valid for a sufficient time for the system to reach equilibrium. A 

rigorous treatment has proved possible for only two cases: 

1. If f is independent of space, the time dependence of f comes 

2. 

only from the term involving g. Since g is small, f · varies 

slowly in time. Therefore we solve the g equation while holding 

f fixed. This calculation has been done for the limit of 

infinite time g (t=eo ), and leads to the Lenard Balescu equation, 

which will be discussed in a later section. 

By linearizing about equilibrium f = f + f 1, g = g + g1 , · eq eq 

with g1 << g and f 1 << f Guernsey has been able to eq eq 

solve the g1 equation for f 1, while permitting f 1 to have 

space and time dependence. Guernsey's solution runs to five 

lines in the published report17 (involving many defined functions, 

at that), and he makes only general statements about the 

resulting equation for f 1 • 
. 18 

Other results have been obtained. Rostoker has shown that 

'the solution of the g equation may be reduced to terms involving the 

solution of the Vlasov equation mentioned previously. This solution is 

formal, in the sense that some little labor is required just to 

recover the Lenard Balesc~ equation. Rostoker notes that his 

expression may be used to calculate g for the case of an unstable 

plasma, but he makes no attempt .to do so. 

. ... : .. ; ·. ~- '. 
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; ·. Atte~pt~l9, 20 haye been made to solve .II-9 for. the case of 

an unstable plasma. The results are unsatisfactory due to the omission 

·of certain terms which are needed tokeep certain integrals well 

defined. This will be discussed later in the section on quasil:i,.near 

.. theory • 
. J ·,. 

In general the equations of the hierarchy must be.characterized 

· · as· difficult. Case 1 above was proposed by Bogoliubov in 1946, and 

solved by Lenard in 1960. Case 2 was reported by Guernsey in 1962, 

but is too complicated to be of general interest. Furthermore one 

seidom sees the equation for. h, much less an attempt to solve it • 

' The Lenard Balescu equation breaks down for an unstable plasma--no 

plan for correcting this defect has been exploited. Thus progress 

in the hierarchy seems tediously slow, although the equations must 

be admitted to be exact. We shall leave this scheme after illustrating. 

one of its virtues. 

· . 2. Extension of the F'okker..;.Planck Equation 

The equation for ~ and . g may easily be approximated to lead 

. to a generalization of the Fokker-Planck equation (equation II-5) 

discussed in the preceding section. Before carrying out the calcula-

tion we indicate the known region of validity of equations of the . 

gener~l form of equation II·5· 
21 .. 

a) Frieman~.' has shown that f may be spatially dependent, 

with a spatial dependence of the order of the mean free path of a 

particle. The time dependence is on the collisional time scale. 

.1 
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b) 
.22 .. ·. . . 

Berk . has derived an equation for the behavior of the electron 

distribution function. He treats 'ions as stationary, and neglects 

·electron collisions. · . What is left is valid for a wide range of 

frequency and wavelength dependence, except that the result diverges 

.at v = 0 unless f(v) = f( !vi). Because of the approximations the 

result is not comparable with other Fokker-Planck equations. 

c) Silin23 has derived an equation for high frequency processes 

·in the absence of s:rntial dependence. Since no external fields are 

considered, it is hard to see what.could occur_?-t a rate faster than 

the ordinary collision rate. We conclude that the resulting equation 

is mathematically correct, but is not applicable to any physical 

proc.ess (except at very low frequency). 

Clearly an important problem has not been considered. Very 

frequently one is interested in the behavior of small ampl~tude waves 

in a nearly (spatially) uniform system. We may ask what effect the 

collisions might have on these waves. To be general we must permit 

the wavelength of the wave to vary from infinity to the Debye length. 

(Waves with wavelength sho~ter than a Debye length are Landau-damped 

very rapidly). Likewise the frequency of the wave may be high (much 

. /lnrnq2 
plasma frequency. ro · =~ ), or low (essentially 

P m . 
higher than the 

zero). We aks that the collision term be reasonably accurate (orde~ 
1 

.£nA for our calculation) and reas.onably simple, i.e., of the 

general form of equation II-5. 

A collision term valid in the broad domain indicated will 

provide an analytic result in a domain where many calculations are 
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·.·based on '!model" collision ·terms. The collision term we construct 
. . . 

here- may be used for furt~er analytic work, or to check and improve 

•the validity of simplified models of collisions. Since we seek a 

1 result valid only to order P,nA , it is clear that we have considerable 

leeway in making approximations. We shall therefore make further 

approximations on the g equation, which we rewrite here, with the 

higher order terms omitted. 

cd~ + !1· 171+ !2· 172l g- ~ (~~1 J ~17A3 g(~,~l + (l<-•2l] 

; [j~ :rC~l 17A3· d~l + (1 .... 2)] g(~S!~l = ~ 17J!"l2 ·[ d~l- d~J 

(II-10) 

We shall simplify the equation by·est~mating the relative 

magnit~e of the various terms. d The term dt may be large or 

small--in general we must keep it. We estimate velocities (and 

velocity gradients) as COmParable to a thermal 

Because Jfd v = 1, we take 1 
f = ----. 3 within a . v; 

th 

velocity, vth • 

3 volume vth • A more 

exact analysis, which we are trying to avoid here, shows that two 

particle interactions are cutoff (become unimportant) for an inter-

particle spacing greater than a Debye length, while the neglect of 

the higher order term in g in equation II-9 means that short range 

interactions are not treated satisfactorily. We estimate distances 

for g by a length L much smaller than ~d but longer than r 0 • 

-·----------------------~ .... -
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,It is true that g also varies on a scale given by the scale length of 

f • Thus we must· have · L much :less than the· scale length of f ·• We 

now estimate the magnitude of the terms in equation II-10 

~ 3 3 
+ (1+-¥2~ 

..., 

v:J vth L 2 
1 1 2 I 1 1 1' n 9... 

3 g = _g._l_ ---· m L2 m L2 V . 3 3 
vth vth th vth vth 

(II-11) 

' 
We wish to find g in terms .of the right-hand side. We, collect and 

cancel factors in the left-hand side, and use the fact that 

to find 

2 2 
~"' (.l) "' m l? 

: [ v th ( 1!. ) 2 
L . ~d 

+-

1 2 r 1 1 l 
= iii ? l vth : vthj 

' 
As a .good approximation we. drop the second and third terms because 

L < ~d· • Therefore the simplified equation we consider for g is 

(II-12) 

(II-13) 
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· ·As .a resUlt of. these approximations we must supply both short and long 
' . . . 

··. range cutoffs for the. interactio~ between the Pa-rticles. The resulting 

collision term VTill be valid to order l/£nA • 

We now linearize f and g about a uniform stationary state. 

(II-14) 

We shall.-treat the subscript 1 quantities as small, and keep only 

first order terms. The assumption that r0 .and g0 have no time 

dependence simply requires that their actual time dependence be much 

. slower tha,n that of f 1 and g;
1 

• In particular when f'1 varies 

quite slowly f 0 must be the equilibrium (MaxwellianY distribution. 

We wish to consider equations II-8 and II-13. In keeping with the 

notation of the Vlasov equation we set 

(II-15) 

Throughout this work it will be convenient to use a Fourier 

·transform on the spatial dependence of the equation we work with. 

We define the Fourier transform of a given function ~ • · 

(II-16) 

J/ 
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which has the. inverse transformati.on 

(II-17) 

We frequently wish to transform in more than one variable. For, 

example 

N~ -vl ~ ~ #V5 #V3 f
. · -i~· r -iK_• r -i~· r 

= d.£1 dre d.£3 e e e 

(II-18) 

~~ 
(2:n: )3 . (2:n: )3 

.. (II.;.l9)· 

Of course the functional dependence of · <P. on , r, and on K, will be 

different, in general. We transform equation II-8 to find 

= nq2 J dv 
m . "12 

(II-20) 

We transform equation II-13 to produce the value of g required by 

equation II-20. 
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(II-21) 

The solution of equation II-21 for the time dependence of 

g
1 

is elementary if we use a Laplace . transform. We find that g1 

depends on its initial values, among other things. In fact we do not 

wis~ to treat these initial values, which generally die away rapidly 

(see section IIIA. Therefore we consider f
1 

(and 1:e nee g1 ) to have 

-irot · time dependence e , with m analytically continued from the 

upper half m plane. The solution for g
1 

is then arithmetic (we 

put g
1

(t) = g
1

(m) e-irot) • 

., 4rc 2 
= - iq. 

[ d~l - d~ J 
m 

We insert this quantity into equation II-20 to find 

.4 
2nq 

= ---r 
rem 

. J J cl!S. ~ • dv· -
... 2 J!-

(II-22) 

(II-23) 

J/ 
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1 
We .apply_ .•the· Plemelj formula to the quantity . 

. -'...1)+~·~1 +!S· ( v2 -~1) 

remembering ·that ro is analytically ··continued .from the upper half 

· plane 

1 . 

(n-24) 

Here P. -"~±ndicates the principal value is to be taken when the 
. ,. ,..·. 

·•·.. integral is performed and 8 is the Dirac delta function. The 

----". 

limits of the k integration are 

l'kl = k 0 
dK 

"" IKI = kd_ 

. 21! 2:rr 2:rr ~\(T 
kd = A.d and ko = r 0 = q2 

The principal part integral is not divergent and may be 

neglected (it is odd for large K). The integration.over the delta 
"' .. 

function is not difficult and is discussed in appendix B. In order 

to symmetrize the collision term in ~l and ~ we shift the origin 

of the integral over K(k-K) by the vector k the effect is 
l"'t.J 1"\,1"" "" 

quantitatively negligible. The final result is the equation for 

perturbations on a uniform plasma, with the collision term valid 

to order 1/.enA • 
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.4 .2®q . 
2 

m 
d • J d.v,.., dv :·; ~ 
"'1 

[ 
d d 

.. a(m-k~v ·;·v. -v ) • (-d ·- d-) f 1 (k,y1,m) f 0(yrJ 
· At! · "' "'1 rvl "-e , . ~l ~2 . n.r ·- ·-.:: 

+ Q(m-k·v,..,,;v -v,..,) • (dd .. dd ) f 0 (y1 ) f1 (~_,v,..,,m)J 
' tW 1'\J ,..:::;' -1 tv,;: ~1 .·.~ ·- ·- .....c. 

.~where Q is given by 
I"M 

" .•/' 

k0 l~' I - .en_;......_ 
lm-k·vl 

"' "' 

= 0 for 
lm-k·vl 

1'\J 1'\J 

lv' I 

'~~t We demonstrate that the . collision term satisfies the · ··.·. 

conservation law'S'. If we integrate equation . II-25 over ~1, 

the contribution from the collision term is 

. (II~25) 

(II-26) 

- J(k.v1,m) 
-·"'"' I I 

= 0 (II-27) 
v =00 

' "'1 

shreno particles have infinite velocity. Thus, particle number is 

conserved. 

·We multiply II .. 25 by m~1, and integrate over ~l to 

deomonstrate the conserV-ation of momentum"' The collision term 

contributes 

1:· ., 
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. / 

= 0 (II..-28) 

Therefore the collision term conserves momentum. 
. 1 2 . 

Finally we multiply by 2 m v1 , and integrate over ·~1 
to demonstrate that the ~ollision term conserves energy • 

... 

.. 
+ v • Q(ro-k.v j~ -v ) 

--..1 NV\ "' "'2 n.l rV2 
d d 1 (-d - d-) fo(vl) fl(k,y~,ro) • 
~1 ~ "' "' "'!<:: . "' . 

··-
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The result follows from the fact that (~1- -~2) • ;i(ro-~~~1·;-~1-~) = 0 

We have avoided the confusion of subscripts by considering only a 

_single species, We can generalize equation II-25 immediately to 

more than one species, by using greek letter subscripts to designate 

the type of particle. 

. Gl + Q(ro·k·v _;v - Yn) • m-
M\ "-' "-e rvl ·-.::; 

iJ. 

df 0 
iJ. 

d~l 

2 
= qiJ. 

m 
iJ. 

L ·2:rm v v 

2. 

'lv 

d~) r~\~1 )rv \ly~,ro)] 
(II-30) 

We may compare equations II-5, II-26, and II-30, and make 

a few general statements about the significance of the frequency·and 

wavenumber dependence of the collision term of equationii-30. The 

essential difference between the collision term of equation II-30 

and that of equation II-5 (beside the fact that the collision term 

of equation II-30 is linearized 0 1 f ... f + f , and it allows for more 

than one species of particle) lies in the logarithm which appears in 

Q . The logarithm of equation II-30 has frequency and wavenumber 

dependence. In the limit ro--+ 0, k-+ 0, the logarithm reduces to 

£nA , in agreement with equation II-5. In the general case the 

logarithm is smaller than £nA because of the frequency and wavenumber 

dependence. The actual dependence is quite complicated, as it involves 

relative velocity of the particles 1~1- ~2 1 , and their velocity 

-:-,·_. . ;-. . :. : .~ .. ~. :. - 'J.:: ···<. :. ;-

• •1- :-.. ·t, ..• '~ '. • .: : '' ' ' I' '• .' .! r\ ....... ~ : 
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c'omponent along the phase velocity of the wave lm-k·vl . We establish 
"' "' 

a rough criterion for the significance of the logarithmic dependence 

by requiring that most particles (I vi< Vth) be within the region 

where the logari thni is decreased from · tnA. • · (We consider k = 0). 

The Fokker-Planck equation (equation II-5) 

.is modified significantlyfor frequencies of the order of the plasma 

frequency (and above). More detailed statements must be based on 

further analytic work. 

C. The Klimontovich Dupree Equations 

The set of equations we consider now are formed by averaging 

24 25 4 (over an ensemble)· the equation of motion for a particular system. ' ' 

Of ·course the physical content of the equations is the same as that 

of the BBGKY set of equations. (See appendix A) An advantage of 

the Klimontovich Dupree set is that we can .work with them more 
p'' 

easily. · Dupree has indicated·a formal method for solving the whole 

set, but we shall see that there are defects in his solution. 

We pegin by writing the distribution function in r,n space 
I "'"" 

for a particular system. The distribution function is normalized. to· 

volume V-+ m. The superscript p indicates momentum--we shall 

drop it when we change to velocity as an independent variable. 

1 
n 

l.l 

(II-31) 
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' 

Here · r (t), p · (t). defines the position and momentum of 
. "' f..LS "' JlS . . N 

. _ particle s = 1,2, 3, • • •Nf.l. of species f.i.<J and nf.L = ~ • We shall 

be concerned with a two species plasma composed of ions (i) and 

electrons (e) • We assume overall charge neutrality, so that 

N- = N. = N. The Hamiltonian of-the system is 
e ~ 

N 
2 

N qf.L <lv 
H 

pflS ·1 
= +-2:: 2: I -~ 2m .2 l4.e- ~vsl . f.L=e, i s=l f.L f.L, v '£, s=l 

,:t.£;i:v s 

We take the time derivative of II-31 to find 

.d.F p. 
---1:!:.... = 
dt 

From Hamilton's equations we have 

dr 
~ = [r 
dt "'f.LS' 

dp 
"'~s - = = 

H] 
EJs = m 

f.L 

.N 
d ·qf.L <lv 

[rf.l.s' rr] -2:: 2: dr dt v m=l N lr - r I "'f.Ls "'vm . f.LSj:Vm 

Substituting these results in II-;33 we have 

d.Fp 
.!'f.Ls .• d.Ff.L d ~-<ly dF 

~ -I + 2: I f.L a:r- a:r d~f.LS m dt s f.L "'f.LS v m ..- lr - r I 
p.s:fvm "' f.LS "' vm 

; 

= 

(II-32) 

(II-33) 

(II-34) 

(II-35) 

0 . 

(II-36) 
.. ' 

----- ---·-·-· .. -------------·-------------------------- -----~-
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The final term may be simplified if we introduce the electric ·field. 

-I: }' d <ly 
""Ln ~·Jd~' dr' 

d 
E = dr = dr IV -> 

lr-r £1 v v ,... 
v £ N N 

"' ,....v' 

1 

lr-r' I 
"' "' 

(II-37) 

We now use the property of the delta function f(x) o(x-a) = f(a) o(x-a) 

to rewt~te the equation of motion (corresponding to the conservation 

of particles) in the familiar form 

dFP 
-.!:!:.._ + 
dt 

0 . 

The curly brackets {} indicate that the self force term is to· be 

omitted. 

(II-38) 

· Finally it is customary to work in the variables r,v rather 
"' "' 

than r,p • Hence we change variables so that 

. distribution function is now (we drop the superscript p). 

F (r,v,t) = 1.1 ,.....,.... 
1 

n· 
1.1 

N 
\ o(r - r (t)) ofv - v (t)) 
s~l "' .. "'llS ~ "'llS . 

The equation of motion becomes 

d dF qu. 
__..~:: + v•w + ...,~:;, 

,.... 1.1 m dv dt 1.1. 

The electric field is given by 
I 

The. 

(II-39) 

(II-4o) 
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E(r,t) = - '\" n, oJdv' dr' i_. V""\1 N' N 

1 
F (r ', v.', t) 

V "' .N 
(II-41) 

lr-r' I "' "' . v .. 
"' "' 

Eg_uations II-4band II-41 · appear simple, in the sense that 

eg_uation II-4o is an eg_uation in r,v,t, while II-41 is an 
..... "' 

equation in r,t • Of course the complete solution would be the 
"' 

complete motion of our 2N particles, for the complexity is hidden 

in the definition of F . .Since this complete solution cannot be 

found,, we seek -the behaVior of an average system whose properties 

correspond to the small amount of information we might obtain about 

a particular system. 

We·let 

F (r,v,t) - f (r,v,t) + Bf (r,v,t) 
]J. "' . 'V 1-1- "" "'-" ]J. "' "' 

(II-42) 

-~(II-43) 

where f is the average one p:~.rticle distribution function of.the 
1-1-

. system, and 0 E the average electric field. Of course 5 now 

represents a difference, not a Dirac delta function. If we denote 
·' 

the ayeraging process by () , we .have 

(FJJ.) = f (II-44) 
]J. 

\ :. '• 
.. :;." 

.. ·:/ 

(E) = Eo (II-45) 
"' "' 

•" 

-~ 

" 
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·which implies that ( 8f !l) = 0 , and (8E) = 0 but does not imply 
"' 

· . that an expression like (8f 8E) is 0. We now substitute equations 

II-42 and II-43 into equations II-40 and II-41, and average. This 

yields the equations 

df q!l d E0 f 
.q!J. d --1::. + v ·'ilf +- +- dv 

. ( { 8rd8f !l}> = 0 (II-46) 
dt "' !l m dv N !l m 

!l "' J.l "' 

0 2: ~Jd~' dv' 9 1 f (r',v',t) (II-47) .E = n . 
"' v N 

lr-r' I V "-'• N v 
N N 

It is often convenient to use the fact·that 
- 1 

\1.\1 rrr = - 4~ 8(r) 
r "' 
"' 

to rewrite equation II-47 in the form of Poisson's equation. 

.The equations do not form a.closed set, since equation II-46 depends 

on the quantity (8f 8E) • To proceed we must find an equation for 
"' 

this quantity. However this\"equation will depend on ( 8f8f8E) , · etc. ·· .. ,., 
· In gene:ral we end up with a coupled set of equations simila·r ·to the 

BBGKY hierarchy. (The relation between the two sets of equations 

is described in appendix A. It is shown that the equations are 

equivalent).· We indicate now the procedure for forming these 

equations. 

We subtract equations II-46 and II-47 from equations II-40 

and II-41 to produce the equations for the fluctuations 

8 E 
"' 

8f and 
!l 



d ( ( 8E 8f } ) .., 8E·.:8f 
d V • .: "V · Jl. rv . J..l. 
"' 

. (II-49) 

1 8f (r' v' t) 
v"' ', ' I ., I r-rr. 

"' "' 

(II-50) 

'The equation for a quantity (8f 8f • • ·8fi) becomes unmanageably e e . 

long unless we shorten notation. The procedure we use is very. 

similar to that of Dupree. We.abbreviate coordinate notation, 

~l'~l ~ 1, and consider 8fe' 8fi as a column vector by writing 

8f(l) = (II-"51) 

We define a matrix operator T, which uses equation II-50 in 

expressing the electric field 

• M .. . qe . d ·· · Eo . 
V •v + .. -· - .. ._...... .... , ... •·• 
"'1 l ... '.me··'· d_y:

1
·.,,., ,,.::_ ; .. , 

• - ·~ 1\,J • .'. 

... J 

··· .. • 

nq e e 

df J e • d,t'. ~' \1
1
. __ 1 __ 

d_zl lr - r' I 
m e 

--- · dr'dv' 'V1----

v '9 + ~-~ • E0 

"'1 1 m. · -.d v
1
· "' 

1 "' 

"'l "' 

I 
I niqi dfi J 1 

mi . d~l "' "' I I £1- £' 
k ~r•l ·· .. J· 
"'1 "' 

(II. 52) 

.. 
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The left-hand side of equation II-49 may now be written (for both species, 

[ ~t + T(l)] 8f(l) . (II. 53) 

The integral term.in T8f , involving J d.£'. d~' 'V1 --
1
--

:lr - r' I 
"'1 "' 

8f is taken 

The remaining terms of 

equation II-49 may be shortened by defining an operator t(, which is a 

. function of 8E • 
"' 

qe d 8E(l) 
d!l 

. 
m "' e 

0 

Ai(l) = ,_, (II-54) 

0 

· Equation II-49 now has the simple form 

[ d~ + T(i)] 8f(l) = ((tr(l) 8f(l)}) - (~(1) 8f(l)} 
"' "' 

(II-55) 

We may now multiply .equation II-55 by 8f(2) • • •8f(n), and interchange 

d 
argume~ts to produce equations for all 8f(l) 8f(2.)· ·• dt 8f(i.) · • ·8f(n). 

When we'add these we have 
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'·~ -

.. ) . d . 
. 'L dt 
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+ . ~ IJ' ( i) J 8f ( 1 ) . ·af ( 2 ) ••• 8f ( i ) .•• 8f ( n ) 
i=l 

n 
= L ((JJ(i)Bf(i)}) 8f(l)·~·8f(i-1)8f(i+l)···8f(h)·. 

i=l "' . . . . 

n 
L 8f(l)· · · (2'(i) 8f(i)}· · •8f(n) • 
i=l 

·.The average of this equation represents the equation for the 

general term (Bf(l) • · •Bf(nH 

n 
L T(i)] (8f(l)•••8f(n)) 
i=l 

n 

·· (II-56) 

= [ ( :{;(1(1 )5f(:i) ~) ).(~5:t{:h} :· • .; B:f'(i~l ~ · Bf(i+l) • :• ·~f(n)} · · ~' ::· (J,) > 
i=l 

n . 
L (8f(l) .. •(JJ(i) 8f(i)}•••8f(n)) 

. i=l 
(II-57) 

The terms involving BE may.be found by appropriate use of equation 
"' 

II-50 

.. (5f(l)· .. (5f(i) 5~(i)} • • ·Bf(n)) =. - L nvq, J d.£' dz' vi 
i v' . 

1 

• . I 

I 

x (8f(l)•••8f(i) 8f (r',v';t)•••Bf(n)) 
v "' "" 

(II-58). 

. Note that we do not have to use curly brackets on the right hand 
' 

side. The self force vanishes when the angular part of the r' 
"' 

.. 
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. integration· is performed~ We now describe Dupree's method for solving 

these equations. 

We may in principle solve the equation 

[ d~ + T(l)] w(l) = 0 (II-59) 

to find. 1!r(£1,x1,t) in terms .of 1!r(£l'!l' t = 0). (A general 

analytic solution is out of the question. However the assumptions 

of spatial uniformity, etc., are not necessary until we wish to 

obtain this analytic solution). We define an operator P·. by the 

relation 

1Jr(r,v,t) = P(r,v,t) 1Jr{r,v,t = 0) 
~I'V ,..,,..._, N"" 

with the boundary condition P(~ ~~ t = 0) = 1 • 

It follows that 

P( t) g!ve·s~ the evolution . of the system forward in time, while 

' gives the evolution backward in time. We note 

also that when T is,time independent 

(II-60) 

(II-61) 

(II-62) 
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If we multiply equation II-61. on the right and left by P-1 (t), 

d '( ·-1 - . d ( . 
. and use the fact that dt P P) = dt 1) = O, we find 

(II-63) 

We may generalize equations II-61 and II-63 immediately if the operators 

apply to different set of coordinates. Thus· 

[ 
d !.!. ] Cit+ L T(i) P(l)• • •P(i)· • .p(n) = 0 

i=l .. 
(II-64) 

. (II-65) 

Using these operators we readily solve the general equation, II-57· 

We multiply:on the left by P-1 (l)···P-1 (n) and use equati<?n II-65 

. for the expression P-1 (l)···P-1 (n) i~ T(i) . 

n 
L (8:f'(l)···(~(i)8f(i) 8f(n)) 

i=l 
(II-66) 

+ P-1 (l)· .. P-1 (n) f ((!(i)8f(i))): (8f(l)•• •8f(i-1)8f(i+l)•••8f(n)) . 
i=l . 

. We shall abbreviate by setting P(l) • • •P(n) = Pn • Then II-66 

becomes 
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; ·-1 
. 1 d . .· . dP 
P~- (t) Cit. (8f(l)• •.•8f(n)) + ~t (8f(l)· • ·8f(n)) = 

n . , n 
- P ~1 L: <ef(l)· •• C-tr(i)8f(i)} •.• ef(n)> + P -l I: < cn(i)8f(i)l> 

n · i=l · "'· · n i=l .v . 

I (8f(l)~·~8f(i-1)8f(i+l)···8f(n)) . 

~e left hand side is a perfect differential equal to ~· (P~-l 

(8f(l)···8f(n)), so that we may perform a time integral. 

(II-67) 

. t 

P -l(t)(8f(l) ... 8f(n)lt) = (8f(l)•• ·8f(n)lt = 0) + f dit" P -l(it") . 
n . . _ . . 0 n 

Lt((!!(i)Sf(i)l) (8f(l)···8f(iC1)8f(i+l)· 8f(n)) - it 

(5f(l)· • • (8f(i) ~(i)} • • ·8f(n)) -
Multiplying by P (t ), we produce the general result 

n 

.. (II-68) 

(8f(l)• • ·8f(n) It) = P (t) (8f(l)· · •8f(n) It = 0} + P (t) dit" P -l (it") j t 

_ n . · n 0 n 

[it ( (:!J:{i)Sf{i) J) ( 8f{1) • · •8f (i-1 )8f{1+1) • • ·Sf {n) - i~l 

(8f (1) • • • {ti( i )8f ( i)} • • • 8f (n)) • 
;V • 

(II-69) 
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Terms 1.nvol ving 8E through the JY operator may•be .calculated - . "' 
. using equation II-58. We note that ( (P28f8f}) 4 P~ ( (8f8f}), etc. 

In calculating ( (8f8E}) etc., using the P operators, we f-ind that -
the self force term vanishes, as it should •. We shall frequently 

omit the curly brackets for this reason. 

We have discussed in some detail the methods for obtaining 

·.equation II-69 because we shall use them later in this work. We 

now sketch very briefly Dupree's conclusions regarding the solution 

to the original set of equations. 

Of course equation II-69 does not represent a complete-solution 

to the set of equations. The original set of coupled differential 

equations has been replaced by a set of coupled integral equations. 

Dupree suggests an iteration technique (i.e., perturbation theory) 

based on an ordering scheme similar to that of the BBGKY hierarchy. 

One may calculate in order • (8f8f}, (8f8f8f), etc., and by working 

up and down the set of equations find these quantities to any 

· accuracy desired (in terms of the smallness parameter). It is 

clear that the validity of.this scheme depends on the operator P 

always being of crder 1, as it is at t = 0. Unfortunately this 

is not always true. In fact P becomes very large just at those 

points where the plasma exhibits collective behavior--a tendency 

toward coherent motion rather than individual particle motion. In 

addition the P operator is divergent for short range interactions • 

Dupree eliminates this divergence by the usual cutoff. However in 
~-

view of this cutoff it seems hardly reasonable to try to carry the " 
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iteration technique to any great length, especially since the behavior 
. . 

of higher order terms is affected more and more strongly by . short 

. range effects. 

A further difficulty crops up in the time integral in equation 

II-69. Only the lowest order approximation of (8f8f} does not 

require this time integral. All corrections and higher terms, which. 

do involve this integral, cannot be calculated for arbitrary time 

because we cannot perform the integrals. With this in mind Dupree 

suggests that we calculate all quantities in the limit t -+ CD. 

This procedure, which is based on the Bogoliubov·hypothesis (to be 

discussed shortly) breaks. down completely for an unstable plasma. 

In general we may not accept the li~it t -+ CD unless the plasma 

is in equilibrium. However if the plasma is stable this limit is 

usually valid (with negligible error), and does permit the time 

integrals to be performed. 

We conclude that Dupree's work is an elegant and largely 

successful attempt at a complete description of plasma behavior. 

In addition he is able to include electromagnetic effects without 

the slightest difficulty. This is indeed a step forward from the 

BBGKY hierarchy! Dupree's results are not perfect because he 

underestimatesthe difficulty of obtaining a valid description of 

plasma behavior. ·A brilliant formal method is no better than the 

foundation it rests .on. In this work we shall attempt to patch up 

the foundations of plasma kinetic theory. In the process we must 

give up the claim to generality that. Dupree makes. 
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Having criticized the general .aspects of Dupree's theory, 

we turn . now to those particulars for which the theory is admirally 

suited. ·· We shall illustrate the direct and straightforward way in 

which Dupree's method yields the present plasma kinetic equation, 

the Lenard Balescu equation. 

/ To construct the kinetic equatior:_ (equation II-46) we need 

the quantity ( (5f5E)), which may be constructed from (5f5f) using 
"' 

equation II-58. From equation II-69 we have 

+ (5f(l){ll'(2)8f(2)}) 
" "' 

(II-70) 

Since the f!: operator ·involves eE , the time integral involves 
"' 

( 5f5f5E), which is higher order than ,( 5f5f) • (It is not generally 
('•..;,.., . 

true that (8f(l)• • •5f(n)5E) is higher order than (5f(l)· • ·5f(n)). 
"' . 

It is true for the single case n = 2 • This is discussed in 

appendix A). Therefore in·the first approximation we have 

(5f5f) = P(l,t) P(2,t) (5f(l,t = 0) 5f(2,t = 0) ~ (II-71) 

To evaluate this expression we must calculate the P operator defined 

by equation II-60. The P operator is obtained by solving equation 

II-61, which is simpler if we consider P operating on some quantity, 

say 5f. Note that our purpose in solving this equation (II-59) .is 

. .:) 
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to obtain the P operator,, not to obtain the behavior. of · 5f ·• 

Dupree always·uses P to obtain the behavior of averaged quantities. 

We now write.out equation II-59 for :particle species 1-1 • 

(~ + v.\J\ 8f 
dt "' ) J.l. 

~J.l. d + __ ,_ 
m dv 

J.l. "' 

(II-72) 

The solution of this equation given an arbitrary f (r,v,t) is b~yond 
. ll"'"' 

present analytic methods. For this reason we limit ourselves to 

distribution functions which are uniform in space, and assume no 

external electric field (the net field of the charges is o·, of 

course) so that E
0 = 0 These restrictions will remain through 

most of the rest of this work. 

Despite the simplification the equation for 5f remains 
J.l. 

generally insoluble if we permit 

now drop this time dependence of 

much more rapidly in time than 

f to have time dependence. 
J.l. 

We 

f , on the basis that 
J.l. 

5f va:ries 
J.l. 

f 
J.l. 

This :•·adiabatic hypothesis?. 

:permits ·us to proceed analytically, but is motivated by physical 

considerations. 

We emphasize the distinction between dropping the space 

dependence and dropping the time dependence of f 
J.l. 

The omission 

of spatial dependence of f is simply a restriction on the class of 

distribution functions for which we develop a kinetic theory. It 

is made without any qualification whatever. In contrast the omission 

of time dependence for f is never valid unless f represents a 

stationary (equilibrium) state, with the trivial kinetic equation. 
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df 
dt = 0 • It may be true as an approximation, but this must be 

.·checked a posteriori.· We shall see later that this approximation 

is generally a very good one, with several rather unimportant 

exceptions·. 

The equation for . 8fll has now reduced to the simple form 

(d.dt + v.'v)· 8f (r,v,t) + ~.~ dv·· • 8E(r,t) f (v) = 0 
"' ll "' "' m · · "' "' ll "' 

ll "' 

(II-73) 

-··/ where 8£] is determined by equation II-50. 
. 6 

Following Landau, we solve the initial value problem with 

a Fourier transform in space and a Laplace transform in time. 

J -il;•£ 100 ::!.rot . 
8f (k,v,(.l)) = d r e dt· e 8f (r,v,t) 

ll"'"' ."' 0 ll"'"' 
(II-74) 

8E(r, t) 
"' "" 

(n-75) 

(.l) is far enough in the upper half (.l) plane to insure convergence 

of the time integrals and may be analytically continued to the lower 

half plane. Later we shall have occasion to move ·k from the real 

axis. We note the general relation 

* A(k,(.l)) = A(-k*, - (.l)*) 
"' 

where the star means the complex conjugate is to be taken~ The . 

inverse transforms are 

(II-76) 
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(II-77) 

(II-78). 

where C is a contour parallel to the real ·ro axis and above all 

singularities of 8f .or 8E • 'The electric field is now expressed 
1-l "' 

as 

. ; 

(
-ik) . 

8E(k,ro) = L 2"' 4rc n a fdv 8f (k, v;ro) ,....,,...., v~ "' v--.. v k 
(II-79) 

while the equation for 8f becomes 
1-l 

q 
d 

( -:lill+it·! )8fl-l + _!:. 
dv • 8E f = 8f (k, v, t = 0) . (II-80) m - 1-l 1-l--

1-l "' 

The solution for 8f and . 8.§ ·in terms of 8f(t = 0) is 

simple algebra, 

J 
dk 

8f. (r,v,t) · = "' 
3 ~ "' "' . (2rc} 

. ct: ik df 
\ .J::. ~. 2 4rc n·a 
L. ·m · 2 dv v ~ 

.V 1J. k "' .. 

(•iro + .ik·v) e(k,ro) 
"" "' -

X 8f (t = 0) v 

:l:k•rj "'"' d.ro e -.. 2rc 
e -dmt [ --,---1~

-:lill + ik. v 
. - "' 

+ 

(II.81) 

. (II-82) 
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where 

df 

2 fk v dv' 
(J) . -

. ~ -e(k,ro) 1 +I v "' (II.83) = T . 
"' v k (J) - k • v 

"' "' 

From .. equation II-81 we may readily identify the Fourier-Laplace 

· transform of the P operator. 

P(k, v,m) 

q ik 

[ ~ ~ ~. = (-:i.m+i~·v) 
(II-84). 

The explicit form of the P operator is 

P(£, :t,' t) 
ik•r r .::lm 

eM·'"' J ~ -:i.mt ( ) e P k, v,ro ·• 
"' "' 

(II.85) 

c 

In .calculations we· apply the P operator·,·.to the Fourier transform 

of the initial value of 8f. Frequently we .wish to calculate 8E 

from 8f, after using the P operator. This is given by equation 

II-82. 

We may now write a·more explicit expression for the collision 

term for a uniform plasma • 

.,·'i 
. ~ :~ 

\ 
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41! no:%: ( 

e (l;2;w2) j 

= o)) 

ik_ ·r 
Nl "' e e 

i~·£ 

r dv' 

J
i __ "'_1 ____ _ 

-:im +ik ·v ., · 
1 "'1 "'1 

(rr.86) 

As it stands (8f8E) will have explicit time dependence, and will, 
"' 

of course, depend on the initial value (8f8flt = 0). We come now 
- 12 

to a second hypothesis (due to Bogoliubov); we may calculate 

(8f8E) in the limit t ~ oo •. This assumption, like the preceding 
"' 

one, is based on physical considerations, and may be tested a 

posteriori. It amounts to a statement that (8f8E) becomes a function ,..., 

of f much faster than the characteristic time in which f changes. 

Note ~he distinction: the first (adiabatic) hypothesis states that 

8f varies much more rapidly than f, while the second (time asymptotic) 

hyJ>othesis ·says that ( 8f8E) reaches a stationary value much more ,..., 

rapidly than f varies in time. The latter hypothesis, which is 

obviously much stronger than the former, is not verifiable, and . 

will result in considerable _labor later in this work. For purposes 

-of demonstrating the use. of the P operator we accept the hypothesis 

at present. 
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Granted this hypothesis, we may invert the Laplace transform 

·· .. in equation II:-86, ignoring all zeros of € (k,@)' since their contribu

tion will vanish in the limit t -+ oo. Note that we are forced to 

assume a stable plasma, such that the zeros of € are 1n the lower 

half ill plane. We have now 

= ~· ...!_.. J· d~ 
m·ll·: d!l (211: )3 

· lim t _,. ro 

[ 
.
.. i~·~lt 

+ 'e + 

o) 8f (k2,v2, t = o)) • 
v "' "" 

, (II-87) 

. . 26 
It appears that the expression goes to 0 by the Riemann-Lebesque 

lemma, which states 

lim 
t -+ (X) 

b 

J 
a 

iat f(a) e da = o (II-88) 

where · f is Riemann integrable. We must use the explicit expression 

for (8f5f) 

.. ~,. 
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. B 
(Bf (r~,v~~)Bf (r2,v2,t)) 

ll . ..,.. .L "".L . a "" "" g (r
1

, r
2

, v
1

, v2, t) + f (r1. , v1, t) ...1:£ 
~ "" "" N "" ll "" "" n . ll 

(II-89) 

where g is the two particle correlation function of the BBGKY 

hierarchy. This result is obtained by direct calculation in 

appendix A. 

It is clear that the terms involving g do go to 0 by 

the Riemann-Lebesque lemma for any reasonable choice of g • 

We make use of the delta function in velocity space, and the Fourier 

transform of the delta function in space B(£1- £2 )-+ (2:1{)3 5(~1+ ~) 
to find: 

q 
d 'qll d f ~ [i~ 4:1{ ~fll (~1) .J:!:. 

d~l 
• (Bf BE) = 

d~l • (2:1{)3 . ~ 2 m ll"' m 
€ (- tl' - ~~ ~1) ll ll 

lim t-"00 

-~ itl df 2 i~l f d~2 fv(~) 
+ 2:-

k 2 ~ (4:1{ <tv) n 
kl2 ''· (-v mil v ik • v - i~· v ) 1 "'1 -1 "" -2 

-ik • v t -ik • v t l 
'Vl -1 ""1 "'2 ) 

-€ e_(_!s_l_' ~-1-.-.Y l_)_e_€_( --/~---, ---~---. -X-2-) J . 

(II-90) 
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Note that there is no singularity at t·~l ·= t·~2 ·' for the two· 

expressions involving this quantity cancel each oth~r at this point. 

Thus the ~2 integral goes directly through this point. 

We consider again the kinetic equation we seek (no space 

dependence) 

df' 
--1:!: = dt 

.~ 
m 

1-L 

• (5f' .5E) 
. 1-L "' 

(II-91) 

and observe that it is an equation for a real quantity. Therefore 

in equation II-90 only the rea~ part of' the expression need be kept. 

· This is consistent, of' course, for the imaginary parts vanish, being 

odd in t
1 

• The infinite self force term :also· vanishes for 

this reason. One term, now vanishes completely, and we may take the 

real part of 'the first term. 

Real [
ih 
k 2 

1 

1-L 1-L "' 
41r q f' (v1 ) ] 

We have used the fact that 

. t(~l'~l· ~1) 

= 

= 

where the star means that the complex conjugate is to be taken. 

We still must consider the te~ 

(II(.;92) 

(II-93) 
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. We split the exponential into its real and imaginary parts. 

eixt = cos(xt) + i sin(xt) • 

The cos term contributes 

d~2 cos[~· (!1- z2 ) t] 

~1- il;l • !2) I e (~1' ~1 · !r) 1
2

1 

(II-94) 

.(II-95) 

(II-96) 

where we have rationalized the denominator and used equation II-93· 

This term vanishes by the Riemann Lebesque lemma. (The integrand 

is a smooth function ~·(!1- ~2 )). 

Finally we have the sin term--again we rationalize the 

denominator. 

d!2 sin [ ~1 • (!1- ~) t] 
~1- il;l. ~2 ) . IE (~1' ~1. ~1 ) 12 

I E (l;l' 1:1. ~2 ) 12 . (II-97) 

x {Real [ e t):1r~1 • y;,:,)] Real [ e (~, ~ • x1 l] + Imai>; [ ~ ~1,.-~ • Xr)] Imag,(e ( ):1, ~ • y2 )l}< 
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This term may be calculated using Jordan's theorem:27 

If· g is of bounded bariation on [0,5], then 

·' 
B 

lim J g(x) 
. sin xt 

dx 
1( 

g(O) • 
X =2 ·.· (II-98). 

hx>' 
0 

The final result is the Lenard-Belescu equation, generalized 

to two species. 

df 2 J d r ~1 J51~ B(J51· !1- J51· ~) [.:lL 2 d __..!::, = 2n -~ 
d!l dt ·m v • !2 J ~ 4 I € c~ ~. v ) 12 ·. v 1-L "' ' "' .,_, 1 

[ fv~~2) df f (v
1

) . df l . __J:!:. 1-L"' v (II-99) -
d!2 d!l m v 

Having completed the right side with aid of the adiabatic hypothesis, 

we now reinsert the time dependence f ( v) -+ f ( v, t ) • 
,.., "' The ~ 

integration is divergent at large t:1 ·and should be cutoff at the 

closest approach distance k = 21C\(t ·• 
0 . 2 

' q 
Equation II-99 is generally a quantitatively satisfactory 

equation for describing the behavior of a stable plasma, with the 

exception of the large ~l divergence. We raise now the question 

or its faults, with an eye toward correcting them. 

We see first that for certain choices of f we may cause € 

to become very small, so that df 
dt becomes arbitrarily large. This 

fact discourages us from using the perturbation technique suggested 

r: 
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by Dupree, for the first correction could be larger than the lowest 

·drder·term. 
•. 

Secondly,· the theory cannot treat an unstable plasma, because 

the collision term blows up in the limit t ~co. It is clear from 

this derivation that one may make calculations.of {5f5E) for t. less 
"' 

than infinity. (The derivation from the BBGKY is tedious). The 

breakdown of the Bogoliubov hypothesis must be regarded as the cause 

of the difficulty for a barely stable plasma, as well as for an 

unstable plasma. A third difficulty lies in the transition to 

equilibrium. It is well known that long wavelength plasma oscillations 

damp very slowly in an equilibrium plasma. If we do not use the 

Bogoliubov hypothesis these modes will remain almost indefinitely, 

even though the plasma is very near equilibrium. It seems unreasonable 

for the approach to equilibrium to be so slow. We ttJay expect to 

remedy this defect by including higher order terms in calculating · 

{5f5E). ,..., 

Before attempting a general discussion of our ·line·. of .attack 

we discuss briefly the present kinetic theory for an tinstable plasma. 

D. The Q,uasilinear Theory 

' .We now discuss the present kinetic theory for an unstable 

plasma in order to bring out some of the difficulties we shall have 

later. We make no attempt to "patch up" these difficulties here, 

for the work would have to be repeated later when a more general 
·• 

kinetic equation is derived. Apparently the problems are now well 
~~ -



) . 

known, for present research is directed toward the calculation of 
. -

higher order corrections, without regard to the validity of the 

whole scheme. We will not discuss the work of Balescu on the unstable 

·• .. -plasma, for the author is not familiar with his methods. We shall 

ultimately derive an equation which is similar. to that derived by 

Balescu, and shall compare the results there. 

The quasilinear theory takes as a starting point the Vlasov 

equation. 

df ~ 
d ~ + ~. \1 f !-1 + m- iv . . -~ f = o 

!-1 "' !-1 
(II-100) 

This·is art approximation to begin with,· and has the effect of limiting 

the time for which the theory may be considered valid. It might 

seem that the time for which the theory is valid could be estimated 

simply by estimating the size of the neglected term. If this is 

done, for 
mtnA 

t ..... p~"' A 

a plasma near equilibrium, one obtains the estimate 

This time may be made very long, simply by making A 

large. However, as we shall see later, the neglected term contains 

factors which grow exponentially in time. This has the effect of 

cutting down the time of validity of equation II-100. How much it 

is cut down depends in general on the initial value of the two body 

correlation function (g of the BBGKY hierarchy). In view of the 

methods (discussed later)used by the theory this problem must be 

regarded as ser!ous. 

; 
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We arrive at once at a second. difficulty.· Equation II-100 

is an equation for an ensemble average quantity £ (r,v,t) • 
i-1"'""' 

Presumably f is given by experimental measurement or else chosen 

because it is of .theoretical interest. In either case we would (it 

seems) desire to solve equation II-100 to find f (r,v,t) in terms 
i-1"'"' 

of f (r,v,t = o). The fact that this is not done is indeed perplexing. 
i-1""'"' 

In general the theory is directed toward an equation for 0 
f (v,t), 

""' 
representing the spatially homogeneous part of f(r,v,t), 

""' "' 
while no 

effort is expended toward making statements about f(r,v,t) itself. 
"' ""' 

28 29 Confusion is increased because some authors ' speak of deriving 

a kinetic equation for a spatially homogeneous system, though they 

ik·r expand f in a Fourier series and keep terms e "' "' with k + 0 • 

This difficulty is more pronounced when we consider possible 

experimental verification of the quasilinear theory. We would have. 

to determine f(r,v,t = 0) by actual measurement, in order to 
""'""' 

predict the subsequent behavior of 0 f (v,t). This is so because the 
""' 

quasilinear theory drops the two-particle correlation fu.riction (g) 

and uses the Vlasov equation to describe the system. In order to 

eliminate the effects of g we must determine the one particle 

distribution function (throughout the system) with sufficient a?curacy 

so that we may say that the effects of statistical fluctuations of 
; 

s are negligible. If we cannot fin~ the 

t = o, then the Vlasov equation predicts 

spatial dependence of f at 
df0 
dt = 0 (alternatively 

. is undetermined). In this case the evolution of the system would be 

described by the statistical nonuniformities, i.e., "g". 
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We r;tote for ·emphasis that it. is not pqssible to make a 

.• general statement about .the size of the ·collision term (g) in an 

unstable plasma. Though it is possible to assign an effective 

collision frequency·to the effects of short range (r <~d) encounters 

·.in a plasma,. the. effects of long range (r >.~d) encounters may be 

large or small in an unstable plasma. The question is simply whether 

·we are able to measure nonuniformities in the system, thereby 

.determining f • If we cannot perform the measurement the nonuniformities 

still drive the system, but we must consider their effects in a 

statistical sense. Note that the spatial averaging of quasilinear theory 

does, in a sense, give a statistical result 

the standard path and seek an equation .for 

ar0 

dt 

We decompose f(r,v,t) by means of a Fourier sum. 
"' "' . 

We return to 

Frequently 

the sum is converted to an integral after the analysis is completed. 

f (r, v, t) 
1-l"'"' 

= 
k ik·r 

f 
0 

( v, t) + L f ( v, t) e "' "' 
1-l "' kfO 1-l "' 

(II-101) 

where 

. · (II-102) 

Equation II-100 may be b'roken into spatially dependent and spatially 

independent parts 

df 0 

~ = dv 
"' 

. (II-103) 
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k df 
£ 

df ·' q d ~ f 0 \t L: ~-.e '___!:!:_ +·'ik~'v.f k,+ ....!:. . + . ___!:!:_ = 0 • (II-104) · d . ' .. . dv dv . v "' "' .. ·J-1. . ·m "' J-1. m £ "' "' J-1. "' J-1. "' 

It is assumed that no external field is applied, so that ~=O = 0. 

In deriving the basic quasilinear equation one neglects the term iri 

equation II~l04 which involves a sum on £ We will follow this 

procedure, making a few remarks about the present means for including 

them after.obtaining the equation for fO. We make the usual 

adiabatic hypothesis: fk#O varies much more rapidly than f 0, so 

that we may solve equation II-104 for fkiO while holding f 0 

fixed. Equation II-104 now has the form 

d 
dv • 
"' 

0 (II-105) 

This is formally identical to equation II-73, and we may write 

down the solution immediately by comp3.rison with equation II-81. The 

Fourier integral is replaced by a sum, and 8f(t = 0) is replaced 

k by f ( v, t=O). 
J-1. "' 

'\ i!·£ j· dc.n -:!.l.ot [ 1 f (r,v;:t) = L e ~ e ~-~-
1-L"'- k .,21L;. -:!.l.o + i~·z 

I (II-106) . 

k . . 
f .(t = 0) • 

J.l. 
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The solutio~ for E(r,t) is formally the same as that for 8E(r,t). 
~~ ~~ 

given by equation II-82. 

(II-107) 
Sl:lbstitution of equations II-106 and II-107 into equation II-103 

. leads immediately to a form of the kinetic eqUa.tion for f 0 • 
J..L 

0) f -k(v
2
,t = 

a "' 
o) • 

The reader has not failed to notice the similarity between equation 

. II-108 and equation II-86. We now consider the evaluation of the 

inverse Laplace transforms. The quasilinear theory states that they 

should be evali.lated in the limit 't -+ co. This is,. meaningless for an 

unstable plasma, of course, for then these terms blow up for some 

values of '\• A better description is provided by the words large 

time, or time comrarable to the time in which f 0 itself changes. 

One may now invert the transforms, picking up zeros of as 

well as those at ro = k•v • -"' 
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The quasilinear theory.keeps·only contributions from 

€ (~,ill) = b = € (~, '\) which defines the complex frequency 

· ~ = ~ + iyk • The result is obtained directly: 

df 0 
2ykt 

L ( 4:rr )2 nanv %:q, df 0 2 k k • --1:._ rk e q. ~ /""' dv 
.JLJ!. __L ·.I: = m dv. d~ dt ll "' k dm 

"' 
I 
'\ 

a v 
d€ I r 2 2] 
dm l<~-~·!) + rk 

c:k 

dv •' f -k(v2,t = o) 
2 a "' 

It is convenient to express the derivatives of the dielectric 

(II-109) 

fUnc~ion in terms of a real quantity. The following is adequate, 

though not elegant. From the definitions of the transforms we have 

€ (k, m) 
"' 

It follows that 

* * = €(-k;-m ) 
""·: . " . '(II-110) 

(II-111) 

We now consider · 8 a small real quantity, and use the fact that 

* - (I) -k 

( k Sl.)* = € .. , .ro - v .• 
"'.·· -k 

. (II-112) 

:- ... ~ 
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, 

· . We no'W Taylor ·expand about 8 = 0 • 

· * de···1 * = €(-k,ro ) . - 8-
·" -k dro 
0 

00
-k 

8 + + ••• . . . - (II-113) 

· It follows that 

= (II-114) 

which :is the desired relation. 

Thus·equation II-109 may be written.in the form 

df 
0 2 

~ ··= ~ 
dt 2 m 

1-f. 

(II-115}· 

Th;ls equ#P.;L.on is usually written in terms of the electric field: ., 
:,, .. , 

df 
0 2 

~ d 
.. 

I: .....J.-:._ = ~ dV 
. 

dt m·· -· k 
1-i 

(II-116). 

The quasilinear theory· ignores all terms coming from the zeroes at ·. 
-ik·vt 

"' I'V ro = k•v • The statement is made that these terms e disappear 
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in the asymptotic limit. This statement is false. This misconception 

leads to a difficulty which we now point out (it is well known). 

The quantity e(k,ro) is an analytic function (by definition). 
"' 

The zeroes of this function will trace out lines in the ro plane, 

. in general. We plot a 0 of e for a typical case of an unstable 

plasma. 

w~: y 

W-=fl 
R 

The plasma is unstable (has exponentially growing modes) for 

'Y >·o • We consider the point of neutral stability 'Y = 0 • At 

this point the velocity integrals are undefined at the point 

Likewise the factor 
'Yk 

is not 

defihed at the point The difficulty is unavoidable since 

an unstable plasma always has a point of neutral stability. Frequently 

the k integration over the factor 
"'· 

'Yk 
--_...;;=-.::2-~2=- , is approximated 
(~ -~·;~;) + rk 

by 1C 8(n -k·v) despite the fact that the resulting equation no 
; -K "' "' 
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I : . 
1 I : · 

longer conserves momentum. Note also that for rk < o, the approximation 
I ! 

would lead to - ~ 5(U- k•v), representing a negative diffusion 
k -- I 

II coefficient. 
'. 

i ' ! 
.. . . The theory has other peculiar features. It is customary to 

prove that the energy of the system J-21 m v2 f dv + J; L l ~2 
jl is: 

. ,..., ~ k I . , 
. ' I 

conserved, but a satisfactory proof for'momentum conservation hS.s not 
I I 

appe~:tred. · Kadomtse.)0 bas proved that momentum is conser;ed by! 
' I 
I ' 
I I 

making approximations suitable to resonance and non-resonance particles. 
I 
I 

He does not discuss the transition region. At present stable mOdes 
' 

Ci < 0) are ignored, so that 
I 

the theory disappears when the plasma 

later that all these diffic'ulties
1

are' 
ik·vt! 

becomes stable. We shall ~ee 

corrected by the inclusion of the terms proportional to 

i 

i 
We conclude by discussing the inclusion of the higher order 

. i 

terms (usuall~ called mode coupling) in equation II-104. It is conven-

tional practice to use perturbation theory to calculate these terms. 
/ l : 

Thus we substitute solutions II-107 and II-108 for f and E into 
i 
I . 

the terms in questior.~.~ One includes only those terms coming fr9m 
' 

zeroes of € (.el, (l)) in the p~rturbation series, and neglects terms 
"' ! I 

I 

coming from zeroes at ru = i·v 
"' "' 

The reason for this is made clear 
I 

by a quote. 3l 
: 

; 
: 

I 
I 
! 

"It is .also. to be 
I 

-it•vt 
. ,..., "' like noted that if terms in e 

l had been kept and substituted into the last term on the 
; 

1 left in eq~tion (14) (our equation II-104), then the 
I 

... 
. . ·! ' . . . . 

1 velocity derivative would give rise to terms growing like 

i 

• 
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. . 
t .. in equation. (14). This is a fundamental difficulty in 

pursuing a perturbation expansion to higher order in these 

"continium modes," and was firstnoted by Ba.ckus."32 

It is true that these terms lead to secular behavior in the 

perturbation expansion. On the other hand it is not clear that one . 

should simply drop the terms for that reason. It seems to this 

author more reasonable to conclude that the direct perturbation 

expansion breaks down, and other mathematical techniques are called 

for. This·breakdown presumably represents some physical phenomenon, 

or else the lowest order theory is incorrect. 

Later in this work we shall demonstrate a method for handling 
ik•vt 

·terms !' e "' "' 
' 

which is satisfactory for testing spatially uniform 

systems. We shall avoid the perturbation technique, except when we 

want to demon:strate the appearance of certain terms in the dielectric 

function. In carrying out the analysis for the uniform system we 

shall correct many of the difficult'ies with the quasilinear theory. 

An improved ·form of equation II-116 will be presented on page 210 •. 

; 
.j 
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• . III. THE GOALS OF PLAS:MA KINEiriC THEORY 

The present discussion should have come at the beginning of this 

work, logically speaking. We have postponed i't; because many of the 

' arghm~nts we make here are taken for granted in the theories discussed 

pr~vio~sly. On the other hand we shall find that when we weaken the 

basic assumptions we find difficulties which have not appeared before. 

It is well to make our assumptions explicit. 

The discussion divides naturally into three topics: What is a 

kinetic equation; how do we go about constructing such an.equation; and 

what mathematical pitfalls must we avoid? 

. A. What Is a Kinetic Equation? 

This seemingly innocuous equestion was brushed aside casually at 

the beginning of this work (page 6). We wish "to describe the behavior 

in time and space of a system of interest." The answer means n9thing 

until we decide what is an appropriate description. If we do not want 

the precise orbit of each of 1023 particles, what are we willing to 

settle for? 

It is generally assumed (implicitly) that an appropriate 

description consists of an equation for the average one particle 

.·distribution f(v,t), . (we consider spatially uniform systems), where - . . 

this equation contains only independent variables, constants, ;possible 

··external constraints (e.g., forces), and f itself. The Boltzmann:, 

Fokker~Planck, and Lenard-Ba.lescu equations meet these criteria. We 

now question not the desirability of obtaining this sort of equation, 

but the mathematical and physical assumptions used in deriving these 

equations. 
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' I. 

It is clear, of course, that the macroscopic as well as micro-

scopic properties of a.system depend on all the initial conditions we 

impose on the system. The statement is equally true for a particular 

physical and an idealized (ensemble averaged) system. For this reason 

Dupree's proof4 that all higher correlation functions become fUnctionals 

of f(~,t = 0) is intrinsically false. It is quite possible (though 

statistically unlikely) that a system may have a set of initial values 

for correlation functions which cause f(~,t) itself to change very 

rapidly for some period of time. f might "jump" at t = 0 as a 

·· result of the higher correlations. 

In general we wish to avoid such behavior. Note that there is 

no need to do so. The equations we have available, either _BBGKY or 

Klimontovich-Dupree, are perfectly adequate to describe the evolution 

· of an arbitrarily small volume of r = (JS_, x2, • • •, ~J space. We may. 

keep all. initial values if we desire. In fact our chief objective is 

to a void this c.omplete description.· The reasons are practical, of 

course. It is this desire which leads us to attempt description of 

·only certain types of systems--kinetic systems. 

The problem has been discussed in some detail by Sandri. 33 We 

summarize by quoting:34 

"We say that a gas is in a kinetic regime if the one-body 

distribution satisfies an equation of the form 

(III-1) 

where A[r] is a functional of r only, · • • • " 
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"The requirement·that a gas should approach thermodynamical 

equilibrium via a. kinetic regime defines sharply the class of 

correlation functions whose presence. at t = 0 will be 'rforgotten·' 

.. ; .. J. 

so;as to permit the contraction shown in Figure 9. The class·of 
.· 

these correlations will be called kinetic." 

~iouville Equation~~··----~)~--~~ Kinetic Equation J 

Sandri - Figure 9 

The ,prospects for obtaining a kinetic equation for a plasma (in 

Sandri's sense of the word) are quite bleak. 

For same types of distribution functions (which are not 

pathological)the plasma will be unstable. In such a case the 

initial correlations do not go away rapidly. In fact their effect 

may persist until the system approaches equilibrium. In 

addition long wavelength plasma oscillations damp extremely slowly 

even for a plasma near equilibrium. : .. :rn fact the damping rate 

.goes to zero as the w!'lvelength of the oscillation goes to infinity. 

Here we shall improve matters somewhat by including higher order 

·terms. Nevertheless we shall not be able to eliminate all effects 
I 

of initial conditions. 

How can we obtain a consistent kinetic theory when some 

· components. of the initial correlation functions persist for long 

times? ·We ·simply keep these components. 

·' 
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.·B. The Construction of a Kinetic· Equation 

We consider now the.means for obtaining the desired· kinetic 

equation, where we have (perforce) weakened the condition that *- should depend only on f • The discussion is directed toward 

the previous derivation of the Lenard Balescu equation (pages 38-43). 

We state first of all that the evaluation of (8f8E) in the limit 
"" 

t ~ ro is not acceptable. The reason is quite clear: the adiabatic 

hypothesis, which holds f(v,t) fixed in time for the calculation 
"" 

of (8f8E), does not remain valid indefinitely. Standard arguments35 
"" 

show that the change of ·f (v,t) with time may'be described by a 
fl."' 

collision fre~uency, or relaxation (to equilibrium) rate of the 

order of m £n A/A • The figure certainly must be revised upward 
fl. 

for unstable distribution functions. Of course as a system approaches 

equilibrium the rate of change of f goes to zero. We shall use the 

figure given ~or a crude estimate of the time for which the adiabatic 

hypothesis is valid 

Thus we must calculate (8f8E) for some time less than tad • The 
I 

results. will be largely independent of this, t:ime, of course. 

The mathematically correct procedure is to evaluate ( 8f8E) 
"" 

without regard to the value of t,· i.e., from t = 0. This leads 

to the following difficulty. (8f8E) depends on the initial values 
"' 
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of the correlation functions. We wish to avoid these initial values, 

ih so far as is possibie. However. if we simply .put. in an arbitrary 

value for g(t = 0), we may generally expect the system· to "jump" 

until g{t) is ·in quasi-equilibrium with f(t)'. In the meantime 

the adiabatic hypothesis has been brbken and we have lost track of 

f , unless we can solve· for it for short times. Note that 

arbitrarily setting g(t =:.0) = 0 does not avoid this difficulty, 

for the following reason. When we set g = 0 we are stating that 

the particles are uncorrelated. (The statement applies to two body 

correlations, but we are ignol;'ing higher correlations for the 

present). The particles are now distributed randomly through space. 

But in this case we may expect the potential energy of the system 

to be somewhat higher than it would be if the particles were given 

a brief period of time to rearrange their positions. Th~ particles 

will minimize their potential energy very rapidly for t > 0 • 
"' 

Where does this energy go? It must go into kinetic energy. The 

plasma "heats 1
t itself very rapidly while establishing quasi-equilibrium 

with its correlation functions. As expected, the adiabatic hypothesis 

·fails. The fact that the heating of the plasma is very slight indicates 

that· g(t = 0) = 0 is far from an extreme choice. 

The cure for this difficulty is fairly obvious. We evaluate 

(5f8E) for time t greater than'the time it takes the initial 
"' 

• correlations to go away, but smaller than the time for which the 

adiabatic hypothesis is valid. We then treat t as a continuous 

variable starting at t = 0. Alternatively we may evaluate (8f5E) 
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for,all t '(less·than tad' .of course) but neglect all terms which 

die out rapidly. 

In either case we expect terms which .do not go away even for 

t ~tad· Thus we. will generally end up keeping some of the initial 

values, and the question which.to keep and which to throw away must 

be answered somewhat arbitrarily. In fact tad .is a very long time, 

and almost any requirement will set a reasonable dividing line. For 

example it seems reasonable to thro~ away terms proportional to 

e-lrlt if they decay by a factor * in time tad • This leaves 

only a very small part of the initial correlation function in the 

kinetic equation. 

We tlirn now to a second problem concerning the construction 

of a kinetic equation. How do we terminate the endless set of 

equations that describe the behavior of the system? To quote 

. 36 Montgomery_and Tidman 

trEx:pectation values of most measurable quantities are 

calculable in terms of f 1 and . f 2 • (In our notation 

~ and ~2 of the BBGKY hierarchy). If there were 

some scheme by which fl and f 2 could be calculated 

without known ing r
3
, f 4 ••• ( i • ;e., if ·we could break the 

chain of equations represented by (4.7)), it is apparent 
7 

that a vast and practical simplification would have 

been achieved. It should be stated unequivocally that 

there is not yet even one non-equilibrium situation 
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where a clear proof-of the correctness-of such-a procedure 

has .been given. 11 

In general f
3
,fw etc., may be chosen arbitrarily at · t = 0. 

·Thus we can, li1 principle, choose these arbitrary-functions in such 

away that they have a considerable effect on the system, at least 

' ( fV 1 for small time t < ·d)j) ) • However we shall see that the two-

body correlation function relaxes to become a functional of f 

'in this short time (with the exception of some long range effects). 

Presumably higher order correlation functions relax at approximately 

the same rate. Thus we shall exclude the possibility that higher 

order correlation functions have an important effect by considering 

only systems"in which most of this relaxation has taken place. In 

terms of an initial value problem/ we wish to find the behavior 

t 

1 

greater than this ·relaxation time, which may _be 

taken as order 
(.l)p 

The behavior of f for t < 2._ is a 
(.l) 

p 
legitimate question, but we will not consider it. It is difficult 

to imagine preparing a plasma in the lab in which correlation functions 

1 would cause f to change on the time scale 
(.l) 

p 
Granted that the higher correlation functions become functionals 

of f , we must still justify a method for terminating our set of 

eq~tions. 

We are nmv on solid ground. We eliminate the effects of 

initial values from o:ur equatims because we are not interested 

in these effects. f changes slowly in time because we construct 

,· ': 
·.-,). 

... 
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'our theory only .for this case. We may now make crude estimates of· 

the size of terms in the equations for f,g,h, or f, (5f5E), (5f5f5E), 
"' 

etc. 1 We find that successive terms are in the ratio 1 : A Thus 

the ultimate justification for truncating the set of equations is 

(and must be) quantitative. If successive terms did not become less 

and less important, there would be no point in working with 

present theories. 

. In this work we shall find an equation for df 
dt valid to 

order 1 X· for the long range effects of particle interactions. The 

short range difficulty remains, and limits the quantitative accuracy 

In order to obtai:r!Lrealistic 1 of the equation to order 1nA 
. rkt 

behavior from the terms with explicit time dependence (e ) we 

shall have to include some of the effects of the three particle 

correlation function h (in terms of the K.D. equations (5f5f5f»· 

c. 

Our problem is now sufficiently limited to appear· simple. We 

wish to derive a collision term for a uniform plasma. We truncate 

the infinite set of equations describing the evolution of the 

system by considering the usual case in which successively higher 

order terms become less and less important. We hold f(v, t) 
"' 

fixed while calculating the collision term for· t large enough so 

that most of the effects of initial values of ( 5f5f) J (5f5f5f), 

etc., are negligible. All that remains is to carry out the 

) 
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mathematics. In fact this is not quite so simple, for a standard 

tec:bilique of .. mathematical physics (perturbation'. theory) often 

· breaks down :i.n the case of plasma kinetic theory. We now illustrate 

this statement: 

1. The breakdown of the mode-coupling analysis of quasilinear 

theory has already been mentioned (p .• 53). The secular terms 

whicli. appear are generally ignored, but this may be expected 

to change as better mathematical techniques are developed. 

2. Montgomery and Tidman37 de~onstrate a method (due to Guernsey)38 

1 for calculating the pair correlation function to order A 

for a plasma in equilibrium. The treatment is statistical, 

and leads to the conclusion that the two-body function is 

· ::.·· given by 

3 
( m ··) = 2rt"{ T 

where the bracketed (ensemble averaged) quantity is to be 

calculated. The calculation via perturbation theory is 

·.:. :i suf'ficiently~,lori.g that we=,will not r-epeat :it."·~ The result is 

2 

Again quoting:39 

+Af( ~) .(III-3) 
A 

... 



.... 

"The difficulties arise when one tries to.go beyond first 
. 2 

order in (in our notation ,[T ) .. ~ Much analytical work remains 

to be done before the structure.of any possible perturbation 

series is accurately known, and the subject is very much an 

open one." 

We note that. for ·1·~1 -~2 1 small, collective effects are 

unimportant, and we must have 

small 

(III-4) 

The right hand quantity simply is not expandable by perturba

tion theory.. This is not to say that perturbation theory 

is completely useless, for higher terms give us more significant 

decimal places in the region where the series converges. However 

it tells us nothing about the behavior in the interesting 
2 

region 1~1-~2 1 = (~) • 
40 . . . 

Misawa has calculated the effects of three body correlations 

on the mean free path of particles in a plasm, using perturba-

tion theory. He finds that the correction is represented by 

a factor of 
4 : 

~ 10 (exponent positive). He does state that 

he has not investigated the validity of perturbation theory • 

Presumably the calculation of a few more terms would enable 

41 , · him to make a decision. Rostoker has repeated the calcula-

· tion without using perturbation theory, and finds only a 

minor correction to the lowest order theory. 
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4. Sandri33 has·investigated the possibility'of including 

three body effects in plasma kinetic theory, while keeping 

the Bogoliubov hypothesis (g,h etc. very rapidly functionals 

of f). He concludes that this is not possible, as their 

inclusion leads'to divergent integrals. We shall show that 

this is false by calculating some of these effects: the 

effects of three body correlation.s on long wavelength 

fluctuation. Sandri's error lies in the method of analysis 

used, which corresponds to pertrubation theory. 

12 Sandri blames the Bogoliubov expansion technique for his 

difficulties, although he does not use it. Sandri does 

demonstrate that expansions may be made in either the 

domain of a function (the independent variables) as well 

as in the range (e.g., perturbation theory). If Sandri 

had used the Bogoliubov expansion instead of a similar one 
~ ' 

due to Frieman he would have avoided repeated arguments 

which are necessary to derive the desired equations. It 

is quite possible tbat the Bogoliubov expansion would not 

break down so quickly as the one used by Sandri. 

We have not exhausted the subject, but it is clear that some 

underlying feature is being ignored. we state one difficulty: 'I'he 
~ 

. exact equations of either hierarchy (BBGKY ~ KD_l ~never singular 

integral equations. (A singular integral equation has the form 

(x- ~) f(x) + u(x)~f(x') dx' = 0 where u(x) is given. The 

---··--·~---------
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singularity is at x =a) •. The equations of-either hierarchy 
.. . . ' 

resemble singular integral equations after transforms are taken 

so that The statement is true a fortiori 

for the first equation. The lowest order equation is not ~ 

singular·.integral equation ~ after the omission of the higher 

order~ (q or (8f8E). It has been and still is fashionable to 

discuss analytic properties of the linearized Vlasov equation 

(transformed so that f 1 = f 1 c~, ~,roD . van Kampen 43 has demonstrated 

an elegant mathematical technique for solving these singular equations, 

and has applied the technique to the linearized Vlasov equation. 

The work is referred to frequently and the techniques are often 

used~ However virtually all work along these lines ignores the 

fact that the expansion(s) used in obtaining the singular integral 

e,quation break down precisely at the singular point. The solution 

of Van Kampen is mathematically elegant but physically monstrous. 

The straightforward (the word is meant as a compliment) work of 
' 6 ·, ' 

Landau is physically adequate, and it makes no attempt to exploit 

a property that a real system does not have. 

We trust it is clear why perturbation theory fails so often 

in plasma kinetic theory. If the lowest order equation is singular, 

its solution will contain a singUlarity. The perturbation expansion 

· in this singular. solution will then. lead to worse and worse behavior 

in the neighborhood of the singularity. 

There is another feature which is not commonly recognized, 

Small (higher order) terms may not be neglected over a long period 
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of time. In physical terms.when we neglect a small term we make a 

small error in The effect may be, in a sense, cumulative. 

Statements are frequently made about :the asymptotic behavior (in 

.time) of solutions to plasma equations. Virtually no one examines 

the conditions under which the approximate equation· is valid 

into the asymptotic region. Backus32 and Stix44 have considered 

this problem. 

We have concluded that perturbation theory is generally to 

be avoided in plasma kinetic theory. In the next section we shall 

derive an equation which would (if we could solve it) permit the 

kinetic equation to be made accurate to order ( 1
2 ), neglecting 

A 
the short range difficulty, of course. The only means 

available (that the author is familiar with) for solving the 

~quation.is perturbation theory. We will proceed with care. 

("• 
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IV. CALCULATION OF IITGHER ORDER EFFECTS 

A. Procedure ~or Deriving a Better Kinetic Equation 

In section II-C the Lenard-Balescu equation was derived in 

a rather straight~orward way. To explain the procedure ~or deriving 

a better kinetic equation we describe the steps we shall per~orm 
. 

di~~erently. 

l. We shall not· assume a stable plasma •. As a result we cannot 

calculate (B~8E) in the limit t -+ oo. We shall calculate 
"' 

. (8~8E) ~or t large, out., ~or a time somewhat less than 
"' 

the time ~or which the adiabatic hypothesis is valid. This 

implies that we shall ~ind terms with explicit time dependence. 
. 2/'k t 

In ~act we shall ~ind terms proportional to e , where 

rk is the imaginary part o~ the ftequency ~ = ~ + irk 

satis~ying E(~,~) = 0 • 

2. We shall attempt to estimate the e~~ect o~ higher order terms 

in determining the evolution o~ the system. In particular 

we wish to establi~h the ~act that long wavelength plasma 

oscillations do die away as the system approaches equilibrium. 

To do this we need an accurate estimate o~ r . 

The method ~or estimating'higher order e~~ects is suggested 

by Dupree's method ~or solving the set o~ equations ~or (a~(l)~e~(n)). 

Recall that we wish to evaluate (8~BE), which we obtain 
"' 

ftom the solution 6~ the equation ~or (8~8~). We write down the 
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.·exact equation for ·(8f(l)·8f(2)), which is given.byequation II-57, 

with n = 2. 

[d~ + T(l) ·+ T(2)] {8f(l) 8f(2)) = 

.. .'{8f(l){Af(2)8f(2)}) ~ (8f(2){~(1)8f(l)J) 
MA ' I'N\ 

Previously the solution for (8f8f) was obtained by neglecting 

the right side of equation IV-1. This lead to the Lenard~Balescu 

equation. We now wish to investigate the significance of the right 

band terms. To do so we use the solution for (8f8f8f) obtained by 

Dupre~. (Equation II-69, with n = 3). 

\. 

(8f(l)'8f(2)8f(3)!t) = P
3

(t) (8f(l)8f(2)8f(3)lt = 0) 

t 

+ J d-r P
3
(t-r) [<C~l)8f(l)J) (8f(2)8f(3)) 

0 

+ ((lC1(2)8f(2)}) (8f(l)8f(3)) + ((A1(3)8f(3)}) (8f(l)8f(2)) 
""" . Nil 

(8f(l)8f(2){t::J(3)8f(3)}) - (8f(l)8f(3)(t)'(2)8f(2)}}. 
. /WI Nl\ . 

' ( 8f(2 )8f(3 )(.e'(l )8f(l)})] 
/WI . 

(IV-2) 

_r··· 
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.The terms involving (BfBf{JJ'Bf}) maybe ex:r;anded according 
!WI 

to the cluster expansion described in appendix r.' From equation 

I-12 we have 

(8f(l) 8f(2)· • ·Bf(n)) = I: Ha~Hc • • • 
cluster 

a,b,c•••>l 

a+b+c •• ·= n .. 

Thus 

(Bf(l)Bf(2) Bf(3) 8f(4)) =. H4 + I: . ~ ~ 
· cluster 

Picking. one of the terms of equation IV-2, we have 

(8f(l )8f(2 ){10(3 )8f(3) }): = {{Bf (1 )Bf(2 )8f(3 )8f( 4))) 
N{\ 

+ (8f(l)Bf(2)) ({At(3)8f(3)}) + (8f(l)8f(3)) (8f(2)~(3)) 
. ~ ' ~ 

(8f(l)~(3)) (8f(2)8f(3)) 
'fl./') 

I 

Using this result in equation IV-2 we have 

(A-12) 

(IV-3) 

(IV-4) 

(5f(l) 8f(2) 8f(3)lt) = P
3

(t) (8f(l) 8f(2)'Bf(3)lt = o)-

(continued Eq. IV-5) 
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+ (5f(l)5f(2))(5f(3)~(2)) + (Bf(l)q'(2))(8f(2)5f(3)> 

+ (5f(l)5f(3))(5f(2)&(3)) + (8f(l)et3))(5f(2)8f(3)) ' 
"' "" 

+ ( (5f(l)5f(2)Ctt3)5f(3)}) + ( 
. "' 

(5f(l)5f(3)ctt2)5f(2)} ) 
"' 

+ ( (5f(2)5f(3)¢((l)~f(l)} >]. (IV-5) 

We now may, in principle, use equation IV-5 to obtain the right 

side of equation IV-1; then solve the resulting equation (which is still 

linked to higher equations) to find the behavior of (5f 5E) , the 
"' 

collision term for a plasma. In fact this is a task of enormous magnitude, 

which must be simplified by various approximations. The approximation 

we make now is well defined, though restricted in validity. We shall 

keep the effects corresponding to short range interactions between 

particles, while discarding the long range effects corresponding to 

collective effects in the plasma. This is essentially the same as the 

approximation leading to the Fokker-Planck collision term for a plasma, 

instead of the Lenard-Balescu collision term. 

The validity of this approximation may be described briefly. 

· In a stable plasma we may estimate the effect of higher order terms, 

· and find that they are successively less important by a factor 1/A • 

The dominant contribution to each term comes from the effects which we 

shall keep: the short range interactions (r0 < r < ~d) • 
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However the situation is quite different in the case of an . 

unstable plasma, for two reasons. In the first place the terms coming 

from initial values may be assigned any size we choose, for they do not 

die away rapidly--in fact they grow in time. Secondly the correlation 

functions all contain source.terms which grow exponentially in time, 

with the result that we cannot neglect higher order terms for long 

time, even if we set the initial values of each correlation function equal 

to zero. Both of these effects result from the behavior of the long range 

(collective) interactions, which we are excluding. We may describe the 

validity of our approximation in the following terms. 

'' 

We may neglect the long range of interactions when: 

·1. The usual plasma ordering is maintained for the size of the 

initial value terms. The expansion parameter does not have 

to be · 1/A ·' but we cannot permit the initial value term 

from h to be so large as to dominate terms arising from g . 

2. Any unstable plasma must return to stability in a sufficiently 

short time so that higher order terms do not have to be con-

sidered. If the sy9tem remains in an unstable or marginally 

stable state for a sufficiently long time, we'may not neglect 

the effect of higher order terms. 

3. The correlations which we shall calculate must dominate those 

. corrections coming from collective interactions in the plasma. 

In the general case of an unstable plasma the effects of long 

range interactions increase in time, then decrease after the 

system stabilizes itself. We may be sure that the correction 
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we compute is significant only after the system has been 

stable for some time. Thus we are calculating a correction 
I 

.. which is significant only for a stable plasma. 

We proceed with the calculation. The .left side of equation ~V-1 

involves (5f 5f) , and hence is of order. ii , where 11 is our smallness 

parameter. T~e right side of equation IV-1 is to be obtained using 

·equation IV-5. All terms of equation IV-5 are of order 112 , with the 

exception of these t-hree terms of the form ( (5f f5Q(5f} ) which are 

of order. '113 We drop these latter terms. 

Among the terms which remain are those which depend on initial 

values (5f 5f 5f I t = 0) . We now omit these terms because we shall 

consider only the case in which they are smaller (order '1)
2

) ;han the 

initial value terms which we shall keep (5f of I t = 0) For the same 

.en A ( I reason we shall later omit terms of the form -A--- 5f 5f t = 0) • 

They represent a higher order correction to the initial value terms which 

. we shall keep. Again we state that the long range effects contained in 

(5f ~:>f of I t = o> tend to grow in time, as do those of (5f 5f I t = o> . 
Thus the correction which we are computing will be significant only 

.after the system has been stable long enough so that the effects of the 

initial value terms on the evolution of the system are not important. 

(In a stable system the initial value terms die out exponentially with 

time.) See Chapter V). The·· terms which remain from equation IV-5 are 

now given by 
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(Bf(l)Bf(2)Bf(3) It) ; -[ dT p3(t - T) [ (Bf(l)Bf(3))(Bf(2)ff(l)) 

; I 

+ (of(l)of(2))(of(3){f(l)) + (of(l)of(2))(;of(3)p(2)) 

+ (of(l)ff(2))(of(2)of(3)) + (of(l)of(3))(of(2)!Y(3)) 
~ ~ 

+ (Bf(l)~3))(Bf(2)Bf(3)) l (IV-6) 

We may now verify that all terms on the right side of equation 

IV-6 are of the form (of of)(of o~), and hence.are of order 11 x 11 = T}
2 

2 
~us the right side of equation IV-1 represents an 11 correction to the 

left side, which is .of order 11 . We now inquire when the correction 

terms may be significant. 

If we neglect the right side of equation IV-1, we may split the 

equation for (of of) into two equations for of(£1' zl, ·t) and_ 

of(£2, z2, t) . In this case the P. operator is given (formally) by 

the solution of the linearized Vlasov equation. We now regard the right 

side of equation.IV~:t)as coming from the "collisional correction" to the 

equation for of • In this way we -may observe "\fhen this "collision 

correction" should be considered in deriving the kinetic equation. It 

is easier to esti~te effects in the space (£1, ~1 } , than it is to 
I 

consider ~1, ,y1} and (~2 , ,.g2 }' simultaneously. We now give the 

transformed equation for of(~, ~1, m), where ·we have set (~~>'.= 0, and 

chosen k I 0 ~. The k = 0 mode contributes nothing to the kinetic 

equation, due to the shielding effects present in the dielectric function. 

-----------·--------·· . -----·---- •·· .... 
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-dv 
d!e 

'= ' 8f(t = 0) - ~ i,; · ·. (8f8Eik,ro} - ... 
(IV-7) 

Theright.hand side shouldnot be neglected for 

a. Low frequency ~ ~ 0 . The left hand size = 0 (formally 

identical to the linearized Vlasov equation) is not satis-

factory for very slow processes. 

b. Long wavelength k ... 0 . In this case the term k•V 8f 
;-., -

becomes smaller than the collision term. :-

c. Field free motion 8E ... 0 • In this case neglecting the 

d. 

right hand side yields free streaming as a solution. 

For the value of v such that df 
8E · - =.0 • 
.- dv 

e. For any mode in the region of v space ro = ~·~ 

-' 
f. For cases where yk = Imag rok is nearly 0 • The collision 

+term will yield a small correc:tion to the imaginary part 

· of the frequency. 

It is possible to go into mo~e detail but we shall not do so. 

What, then, would be the effect of including the collision 

term in the equation for 8f ? In general very_ little. The 

inclusion of an order T'l term will lead to corrections of order T'l 

to the solution for · 8f ·(the correction will show up mostly at 

the regions mentioned above). This will lead to corrections of 

order T'l to the kinetic equation. Is there any case where the 

corrections must be kept? Yes! In general we must keep the higher 

\ 
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,. 

l 

'order correction to·the dielectric function-if we wish to have an 

·_accurate estimate of the growth (damping) rate rk. In particular 

we must keep the correction in order to make long wavelength plasma 

·oscillations die out on the collisional time scale. 

We may now trace this required correction back to the 

equation for 5f • In general short wavelength waves (k > kd) damp 

out rapidly in a plasma. The which damp slowly are those of long 

wavelength (k < kd) . Thus we Wish to calculate. the corrections 

to the long wavelength behavior of the plasma. We shall calculate 

· these corrections by considering on;Ly the dominant (lar~ K) part 

of these corrections. This approximation limits the accuracy of 

1 our results to order InA In terms of equation IV-7 we wish to 

. calculate {5f8~lk < kd} where the wavenumber integration used in 

obtaining the collision term will be over·large wavenumbers (K). 

We indicate the integration explicitly. 

dK 
(5f5Eik} lli. i = - co s on {5f(~ K)8E(K)} 

.f"'o# . fV lOtti 
(IV-8) 

This term, when multiplied by 5f(-~) and averaged, will 

yield the small correction to the equation for (5f(~)8f(-~)), 

where k S kd • In terms of equation IV-Q 
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dd ( ·8:f( -k, v2, tr) 8:f(k, v
3
; !t"))} J 

~3 - - - -
(IV-9) 

We now proceed by a perturbation technique similar to that 

suggested by Dupree. We shall insert :for the expressions 

(8:f(~) 8:f(-:;s)h·) and (8:f(~) 8~(-~)1~> the long time values 

( 8:f(~) 8:f( -~)I i = oo ) , ( 8:f(K) 8E( -K)'I·;r = cx:i) • The physical 

motivation is simple: we expect the large K terms to evolve 

rapidly to become :functionals o:f :f . Thus we may insert the 
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asymptotic forms for· these expressions, then calculate (Bf(k) 'Bf(-k)) 

in terms of these long time values. 

" In fact even the large K terms do not approach a limiting 

value as t _,. oo, for they contain expressions which oscillate 

indefinitely. This comes from the fact that the P opeators are 

obtained from the linearized Vlasov e~uation, which is a singular 

e~uation. We shall avoid the difficulty by substituting the 

condition d 
-= 0 dt . for the condition t -~ 00. Of course either 

condition represents an ad hoc approximation that is used on 

occasion in order to permit a calculation. · The completely correct 

procedure is to solve for (8f 8f) and (8f 8f 8f) simultaneously. 

This appears extremely difficult, though we expect that the result 

would justify the re~uirement used here. We note for emphasis 

d that the re~uirement dt = 0 is a legitimate one, which may.be 

satisfied by the appropriate choice of g(t = 0). Thus we will 

substitute in e~uation IV-9 the stationary values of (8f(K)8f(-K)) 

· and ( 8f(K)8E( -K)) • The latter expression vTas calculated in detail 

on pages 45•50· We do not re~uire the whole expression, only that 

. part which leads to the dominant (tnA) contribution to 

(8f(8fBE}) • This part is given by 

(Bf (K,v) BE(-K)) = 
.v-- --. 

· 4rc i !S <ly fv(~) 

"J!- €(-K,~K·v) - ...... 
.. (IV-10) 
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If' this term itself' is. integrated over· K (as in the· 

calculation of' the Lenard-Balescu collision term) the result 

diverges as F? f'or· large IK!, but vanishes when the angular K 

integration is perf'ormed. We cannot ignore this term in the 

present context because other ;f.actors of' K will appear bef'ore 

the E: integration is perf'ormed. We may set e = 1, since we cut · .,. 

of'f' the K integral f'or small K • 

We also need the expression d 
dv {5f'(K,v) 8f'(-K,v')), 

~ 'V - ~ 

where we obtain (8f' 8f') by using equation II-71, which involves 

the P operators. Again there is a subtle point, f'or the velocity 

derivative does not commute with the P operators. (This point 

was overlooked by Dupree). We note the f'act that the velocity 

derivative applies to particles, not operators, and write 

d d ( 8f' (K, v, ·'f = oo) 8f'a:(-~,;~',T = oo)) = v v --

< 
1 2:: d 8[~ vvi (oo )] ·e[~'- va:/oo )] 2 dv n i, j -
exp [ i !S · {!vi (oo) - Ea:j (oo ~]> 

< 
1 I d e[ v - v (oo()J 8 r~~~ Yaj(oo)] 2 dv i - -vi n i, j -v 

X ~exp [ i. !S • {.rvi(oo) - r . (oo )}]> """O:J .. 
IV-II 

... 
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We may now use the P operators of equation II-71, 

and the fact that the result must be stationary in time (to avoid 
iK•vt 

fact<;>rs. of the form e "' "' ) to compute 

d
d ( 8f (K, v, 't' = en ) 8f ( -K, v', 'T = oo)} = 
v v "'"' a t'Vt'V . 
t'V 

4:rr <lex~ K df df 
t'V a v -. dv' dv 8(~-~) df m If-

8 v v "' t'V 

dv + n av K• (v'- v) v ,.... 
t'V "' "' 

Among the terms of IV-9 are two which depend only on large 

K values. These terms.do not contribute to the equation of 

motion for (8f(k) 8f(-k)} , being in effect a correction to the. 

initial value term. We discard these two terms. We then 

(IV-12) 

substitute the results of IV-10 and IV-12 into equation IV-9 to find 

f J 
dK 

x dv rv 

"'3 (2:rr)3 

X P(K, v
3
,t-'t') [ .9. 

rvrv m 

(k-K) 
"' t'V 

+ (k-K)
2 

(K-k) 
I'V I'V 

1S df df 

[ ~ d~3 ~ 
K • (v - v ) 
"' "'3 ,...1 

(continued Eq. IV-13) 
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dd (8f( -k, v2,;:) 8f(k, v
1

, ir)) + 
~1 N ,._, - -

dd (8f(-~,v2,-ir) .'8f(k,v
3
,·tr))}.]. 

'·' ~3 - wv. - -

(IV-13) 

The result is largely a formalc one, since the quantities 

(8f(~) 8~(-~)h·) and (8f(~) 8f(-~)h·) are in fact the quantities 

we wish to find. We now state the philosophy which enables us to 

carry through the calculation. We wish to redefine th~ P operator . 

to include the effect of higher order terms on the small wavenumber 

· (k) behavior. To this end we generalize the P operator to 

include these effects, and call the result P'. 

X . ( 8f 8f It = 0) (IV-14) 

For large wavenumbers (K) the P operator will not be 

affected. Now using the result of e~uation II-62 for the new 

operators P', we may rewrite IV-13 in the form 

i 

[ J ( ~ iK 
(8f(-k,~,t) 2: 4:1! n <1y dv3 I 3 _; 

... v v - ..J (21!) K-

(continued::Equation IV-15) 

..... ~.,.~~-~----·-----·-·---·--------~-···--... -·--......... .,~ .... ~ 
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X~ dT P(!-!S, yl' t - ") P(!!;, Yy t-:r) {~ 8~(~, ~). 
~K 

df df .. ,.., ..• 

r(yl: :;3) ~)]+ 
2 r· If · dv- d::-1 (df 411:q ... ) 

-+ l d::-1 d::-3 m K • C::-3- ::1) 
+ 

(k-K) ...... df df 
2 • d::-1 d~3 l 411: i 2 rK 

{k-K~ 9. 1,.. d 
8f(!s<~!1,t) f(::-3 ) + 1-m Lr • d~l 

(!s-!5) • <::1- ::3) 

(IV-15) 

The result follows because 

(8f8f(8f8E)) = (8f5f)(8f8E) • 

It is now clearly easier and shorter to remove the factor 

(8f(-!s,~2,t) from equation IV-15, and regard the remainder as the 

collision term fpr t~e quantity 5f • Thus we write 

= - ;{e~ · ~~f} (Iv-17) 
... 1 collision 

·Where 
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8f'8E f } 
l. ""collision = ·~ 4n·.nv~F:3J (~)3 · ;· 

X Jtd-r P(~:..~, ~l' t-T) P(~, ~3' t-T) [; . 8~(~, T) 
-'o 

{ B(yl- ::;3) 

L . n (ci~: 

df' df' 
(k-K)2 . ~ dy3 

(k-~) . (yl- y3) 

., . (k-K) ... .... 
+ 

d~f' ) + + 
.... 3 

]} + 

K df' df' .... -. 
dyl 2 [ 1(2 dy3 41!q 

m K • (~3- ~1) .... 

{~ 

+ 

(IV-18) 

The procedure is justified because equation IV-i7 does 

lead to the correct equation f'or (Bf8f). Like~ise we may solve 

equation IV-17 to find the new operator P' • Note that the 

operator P' f'or equation IV-17 will be a . function of (r1, v1} , 

so that it will commute with the P' operator acting on the 

coordinates (~2,~2 }. The entire procedure is thus self' consistent. 

We are now faced with solving equations IV-17 and IV-18. Such a 

solution is all but impossible. We must determine the behavior of. 

two quantities, 8f' and 8f. in terms of' the rather arbitrary . e ~ 

functions f' and f'. • One encouraging feature is the fact that 
e ~ 

the equations are linear in 8f. A second encouraging feature lies 

'' ... /. -· -~ 

\ .. 
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in the fact that the collision term is "small;'_. so that the linearized 

Vlasov equation provides a decent description for the behavior of 

·af • With this in mind we shall solve IV-17 and IV-18 by means of 

a laplace transform in time, followed by a weak forrri of perturbation 

theory. · In general equation IV-17 is a "little kinetic equation," 

' involving diffusion in velocity space. For lack of analytic methods 

·we shall not attempt the general solution. 

The transfb rm. of IV-17 yields 

df 8f(t = 0) - 9. m 
{8f8E /.k,ru} 11 .. -:-- co . ~s~on . ---dv 

(IV-19) 

The bracketed quantity in equation IV-18 has time dependence only 

through .8f(T) • We shall write this time dependence in terms of 

·the inverse Laplace transform, and indicate the rest of the 

. expression by the bracket [ru
3

] • Thus the transform of IV-18 yields: 

~ dt eirot (efeEJtlcollision = (efeEJmlcollision 

(IV-20) 

After the substitution T' = t-T and an integration by 

parts· on T1 , we find 
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{Bf8Eim} lli i . "' co I? on 

(IV-21) 

We have used the fact that 8f(m
3

),. 8E(m3)~0 for .jm3 l~o .. 
The remaining time integral may be performed when we express p2 (t) 

. ·in terms of P(m1 ) P(m2 ). 

-im t 
2 e [m] (II-22) 

We now perform the velocity integration over the·delta function in 

equation IV-21, and omit terms which lead to order one expressions, 

while keeping the dominant (£nA) terms. We also indicate particle 

species for definiteness. 

(8f 8Ejk, v1,m} 11 . . = 
~ "'~~ · co 1s1on J (dK2"':rc )3 J dill2:rcl. 

JdK !dill [ ~ ~~=~~~ . ~:1 c;)~ (~ ~)2 
nv 

+ (2"':rc )3 . 2; ·. ( [ ] ) ( . ) (k K ) - i m1 + i ~-~ ·~1 € ;&m-m1 € "'-~m1 

(continuted Eq. IV-23) 
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J d.K J diD 
+ (2:)3 2rr.l 

r 7 lnr n,q, . . 

L € (JS,ill-rol) ( -:tml +i[ }S-JS} ~1) 

8f (k,v
1

,ill) f (v
3

) 
ll"'"" v-

(k-K) . · } 
+ """" 2 • dd ·· 8f (k,v

3
,ill) f (v

1
) 

m (k-K) ~3 v "' "" ll 
v 

K df 
"" v q_ ·8E(k,ill) 

4rr. q_ ~ { 0' d~3 + t!: 
ll ""· "" 

mil mv K· (~3- ~1) 

'(k-K) 
"""" 

+ (k-K)
2 

(IV-23) 
(~-!S) • (~1- ~3) 

In the first and third terms we close the illl contour in the 

lower half plane since €(K,ill-ill
1

) has zeros in the upper hSlf plane. 

!n the second term the effects of the dielectric function may be 

neglected because of the small K cutoff. Here we set € = 1 and 

close the illl contour in the upper half illl plane. For the same 
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reason we set e: = l in the third term. In. the. first term we write 

l Real e:(-K, [k-K] •v -ro)+ i Imag e:(-K, [k-K] •v -ro) 
"' "" "" ""1 . "" t'V ,...., "'1. 

I € (fS, ro- [ 1:-f~;J · ;::1 ) 1
2 

· 

(IV-24) 

The term involving the real part of € vanishes, being odd in K , _ 
"' ·' 

while the term involving the imaginary part leads to .£nA dependence, 

.and must be kept. We then set € = l in the denominator of term one. 

Finally we write 

l x--...:1;;._ __ = _ _.1;;..___ 

(-ro + ~,'~1+ !5·[;::3- X1:]) (K.[v3- vl]) (ro-~-';::1) 

X [ . l 

(-ro + k•v + K·[v- v ]) 
"' rvl "' "'3 rvl 

l ·.] 

K· [ v - v ] 
"' ""3 "-'1 

(IV-25) 

and drop those terms which vanish, being odd in K As a result of 

·.these operations we have. 

X 

df 
25E(k,ro) • ~ 

"' "' d ;::1 . 

(-iro +ik•V ) · l rv rvl 

Image:(- K. [k-K]•v- ro) 
":' "" "" ""l 

"' 

(continued Eq. IV-26) 

~-=== _______ _:. _________ ....................... ~---------~-·--~---·-·-'---· -·· --·~--~~-···-----....... . 
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q -(k-K) 'df K 2 · r ....!± "' "' --.!: "' [ ( 41! a )_ nv · . J d!S- ( I mil . (k-K)2 dvl ~ v "'V 
+ 3 j dv3 I (21!) "' L ( -:im+ ik· v ) ( -:iill+ ik· v + iK· [ v - v ]) "' rv3 "' "'1 rv "'3 "'1 . 

x 2 : 8~(k,ru) • dvv . . . . df ] + J (2dK1!,)3 ( -~~ ) 
V rv3 

2 ( dv3 
x L · ( 41! ~ ) n , q J "' · 

v v 1-l (-iru+ik·v + i K·[v- v ]) 
· rv "'1 "' rv3 rvl 

r iK 
d i(k-K) d ~ . "V 

8f (k,v
1

,ru)f (v
3

) + "'"' 2 8f (k,v
3
,ru)f (v

1
) Xj-· 

d~l dx3 Lm ~ 1-l"'"' Vrv ( ) Vrv'V 1-l"' . · m k-K 
1-l v 

·'\t df K df 
8E(k,ru) • _!:!.. N ~~ v +-- ~· d~3 mm "' "' d~l 1-l v 

ill - k•V ·,... rvl 

-~ df (k-K) df 
. 8~(~ru) 

v "' "' • ____!! . 
d~ ' mm (k-K)2 d~l ] + v IJ. (IV-26) . 

ill - k•V --:-' ----3 

We use the Plemelj formula (equation II-24), and keep only 

the delta function, which leads to log dependence when we perform 

the K integration. The integration is discussed in appendix B • 
"' 

It.also simplifies the result to use the fact that 

q - df 
- ....!± 8E(k,ru) • 2 

m ,... "' dv 
· 8f (k, v,ru) = _ _...1-l ______ "'_ 

1-l ":" "" 
(IV-27) 

- i ill + ik•V 
"' "' 

··.;.-· 
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Here we have used the solution to the linearized Vlasov equation as 

a first approximation for · 8f, and have dropped the term involving 

the initial value of 8f. This initial value term would lead to a 

correction of order £nA (8f8f) 
A 

to the initial value term which we 

. keep, (8f5fjt == 0). This has been discussed on· pages 79,80. The 

perturbation solution for 8f will be discussed shortly. We now 

· collect terms and find 

I )... 2 r 
(8f8Ek,vl,m} ll'i =- '- 2rcna q 1 dv3 1J. "' "' "' co ~s on V' v -v 1J. .J _ "' 

where 

Q(x;y) 
(l I - '!Jl) . 

= tnA 
3 

for 
""' 

,.., 
. y J 

= CaY)(l I- 'IX) 
tn x 3 

. . y 

= 0 

kd > 
X -y 

' 

for k > ~ > kd 0 y 

X for-> k · y 0 

(IV-28) 

(IV-29) 
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B. The Behavior of Fluctuations in the J?lasma 

; We have already committed ourselves to a perturbation solution 

for 8f. We may, if we choose, keep all small corrections to th~ P 

operator, with the result that this operator would contain order one 
. £nA 

terms plus order -x- terms. This seems hardly worthwhile, in view 

of other difficulties which will appear in the kinetic equation, e.g., 

the large k cutoff. Accordingly we restrict our attention to the 

1 point which was the original cause for the calculation of A terms. 

We need the correction to the dielectric function·. 

The lowest order solution to equation IV-19 is given by 

5f 0 
Jl 

S:. 8E(k,ru) · dfJ.l 
mil ~ ~ d~l 

= --~----------~ 
i (l) - ik•V 

~ ~1 

+ 
8f (t = 0) 

-iru+ik·v 
~ ~1 

(IV-30) 

·we substitute this result into the collision term for fluctuations in 

the plasma (equation IV-28), and neglect the terms coming from the 

initial value of 8f. (See pages 79-80· and 96). This leads to a 

correction to · 8f given by 

·8f 
1 = 

Jl 

1 
. -im+ik•V 

"' "'1 v 
·fdv "'3 

q df 
....!:!:. 8E(k,ru) ·--..!:!: f (v) 

>< [ Q (ru-k. v ; v - v ) • c· 1:.. •':.d - 1 _l_ )-m....:ll~-· "'_~ ___ d_~ 1~· _v_,.._,_ 
"" ~ ~1 ---1 "'3 ·m,, dy:1 mv dy3 ( · ) .... ·- ·- . i (l) - ik· v 

~ "' "'ld:f 
- 8E(k,ru) . 2 
mv "' d~3 J ~ 

(iru-ik·v ) 
"' "'3 

(IV-31) 



Putting IV-30 and IV-31 into Poisson's equationj, we find the 

dielectric function including the collisional damping of waves. 

+ i 

€ (k,ru) 
,..-. 

= 1 + '\' L, 

2 
ill ( ( 

~ j dv fdv' 
2k2 "'J "' 

IJ. 
·, •. , r·.• 

x k • Q(ru-k·v; v-v') ·(l ddv-
1 _2....) 

"' NY\ "' "' "' "' m m d v ' J..l.. ,...., v 

X 

df 
f (v') k • ___!:!:. 
v "' "' dv 

(ru - k·v) 
"' "' 

(IV-32) 

. Since we keep only the correction to the dielectric function 

in the new operators P'·, we shall simply call the operators P, and the 

reader may decide which dielectric function suits his problem. Recall 

i 

£~ corrections to equation IV-32 were obtained by cutting that the 

off the K integration at the Debye wavenumber. We may be sure that 

this procedure is valid only after a sufficient time for the large K 

contribution to the integral to dominate the small K contribution. 

In general the small K contributions tend to die out slowly. Thus 

the £~ corrections are generally valid only for a system near 

equilibrium. 

... 
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V. . THE IqNET.J:G EQUATION F,OR :A_ tJNIFORM. SYSTEM " 

A. Construction of the Kinetic Equation for Short Time (t ~tad) 

Having modified the P operator to include higher order effects 

inthe dielectric function, we now turn to the calculation of the kinetic 

equation. .The formal procedure is essentially that discussed in the deri-

vation of the Lenard-Balescu equation in chapter IIJ except that we do not 

take the limit t~ ro. We wish to calculate 

where 

df 
_);± 
dt 

- qll 
m 

1-l 

d 
dv 
"'' 

(of BE) = (dt 
3
. (of (k, y, 

· · 11 "' j ( 2rc) · 11 "' · --
t) ·5E(-k, t)) 

"' "' 

(V-1) 

(V-2) 

We write out the explicit form of (of BE) , in terms of the P operator. 
1-l"' 

(of BE) 
1-l"' f dm ·-:im t 

1 1 = -e 2rc + 

1 f dro2 - ia)2 t {~ ik 4nn ~ f d~ lx "' 

€ ( _;,m2) -:1m2 
. -e ·. 2"" 

-iill1 + ik·v 2rc . k - ik·v 
~ ,..__ ,.._ ...,2 

..) 

-:it~ 
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(V-3) 

The last factor contains a singular term (involving o(,:z .- ,:z2 )) 

and a term coming from the initial value of the two particle correlation 

function .. We shall call the latter term the 11 initial value term 11 
, and 

defer its calculation until later. We may perform a velocity integration 

over the singular term, with the result: 

+ 

ql-1 ik df 
2 

ik 
"" ___!:!: ""'·' 

k2 
# (4:n:~) · nv 

k2 

I-lml + 

d!lfv"(.:zl) 

J 
z m dv 

1-1 "' v ... . 
E(k, ())1 ) € ( * _t, (.1.)2 ) ( ;:. :i.rul + ik·v) ik. v )( -:i.ru - ik•v ) 

"' "' "' ...., "'1 2 "' ."'1 

(v-4) 

I 
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. I 

OUr attention will be focused for some time on the results of 

the OJ . integrations. Therefore we shorten notation by defining oper-.. 

ators A1 and ~ . 

ik 
..::._ 4:n:q f ( v) 
. 2 IJ. IJ. "' k 

df 2 
___J!( 4:n: a ) n 
dv -v v 
"' 

ikf:.--:: ;'·.,· .... '· 
..:::. · <ivi, (;;: ) 
k2 "'.V "'1. 

(V-5) 

In terms of these.definitions we have 

(8f 8E) + 
IJ. "' s 1 diD -im 1dm -im t 'l. 1 ' 2 2 --e --e 2:n: 2:n: 

l 

ru2 )(im1 + i~·~) 
X 

l 

+ ~ 

(v-6) 

We now evaluate the m integrations by p:ushing the o:> contours 

down .in their respective ru ·planes. We keep the residues from the poles 

which each contoUr sweeps over, but we neglect the contour itself as soon 
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as it is rapidly damped in time. (Imag We picture a 

possible result of' the ro1 _ integration. Poles in the upper half' plane 

yield residues which grow in time, while .poles in the lower half' plane 

yield damped residues. There are also poles on the real axis. 

original ro
1 

contour 

:----------------7----------------------------------+--------------------
t;' 

(!) pl 
r;. /"'. 17:' 

ane 
~ J rol-t.e ,, 

' 
A 

nA 

,, 

L L 
i\ 't__j -I - -- -

'" ) , 
Final ro1 contour (neglect) 

(V-7) 

As a result of' the ro1 and ro
2 

integrations we obtain the following 

terms. Since we discard the final ro1 and ro2 contours, the terms 

-iro t 
e k and 

-w t 
e -k do not include very rapidly damped terms. 

k integration over these terms is cut off (the integrand 

·when rok and ro_k have large negative. imaginary parts. 

A 

1 
.\.8f_ 8E} = A _ -+ .-------

1-t"'S 1 ( I ( E - ;& - ~·;z) d€ ro_k + ~·;z) 
am ro -k 

-ik·vt. -w-kt 
e e ... 

Thus the 



I 
I 

t 
i· 
i· ,. 

), 

i 

---···"' 

~· 
+-
· ... ( -i) 

+ 

-:im t 
k· e 

·d€1 (m - k•v)(m.. - k•v ) . k "' "' .k "' "-'l 
dill (J,)k 

,,-:im t .. , -k . l 
e 
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X 
e 
ik•v t 

1 
+ 

(v-8) 

In general the dielectric function may have several poles in 

the region swept over by the m contours. Thus the terms which we have 

-:im t -:im t written as k and -k would be given more accurately by e .e 

and .:.iffi .·· J{ 
L: -k' 
j e . 

We shall omit the summation, which has 

no effect on the forthcoming analysis. We shall also consider only the 

i it . j t . i . i ) 
term i = j , so that L: - mk · L: J..m_k -~ L: ."J..(mk + m_k t where the 

. e .e - ... e 
J.. J J.. 

summation will again be implicit. The behavior of terms involving 
i . . 

-i(mk + m_k~)t will be considered after the rest of the analysis is 
e 

completed. 
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... 
We how note the important fact that (Bf BE) (the sum of all 

1.1."' 

terms) is well defined for all values of z, and k 
"' . 

(The 
/ 

author wishes to thank .Dr. David Sachs for emphasizing this point).· 

Although individual terms are· singular for some values of these argu

ments, the singularities are always·cancelled out b~ other singular-

· ities, leaving the sum perfectly reguiar. In essence the m contours 

have picked up all the poles of the original quantity (Bfl.l.(~, z, m
1

) 

B~( -~, m2 )) • 

In practice it is inconvenient to work with individuai terms 

·which are undefined (singular) for some values of their arguments.· We 

.··shall therefore replace k•v by . k·v - ip whenever there is a question 
. "",....., ' ,...., ""' 

as to the meaning of a given expression (p is to be a positive real in

finitesimal, although the choice . p negative would lead to the same 

.resuit). This changes the value of the quantity (Bfl.l.B£:). by 13:n in

finitesimal amount, but .it makes our calculation much simpler. There is 

no way of elimin~ting singularities coming from zeros of the dielectric 

function (e.g., ~·z = illk)~ This will not cause difficulty, for the 

behavior at such a point may be. defined as the limit as the variables 

(e.g., k or v) approach the value yielding a singularity. We shall 
"' . "' 

see that the sum of all terms remains well defined. 

When we carry out the multiplication of factors in equation 

v-8, we find eight terms. Two of these terms are independent of time, 

and one has timedependence (from the fact that mk + ill = 
-k 

. 2iyk· ). These terms may be evaluatE!d as they stand without difficulty. 
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We re~uire the real part of these terms for the kinetic e~uation. · Note 

that the . A
1 

operator is imaginary, while the A
2 

operator is real. We 

use the relations 

1 
Imag ::; 

I 
. I 2 

e(k k·v)l 
""' "" "" l 

e( -k, - k•v) 
"' "' "' 

(V-9) 

1 

. (V-10) 

1 
Heal 

(V-11) 

We also use the fact that ~~~~ = - ~~~~~ from e~uation 
II-114. The contribution to df iJ. coming from these three terms is 

dt 
given by 

d 2 
d dk 

. ~1-L ~ .. . 
(8fiJ.8E)III JL "' - = -

m:· dv m dv Iii "" iJ. "' 
X 
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J 
4,: 2.· d dk k f' (v) Imag €(k, k'v) 

2 
d qll "' 

...., "'ll ....,.. ' . "' "' "' qll . . 
,,.,, + ---.. .. -

. 2 
€(k, k.v) 2 dv m d_z k m 

ll "' "' "' ll . "' 

(V-12) 

. . 
.The f'irst and second terms _are identical to those of' the Lenard-

Balescu equation, if' we omit the higher order ef'f'ects which are present· 

inthe dielectric f'unction.· The third (with the neglect of' higher order 

)
. . .· 45 

-ef'f'ects has been_calculated by Rutherf'ord and Frieman • Rutherf'ord 

and Frieman state that all terms_ involving ik·vt 
"' "' go to zero by a 

e 

"phase mixing process". The statement is incorrect. These latter terms 

are precisely the ones which must be included to render the analysis 

.. consistant. 

·------- We turn now to the calculation of' these other terms. We write 

them out and number them, as we shall consider .them seParately. 
. ... ::. 
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- ik • vt - :tili t ·.. "' .,... :·' . -k e e 

dEll (m + k·v) 
dill m -k "' "' · 

-k 

-ik•vt ik•v t 
. 'V I"V '""'-' ""1 e e 

I .. 

-i_t·zt -im -kt 
e e 

;. "' ,.., ""1 - -k "' "'1 ,.., "'1 . "' "' 
E(k, k·v ) dEl (m + k·v )(k•v - k'v + ip) 

dm m_k 

ik'v t -im · t 
"' "'1 -k e · e 

+ 

+ 

+ 

·• 

.·· i (V-13) 
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Our principal task consists of the calc~ation of these terms. , 

We shall evaluate them by deforming contours of'integration. The A1 

operator does not i~volve any integrations, while A
2 

contains an 

,.integration over ~l The entire expression (equation V-13 ) is 

then integrated over k- to provide a contribution to the collision 
"' 

term. We shall obtain simpler expressions for the terms in equation 

V-13 by deforming integrations over .~ and ~l · into complex vector 

integrals. 

It is pertinent to ask for the physical significance of. integrals 

over functions of complex vectors. The au~hor assigns to them neither 

more nor less significance than the terms which have already been cal

culated (equation V-12 ) •· The quantities 1 - 5 of equation V-13 

are well defined as they stand, and may be left in this form, if we choose. 

Instead we shift contours of integration because this allows a great sim-

plification in the explicit form of the c.ollision term, and because it 

makes the resultant expression relatively tractable. The result is quarrt-

itatively unchanged. 

Essential to the procedure is the fact that we may calculate the 

terms of equation v-8 for t very large ·{almost tad). When we let 

or · v (real) 
"'l 

becoine k 
"' 

or ~ 1 (complex) in the proper fashion we 

may cause the exponential time factor to cause rapid damping. The re-

sultant contour of integration may then be thrown away, just as the· ro1 

and contours were thrown away .once they became rapidly damped. 
.. _; .. 

------------------------~~-
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This does not mean that the terms given in equation V-8 vanish. · 

As k and ~1 move· from real to complex values they pass over poles 
"' 

which lead to residues which are not sufficiently rapidly damped to be 

thrown away. In fact some of the resulting terms will not be damped 

at all (except that they will disappear on the_ implicit ( t>tad:) time 

scale. Our result for equation V-13 will consist of the contributions 

from.poles which are swept over as we displace the variables of inte-

gration. 

Thus far we have spoken of shifting ! and ~l into complex 

values as though they are scalars. In fact both variables are vectors, 

and we must c<?nsider vector (volume) integrals rather tha:_n scalar (line) 

integrals. As the transformation from a real volume integration to a com- . 

plex volume integration may ten?- to cause mental indigestion, we do what 

we can to make the procedure more palatable. 

Note the fact that all terms of equation V-13 contain the 

factor -ik•vt 
"' "' , or , or both. If we wish to cause damp-e e 

ing in the exponential we need displace only one component of ! , or 

of v 
'."'1 

Displacement of a component of ~l perpendicular to k leads 

to no change in the behavior of the exponential. Displacement of a com-

ponent of ~ perpendicular to ~l ·~affect the time behavior, as it 
/ 

affects the value of ~ and In this work we shall follow the 

simplest course, by expressing the results of all contour integrations in 

terms of a shift of , or Z\\~1 This permits us to use the 

usual nomenclature of scalar contour integr~tion and to draw pictures of 

I. 
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the movement of contours in the respective complex planes. We simply 

ignore the components of. v j_ k and k_lv
1 "'1· "' "' "' 

We will have to displace a component' of k.lv 
•1"'\,1 ·--IV 

on occasion, in 

order to make certain contours disappear sufficiently rapidly. However 

our final result will consist only of the residues of poles swept over 

. by the displaced contours, so that this result will not contain terms 

involving two complex components of k ,..., This will become clear 

presently. 

A further ·question arises. When the only variable of integration 

is k 
"' 

we must perforce shift the k ,..., 
11 contour" in order to produce 

damping in the exponential. However in many cases there are two vari-

ables .of integration, ~ and ~l When we consider the initial value 

terms we shall find three variables of integration t' !l' .. and. ! 2 

Which contour(s) shall we move, and how should we express the result:·? 

1 The question is academic. We move any of the contours in any way 

we see fit, as long as we perform .legitimate mathematical operations. In 

this work we shall move either one or two contours (for each expression) 

in order to produce a result in the most direct fashion. Generally we 

shall seek a result containing the smallest number of terms. In some 

cases a different choice of contours, with a resultant larger number of 

terms, leads to more simple pictures of contours of integration. No 

clear advantage results from such choices, and we choose the contours 

which lead to the greatest economy of expression. 

\ .. 

.i 
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We now consider how far we may displace k and v1 (we shall 

henceforth use scalar notation for the relevant components) from the 

real axis. For the k 
"V 

integration we observe equation V-13, and the·· 

~efinitions of the operators A1 and A2 There are no difficult~es 

and we may displace k as far as we choose. 
~'···I 

(Of course we pick up 

poles in the process}. On the other hand the ~l dependence is not 

given, for f(~1 ) is an unknown of the equation. How far may we push 

~l without running into difficulties? ·If we consider the equilibrium 

distribution feq ~xp[- :;:], we see that f becomes larr,e ~n]magni= 
.tude as the imaginar/'part of v

1 
· becomes large, r.;q"· ex~L:;T • we 

do not want to tbrow away 11 large11 terms, even if they are rapidly damped. 
. . 

For this reason we place a limit on the imaginary part of v
1 

In this work we shall not consider the possibility 

that f(v
1

) has poles within this range of v
1 

=real. In essence this 

places a limit on the types of distribution functions for which the theory 

holds. The author doubts that the restriction is physically meaningful. 

Because we evaluate all expressions for large times ( t ~ tad ), 

we seldom have to displace k or v
1 

very far from real values.· In 

ro £n A 
general we want Imag (kv

1
)»_i::;_._ •. If v

1
"' vth then we displace k 

. A 

; ! 

by approximately k triA If ·k"' kd, we displace v
1 

by approximately 
d~ 

When k or v1 are very small we must displace the corres-

pending variable a large distance from real values. This is not surpris-

ing, for our description of the fluctuation phenomena is not valid in th:E§ 
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'. 
region - see page 82. · Since there is no apparent inconsistency, we 

' 
simply omit the contribution of contours in this region. Alternately, 

we permit k and to be displaced arbitrarily far. 

We turn now to the explicit form of the terms we shall calculate. 

We have already performed contour integrals .over m1 and m2 , picking 

up poles of the form 1 and. 1 In either case the result 

was elementary, since m
1 

and m
2 

were bona fide scalars. We simply 

took the residue at the pole, replacing all m's by the value at the 

pole. 

This situation is modified when we consider moving the k and 

contours. Even though we replace the component in question by its 

value at the pole, we still must perform integrations over::the. r.emaining. 

vector components. Instead we shall leave the residue theorem in implicit 

form. Thus 

j . j' . dk A(k) · 
Residue "' "' = dJs A(}S) 5(;!s•;z - a) 

· (k•v - a) · · 
r-.. ~ . 

. . (V-14) 

or 

- a) • 

. (V-15) 
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The explicit form of several of the terms of equation V-13 is now de-

termined. One point remains. 

We have already found the zeros of the function € (k, ru) in the 
"' 

ru plane. We call these values of ru 
11 U 
~ . , where k was real. 

·"' 

{V-16) 

Of course we shall use the same notation when ~ is complex. 
; 

The difficulty is the following.· The zeros of __ € (k, ru) in the ru plane 
"' 

1 ~:!~_ ead to residues containing uw .K But €(~, ;\5'11_) , which appears 

in V-13, has·zeros in the ~- plane and in the ~l plane 

1 pick up the poles of - , we are lead to residues involving 
. € 

d€·1 , as well as the previously calculated ~~~(k) 

When we 
d€-

dvl v1 (k), 

The termin-

blogy is inconvenient, and we seek a uniform means of expressio~·for the 

poles of I 
€ 

We precede by expanding € about a zero in the respec-

t~ve planes. ( € is an analytic function by definition). 

Residue = = 
, :A(ru ) 

_·;. k dru A(ru) - dro A(ru) 

- . k del (ru - _ru .. ) + -
dru (l)k 

(V-17) 
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i . :;: 

! .. . .. 

.. ·. ~-· Residue 
dz1 B(!1) . ~1 B(!1) 

= = 

(V-18) :. dE I 
· · · . dru ru 

.··. ·k 

dk C(k). ,..., ,..., dk C(k) 
1"\.1 .. "' • 

= = 
+ • • 

dEl 
dk k(v ) -1 (V .. 19) 

We show that this· expression may be written in the form of equation 

V-18. We have 
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d€ ~t(v )+ 
'd€ 

d(Js(~1) z1) 
= = 

' dkjk(v) dw dk: k(~l) j .· 

~~ . . "-1 ."'1 . 
il 

' fJ '----·---- ' " i 
~ 
! 
~ 

) (1 d€ 

d€1 ""1" 

d€1 d€1· dk 

dk k(v1) 
+ v1 da)~ = dill (l)k 

+ 
d€ ~k 

,. 

dro 
(V-20} 

From e~uation V-16 we have 

( 
dE; d€ ~J + ' 0 - ····- _, = 
dk dm dk . (l) . . k 

d~· 

dk ·-·ilk" d€ . 
dw (l) k (V-21) 

and combining V-19, .V-20 , arid V-21 , we have 

'~ .. 
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Hesiduej.• . d_, ~_:_c_c~_)_ 
. . € (!$, £·~ ) 

We use the .property of the delta function ( d.XA(x)t>(f(x)), 
~ 

rdxA(x)~(x -

). f (x
0

) 

x ) 
0 

to write V-23 in the desired form 

· Residue 

(V-22) ·. 

= 

(v-22) 

1 We shall express all resi~ues of -- . in the form of equation 
€ 

V-18 or V-23. 

Before preceding with the calculation we illustrate where the 

and 'e( -~, -k·v ) might be found in the complex 
·- "' "'1 

~· and z
1 

planes. No detailed picture is possiple, since we do not 

assume a particular choice for the distribution functions fe (~1 ) and 

f.(v
1

) • 
l. "' I 

In general the plasma may become unstable for plasma oscilla-

tions (ro -· ro ) e 
_,/'KT 

, ion waves · ~ "'V rni~ , and the two stream 

instability (low frequency). We will draw pictures appropriate to the 

first case. We consider first the v1 plane, with k real. 

' .. 
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E(-k,-k·v) = 0 
- --1 
~ 

\ 
\ 

I 

(V-24) 

The symmetry follows from the fact that €( -k, 
"' 

·:, 

~ - ~·x~) . As shown here the plasma is unstable for some waves .with 
1 

positive phase velocity, and stable for all waves with negative phase 

velocity. Note that in the unstable case the zeros of € cross the real 

axis •. The region enclosed by this crossing may be identified with an un-

stable volume of k, v1 space. Waves (solutions to 

with this p~se velocity are unstable, i.e., the factor 

' 

€(~, ~) 
-i~t 

e 
grows in 

time. In.what follows we ·shall consider only the case of an unstable 

plasma, a,s it evidently includes the stable plasma as a special case. 
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The behaVior in the k plane is somewhat different. There are 

two functions which we must consider € (l-5, }£~~1 ) and 

·~we consider the case of an unstable plasma. 

k 

t 
'IJ', 

.v, ~ 0 J'1 

€ (Js, k•v ) = 0 
"' -1 

v;-:.0 
lL' I . 

'Vi 

' . 
j, 

k 

t 
/\!', . 

-v; .:() €( -k,· -k.·v)=:o 
"' . "' "'1 . (V-25) 
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The curves represent possible solutions to the equations indi-

cated. As shown ~l ·is essentially a parameter taking on values · - oo 

to + .oo There are two curves for. each equation bec~use for a given . 

v1 there are two solutions to the equation E(_t, ,t·;z1 ) = 0 or to the 

equation €( -.t, -.t·v ) ' "-'1 = 0 The symmetry between the two pictures, 

and between the two curves in a given picture follows from the fact that 

* ~ . ~ 
€ ( -k ' - k '. v ) 

. "' "' "'1 
Again the region(s) in which the 

zeros of € cross the real axis may be identified with an unstable ·volume 

in _t, ;z
1 

space. 

In the analysis to follow we must perform integrations over k 
"' 

and ;z
1 

, where both vectors take on both positive and negative values. 

Since it is inconvenient to consider all possible combinations of signs, 

we shall henceforth choose k and v
1 

positive with respect to some 

arbitrary axis •. This is in no way a restriction, as the other cases 

follow trivially from the basic properties of the dielectric function. 

The other cases follow directly from the pictures given previously. 

Henceforth we need consider only the pictures: 

€ ( -_t, -k·v ) 
"""'1. 

= 0 

v
1 

plane 
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e: ( -k, ~k. v .) = o' 
"' ,._;w "'1 

-1 

.·~ k :plane_ 

··' 

J1 
~(l5, l5·~1) = 0 

(V-26) 

We now consider the procedure for moving contours in the. k :plane 

so as to :produce rapid damping. The terms which we will consider have the 

i_~·_y1t -ik•v t -irn . t time dependence of the form ·- ·- and ~ ~1 -k It might 
e ' e e 

seem reasonable to move k up in the first case, and down in the second. 

This is not always correct, for ~ and rn_k also vary with k. We 

use the Cauchy-Riemann e~uations, with ~ = 

(V-28) 
. ' 
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For the imaginary part of ~·· we have 

(V-29) 

Since we do not :push k far off the real k axis in order to 

--I>kk up-poles, we wi--1~--neg:tect~the-change-of-· ~· -with-kJ:·---,--- -tlfat-rs __ _ 

we neglect :~ 6 ~ compared to rk A further :point along this 

iih~ k~f be ~ntioned. In general the relation ~ ~ - ro_;* hOlds 

only for k . a real vector. When k is:_com:plex we have ~ 

Thus we ask what is the value of rok + ~ 

axis? 

for k 

From equation .211, for both (l) 

k 
and 

. dy dy_k d~ dn .... k . k 
+ - - + 

dki dk dki dk 
I I 

d~ d(-~). 

= -- + 
d~ . dk 

I 

= 0 

on the real axis. Thus when we :push 

= 2iy for 
k 

ro_k we have 

k 

k off the real 

* = - (J) v_ k.,...-

off the real· 

(V-30) 

axis the 

i 
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value of ~ + ro_k is effectively unchanged. In all expressions 

involving -e
2
rkt ' the ·value of rk should be determined from 

€"(k = real, rok) _:;: 0 ~ rather than from a zero of ·the dielectric 

function at a point where k is complex. 

. ik• vt -:im t 
If we pick a representative term, say e "' "' e k , it is 

clear from the preceding that a change .6~ in the imaginary part of 

k causes a change in the real part of the exponent given by 
dU 

-v~ +~~ki 
Thus we want to move the k contour up (into positive 

dU 
imaginary values) for v larger than dkk , and down for v less 

R . dUk . 
than ~ We illustrate possible motions· of the k contour for 

varying values of v. 

---

€(k ,_, k·v) = 0 
"' "' 

v . "large" 

-
-

deformed 

k contour 

k 

~' . . 
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,. .... 
I '-

I I '-. 

I I '-

v in unstable 
volume. 

v "small" 

k 

..... 

k .. 

(V-31) 
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In some regions (specifically those regions where the.deformed. 

contour crosses the real axis) the contour integral is not sufficiently 

damped, and may not be neglected. These regions are unimportant, for 

we may still displace a component of k perpendicular to v. This 

does not affect the behavior of the factor ik•vt 
"' "' , but it does affect e 

the factor 
e 

-iru t 
k Since we may always displace a component of 

perpendicular to v so as to cause rapid damping, we shall simply. 

k 

neglect vestiges of contours of the type shown by solid lines in pic~ 

ture · V-31. 

We now consider the zeros which the k contour may pick up 

while moving in the k plane. Evidently there are two possibilities: 

and €( - J:s, - (Of course the zeros of 

J:s~~- ruk and ~·~ + ru~k are at the same respective points). In view 

of the picture just drawn it may not always be clear what terms the k 

contour will pick up while being displaced toward rapid damping. Rep-

resentative pictures are fine, but we need a more systematic approach, 

for all pictures depend on_the particular distribution function f(~) 

which we happen .to choose. The point of view which we take now is 

·.essentially pragmatic, and applies equally well to the initial value 

terms ·which we shall calculate later. 

The process is the following. We t.est tq,e. behavior of each 

integral by pushing the k contour both up and down. In one case we 

pass over the point where €(J:s, Js·~) = 0 , in the other case we pass 

over the point where - k•v) = 0 
"' "' 

(We cannot say which is 
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which·- it d~pends on whether v is inside or outside the unstable "' . . 

volume in space) • 
ik•vt 
"' "' v 

"' 
The time behavior of the expressions 

e 
-icb t 

e k 
-ik·vt. -:tro t . 
'.'"" I'V. ·, '" .k .· .. or e ··-- ., .. e is now very simple. · In the case where 

the k integral passes over · €(~, ~·~) = 0 

ik· vt -iru t 
"""" k = e e e 

-ik'vt 
"' "' constant, and 

, we f'ind Js·~ = ~ , so 

-iru.kt = -i(ruk + ru_k)t 
e e = 

In the case where the k integral passes over € ( -)S, -)S • ~) = 0, 
.,•·to···· 

we find -'k..> v:: = m: . 
·~ ·I'V.. -·k 

so that -)S·~ -irukt = -i(ruk + ru_k)t = 2ykt · 
e e e e 

-ik·vt -iru t 0 
"".·"' -k = e = constant. e · e Thus in all cases the time be-

We now choose the k 

contour which has the more rapidly damped behavior, for the given value 

of v 
"" 

Thus if . yk> 0 for ·this value of ~ , .. we choose the )S 

contour leading to time behavior 
0 . 

e = constant 

we choose the contour leading to time behavior 

works equally well for the terms 

, while if y k < 0 , 

2y t 
e k The argument 

Note that we do not have to consider taking residues from poles - we 

simply want to know which direction to push the k contour to produce 

·damping. 

The argument for throwing away. contours resulting from the motion 

of kJlv is essentially similar. If pushing k_lv leads to a damped 

residue coming from a zero of € :, then this zero could (and should) 

have been picked up when we deformed kllv If we did not pick up 

the zero of € · with the original k II v contour, then we should have 

pushed the component of k parallel to. v farther into complex values. 

·-----------· 
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This may be observed from the t·ime behavior of the exponentials. The 

reader may wonder if we could not pick up poles:.by a more or less 

arbitrary displacement of the vector k, We could, but we have 

chosen to leave the result with only one component of k complex. 

In general a displaced k contour may pick up .contours in more 

than one velocity space. Terms-like 

r, made to damp rapidly by moving the v
1 

contour of integration. Again 

we may pick up poles in the process. 

A final statement is necessary •. In order to avoid confusion 

we adopt a convention expressing which variable(s) is(are) complex. 

In the delta functions we place a bar over the complex variable. Thus'. 

5·(·:K.v - ru ) ' ,..., ""1 k means t~t the component of k parallel to v1 is ana-

lytically continued into complex values. Also we need ·a means for 

separating terms which appear for variables in the unstable volume 

(~ arid ru -k having positive imaginary parts) from terms which appear 

when the variables are in the stable volume ( ~ and ru_k having neg

auive imaginary parts) •. We shall indicate the difference by placing a 

. pius or minus superscript on ru when it appears in a delta function. 

Thus 5(J5·~ + ru_k+ ) means that v2 . is a complex vector, and ru_k has 

a positive imaginary part. 

·We procede now to the calculation of the terms of equation 196) • 

. We consider first terms 4 and 5 
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4 + 5 = 

-ik•v t -:ten t ,.., "'l. . . -k e e · 
+ 

-ik•V t -:im t 
"' ""1 k e e 

(V-32) 

Both terms are to be integrated over k- and ...-. ~1 , so that we 

may move either contour. We choose to move the k contour as it leads 

to fewer terms. There are.two possibilities, depending on whether ~l 

is inside or outside the unstable volume of velocity space. We first 

consider the case of x
1 

· inside the unstable volume. If we push the 

respective k contours toward the zeros of. €(~,. ;!s·x1 ). and €(.- }S, 

- k•v ) we are lead to time behavior 2ykt ( yk. positive since v1 "' "'1 e 

is inside the unstable volume of velocity space). If we push k in the 

opposite direction we come to the zeros of 

which produce time behavior 
0 . 

e = constant. 

m_k + k•v . "' ""1 
and m - k·v 

k "' "'1 

The latter case is more 

rapidly damped, and we push the k conto~s on until they are so rapidly 

damped they may be neglected. The. result is given by the residues of 

the poles. (As noted previously we may neglect the zero at 

because we may also push the v
1 

contour to produce rapid damping). 

Thus we have 
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+ . 
·· - 2:d8('K·v . + m ) 

4 + ·5 -
. . "' "'1 . -k 

~,:j .'.E(k. k·V )(k•v
1 

- k•v + ip) 
UJJ..Jill rv' """"1 ""t"V """-~ 

-k . . 

~~ €( - k, - k•v )(k•v - k•v +- ip) 
d.o,) ~ "" "' "'1 "' "'1 "' "' (V-33) 

~ 

In the second term we have used the property of the delta function 

8(x-a):f(x) = 8(x-a)f(a)_, and inserted the ip. according to the prescrip-

tion given earlier. We may rewrite equation V-33 using the decomposition 

1 
X+ iP 

4 + 5 

+ 

1 . . ( ) . 
= P - - itr8 x < to find 

X 

8(k·v - m + ) 
"'"-'1 k. 

(V-34) 
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. . . Jdk 
. . The contribution to the kinetic equation is given by -~ . 

21! 
~ (4+5) • 
(-i) 

However if we write out the :principal value terms we find that 

they lead to a contribution of the forni · P (. ~ - a*) , which is 

imaginary1 and hence may be neglected (it must be 0 ). The term in-

volving 5(~·x - ~·xi leads to a real contribution to the kinetic equation 

given by 

- \ + . 5(k·v · + ) B(~·xl + ro -k ) - (.l) 

2 "' "-'1 .k 
4 + 5 = 21! 5(~.;z- f,s·;zl) + 

d€1 -- d€1 .. ( - € k k·v -h k'v ) dill (l) . <:v '-"-' "-'1) - ·€ -
-k dill (l)k . "' "'1 

(V-35) 

If we compare these terms with the first term of equation V-12 

we see that the three together may be :represented by a single contour 

integral 

(Term 1 of· 
equation 

V-12) .. 

-Term 4 

€(_- h -

Term 5 

€(h 

I 

I 
k'v ) = 0 
"' "-'1 

k•v ) = 0 
"" "-'1 

k plane 

(V-36) 

1 
l 
J 
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.where the contour is split only when v
1 

is in the unstable region of 

. velocity spg.ce. 

There remains the case when v
1 

is outside the unstable volume. 

In this case we push the k contour t()ward the zeros of €(}&, Js·x1 ) 

and €( - k, - k·v ) 
"-"' "" "'1 

J in order to produce damped residues having time 

behavior 2-y t ( ) e k rk negative . The resUlt is now given by 

4 + 5 = 
·1~((j) )~~; (ill - k·v)(ill + k·v ) 
dill k k "' .-/ -k ,..._ ~1 

(V-37) 

Comparing these terms with the third term of e~uation V-12J we 

see that the sum may be represented by, a single contour·integral: 

• .. 

,-;. 
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Term 5 
e( - lc.- k·v ) = 0 . . ""' "' "'1 

e(k. k·v· ) = 0 (V-38) 
"' "' "'1 

where the contour is split only when v
1 

is.outside the unstable volume 

of v
1 

space. (We have arbitrarily chosen €(~, £·~1 ) = 0 to the left 

of the unstable volume). Using the fact that ~ + ro_k = 2iyk we may 

rewrite equation V-37) 

2ykt r (k•v - ro -) CE·x1 + ro -k-) 1!e 1 k + 4 + 5 -· 
rkj~(rok) 12 

(ro - k·v) (rok - k.v + ip) 

l 
k A/.V "' ,.., 

(V-39) 

We now consider terms 2 and 3 • 
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-ik·vt ik·v: t 
1'\J't;v t"\J I'Vl 

e e 
2 + 3 = + 

-ik·vt -iro t 
"' "' -k e e 

~-:1 . E(h k·v)(k·v + ro )(k·v - k·v - ip) 
. ULJ.J (j)-k "' "' "' "'1 - k "' "' "' "'1 

(V-40) . 

We first push the x
1 

contour up (into positive imaginary Values) 

in term 2 • We obtain a non zero result only when the contour picks up 

a pole of .(vle discard the rapidly damped contour). 

We will pick up the pole only when ro_k has a negative imagina~y partJ 

corresponding to damping. Thus 

-ik. vt -iro t 
"' "' -k e e 

2 + 3 = --------------------------------- + 
dEl E(k. k•v )(k•v + ro >) 
dill (j) .....,. "' "' "' "' - k 

-k 

-ik•vt -iro t 
"' "' -k e e 

~,:j," E(k. k•v)(ro + k•v )(k·v - k•v - ip) 
ULJ.J UJ "" "' "' - k "' "'1 "' "' "' "'1 -k 

(V-41.). 

,, 
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We nowdisplace the k contour in each expression, obtaining 

a non zero result only when we pick up a pole from €(t, ~·~) = 0. 

(The zero of ~·~ + ro_k would lead to time dependence 

us we bad pushed the contour the wrong way.))Thus 

2 + 3 :: 

2)' t 
2ni5(~·v - m -)e k 

"'"' k . 

+ 

0 e · , telling 

(v-42) 

Terms ·2 and 3 are related to the terms of picture V-38 by further 

deformations of contours, but we shall not draw a picture; Term 2 in-

valves analytic continuation of two contours of integration, . ls and ;z1 . 

There remains term 1. 

-iJs·xt -iro-kt 
e :·e 

Term 1 = 

(V-43) 
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If we push the k contour to the point where €(~ ,ls·;v;) = 0 i we find 

. time dependence 2
" k t , while if we push . k to the point € ( - ~ · 

e 

.~}S~~) = 0 we find time dependence, ~0 =constant. Since €(}S, ;ls·;v;) 

does not appear· in the expression, the result is given by 

Term 1 = 

. . + 
-2ni6(i·v + ru ) 

"' "' -k 

d€1 . 
dru ru -k (V-44) 

This term plus the second term of equation V-12 · may be repre-

·sented.by the single contour·integral: 

Term 2 ()f 
Eq_uation 

V-12 

Term 1 
€( - _§, 

k.plane 

- k·v) = 0 
-IV 

This completes the calculation of the terms in equation V-13. 

(V-45) 

i . . 
We evaluate now the terms of equation V-3 which we have called . 

"initial value terms". The calculation is simply an application of the 

methods we have been using to a different set of terms. A few statements 

are necessary before we precede. 
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The initial\·value terms are different from those previously con-

.sidered in that their k dependence is not explicit. This appears to 

be of little consequence, and we shall assume that g(k, t = 0) does not 

have poles in the complex k plane for k approximately real 

We emphasize now that this need not be the case •. A single 

(rather extreme) example will be sufficient. Suppose that g(~1 - ~) 

contains periodic terms. Thus 

(v-.46) 

then 

+ g'(k). 
"' 

(V-47) 

When we move the k contour the terms coming from the delta 

functions remain. In particular we find terms in the kinetic equation 

i£ ·vt which are proportional to ·. i "' 
e 

Velocity derivatives.of 

these terms lead tb secular terms in the kinetic equation. 

In this work we have been forced to make repeated assumptions about 
I 

the initial value terms. It may not be clear why the treatment of initial 

values is intrinsically much more difficult than the treatment of the 

"f dependent"- terms, so we give a brief explanation. 

The adiabatic hypothesis ( ~~ is small) is in fact a very 

powerful one. This is not apparent in the derivation-of the !I f 
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de:pend~nt" terms which usually dominate the kinetic equation. we· assume 

'df ' 
~ is small; the calculations bear this out; furthermore, higher order 

effects are usually negligible. The self consistency appears built in. 

This is not the case when we consider initial value terms. 

Although we have imposed the condition that the adiabatic hypothesis 

should hold for t "' 0 , there is no general way of insuring this result. 

Initial values are initial values - they can be what they like. Although 

we wisli to limit initial value terms to those which maintain the adiabatic 

hypothesis, we cannot do so unless we calculate (directly) their effects . 

. The self consistency of the dependent terms is here replaced by explicit 

mathematical restrictions on the type of initial value terms we permit. 

Can these restrictions be broken, while the adiabatic hypothesis remains 

valid? The author .doubts. it. In the example chosen three-body effects 

(h) may be expected to have an inlportant effect for "' t > 0 

We now write out· the "initial value terms" from equation V-3 • 
-~,_ 

J ~l}dm2 -iro t -iro t ~iw : ik·v l [fr (8fJ.l8E)I 
1 2 

X _::x = e e 2rc 2rc k2 
1 ...... "' 

4rcn ·~ 

J 
dv 

J 
E 

' a: ~ 

g(Js, :t·; J ~~ t = 0 ) + a: 
€( - h ())2) ( - iro2 - i,t'k) 

. .. 
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4® a · I o:u d~ 
€ ( - k.' (J)2 ) :_...( __ __;:::,_, __ ) __ 

--.; - irn
2 

- i~·~ _ 
g(}S, X~' ~' t = 0) · 

(v-48) 

It is convenient to define operators which act on the factors 

containing poles in the rn planes. 

E 
B2 = a, v 

ik df \t "' . __!;!; 

m 
!..1. 

k
2 dv· 

"' 

(V-49) 

(V-50) 



As before we perform the m integrations by pushing the m
1 

. a:hd m
2 

contours down cuntil they may be neglected. The result comes 

from thepoles. 

-ik·vt ik•v t 
"' "' . "' "-'2 e e · 

. -ik•vt_ :!.ill t 
"' "' -k e e 

+ .,g __ ( __ ~---·_ ~-----~-'--- t_ =: 0) 
- - -~~m (ill~k + -~:~) - - . --

-k -

-i' 

-iJs·xt il5·~t 
e e 

+ 
e(k. ~·y)e( -. k, - k•v )(k•v - k·v ) 

I'V' , - • - IV' "' "-'2 "' ,...., "' ,...., l 

:+ 

-i~. vt -:!.ill t 
. "' -k 

e - e + 
--------------------------~--------1 
e(;~&, J6·x) ~~m-k (}S·x; - J;.s·~Hm .. k + }S·~) 
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-ik•v t -:tro-kt 
I "' "'1 · e e · 

e(k, k·v )del . (k•v - "lr·y)(ru_k + ,,~) 
"' "' "'1 dill ().) "' "'1 I¢ • - 1¢ . -c; 

-k 

-:tro t 
e k 

-:tro t 
-k 

e· 

g(~, ~1, ~' t = o) 

+ 

+ 

X 

(V-51) 

Again the result.is well-defined for all values of all arguments, 

although individual terms' may be ~defined at certain points.- It sim-

plifies matters to replace ~·x by Js'X + ip in ali cases where · 

an individual term is undefined. We consider p positive, thoug:h p negative 

leads to the same final result. 
i 
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We now move contours of integration to produce damping·in the 

terms containigg , etc. Note that the B1 .·operator contains e 

an integration over ~ , while the B
2 

operator contains integrations 

over -~1 :and. ~ 

terms-over ~ 

The final result is obtained by integrating all 

We consider first the terms involving the B
1 

operator. 

-i~·~ i~';ll2t 
e .e 

-ik•vt -iro t 
"' "' -k e e' 

+ .. 

(V-52) 

We push the ~ contour up in the first term, obtaining a non 

zero result only when ~ is in the stable volume 

( - - -ik·vt 
2rci6 ~·~ + ru -k ) e "' "' 

-iro t 
-k e 

+ 

d€1 
dill (I) -k 

-.i~·xt -:tru t -k i 
e e 

(V-53) 
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We then displace the k integration in.the fiJ?St term in order 

to make ~ real ( .· }s ·and !
2 

are connected through the delta function), 

and displace ~ to produce rapid damping in the second,term, obtaining 

a non zero result only from the pole at + = 0 

-iill t 
-k e 

+ 

dEl 
dill (l) k' 

'1.-

(V-54) 

The sum of the two terms is zero, and the terms involving the 

operator do not contribute to the result. 

We must still calculate the terms coming from the B
2 

operator. 

Since the methods are now ~uite familiar we will not calculate them 

separately. In terms containing the factor -ik·v t e ~ N2 we push the ~2 
contour up, obtaining a result. from the poles the contour passes over. 

In terms containing -ik•v t 
e · ~ "'1 we push ~l down. The last term is 

well defined as written. 
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-ik•vt ..:ic.l) 't " 
( - -) ~ ~ -k 

21!i5 }S·~ + ro_k e ··. e · 

-ik•vt -ic.o . t 
~ ~ -k 

e e 
+ 

d I . €(t, k·v) ~ (k·v - k·v + ip)(ro + k·v ) ·- ~ "' dill ro· ~ ~ ~ "'1 -k ~ "-2 
-k 

+ 
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+ 

ld€( ).,
2 

(ro - k•v)(ro - k'v ) 
dt.n (l)k k "' "' k "' "'1 

+ 

ld 12 . ...!.(ro ) (ro - k•v)(ro + k•v )(k•v · - ro ) 
dt.n k k "' "' - k "' "'2 "' "'1 k 

(V-55) 

In the first and third terms we displace the k contour in 

order to produce rapid damping •. The term which persists comes from 

the pole at E(h Js·;y;) = o Thus the final result is given by 

B2 e2ykt r 1 
-;:- (of oE) · I + = l (ru - k·v)(k·v 

IJ. I (-i) 
ld€ 12 - ro ) (k·v + (l) -k) am (rok) k "' "' . "' "'1 k "' "'2 

+ + 

(k·v + ro )(ro - k·v) 
"' ~ -k. k "' "' 

(ro - k·v)(ro - k•v ) 
k "' "' k "' "'1 

'· 
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(ro - k•v ) 
k "' "'1 

(V-56)-

We shall not attempt to describe the result by pictures of the 

various c::omplex -planes. -Note that all continuations into the complex 

plane appear in the stable volUme of the respective spaces. 

The analysis of eq_uation V-3 is essentially complete except 

.for one argument. We have not allowed for the fact that the original 

ro1 and ro2 contours can pick up a number of zeros of €(k, ro
1

) and 

Thus where an ro contour integration_. produced a 
- ' i 

.E .:.iro t 
, the actual result is given by .-._ e' k n 1 i) 

~ Vl.\(J)k 

term 

__ , where 

the superscript i labels the particular pole of ro) Likewise 

in displacing the ~' xl and ~ contours we may pick up various poles 

.of · € This affects our result in two ways. 

1. For all terms we have calculated which involve a zero of the di-

electric function, we have a sum on all roots of the-dielectric 

function which are not too rapidly damped. We shall continue to 

leave this sum implicit. 

2. In carrying our the preceding analysis, we also produce terms of 

the form -iro it -iro jt , with i + j (These results 
k -k e e 

generally come from the poles passed over by displaced contours; 

1 the contour's are neglected as before). These terms may also be· · 
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made to 
dy j . 

damp rapidly because it is generally true that 

-k .•. We displace the k contour in the appropriate direction 
dkr 

to cause + 'Y j 
-k 

to become large and negative, and neglect 

theseterms involving different roots o:f the dielectric function. 

It is possible 

dyki dy j 
+ -k 

dkr dkr 

that in certain regions of k. space we may have 

= 0 (The re~uirement of e~uality leads to 

dtl. j 
-k 

Thus plasma oscillations of 

·wavenumber :,~d .rm;- have the same group velocity as ion waves). 
vr;; 

We neglect this possibility because it occurs only for specific 

values of k. Thus we simply exclude a small volume of integration 

from our result. The resultant error is comparable to that pro-

duced by the inade~uate treatment of higher order effects_. 

We now state the result of all the preceding analysis. The 

collision term is extremely complicated in form, but it is a real function 

of the real variable X· The kinetic e~uation is given by: 

2 
df ·~ . 

!l 
!l 

err = 
'(i :.> 2 

m!l 

l.·. 

df 
!l 

dv 
v . v ., . "' v "' . "' "' "' "'1 £· 2n a 

2
fav1 f (v1 ) E{k•v - k•v ) X 
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i . 

. '· (- + ) 21!i8 k•v - ru · 

. "' "'1 k ··-

dE I ~( ;... k, - k•V ) 
dill (l) ' "' "' "'1 k. 

2 d df 2r t . 2 
q!J. -1:. e k 

dv 2nv~ 
2 . "' E 

.· 

21r1 e(E ·;z1 + ru -~) 

~-: '"' Hk, k •v ) WJJ VJ -k ,.; "' "'1 

l 
·f 

I -
i 
J 

( - +)I 
21!i8 J;s. X + ru -k· . -~j-:~-. -- -

. + . 

. . ~~'"-k J . 

Fil£):;;1) dv X ·m . 4 2 v 1! 
!J. "' .. k ~(ruk) 

1 1!i8(;tS~~1 + ru_~) 1!i8(k•v - ru':'.) 
"' "'1 . k 

. i(Js·x - ruk) l~.s·~1 - (l)k 12 .. 
; 

.. "'I (k·v -··ru ) 
'k"'"' k 

J.. 

+ 

2,25()\·~1 +m_~)B(i\":;; - "\) 1 
rk J 

+ 
(k·v + ru· )(k·v - k·v - ip) 
"' "'1 -k "' "' "' "'1 

J 
/ 



r X 
1 - . 

+ 
( (..l) - k•v)({b - "!r.y ) 

k "' ....., k 1¢ "'1 

(V-57) 

This equation constitutes one of the principal new results of this 

work. We have seen that' the derivation of the proper contours of inte

gration for the respective variables of integration is a complicated task. 

The author has not seen equivalent results derived from the KD (or 

equivalent.:BBGKY) set of equations. Thus .we cannot compare the result 

·to other work along this line. 

./ 
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' 

By using ver;y different teclmiq,ues ·46 Balescu has derived a 

· .kinetic eq,uation for a homogeneous unstable plasma •. · The author is not 

familiarwith.the techniq,ues used by Ba.lescu,.except that they are based 

on a formal solution of the Liouville eq,uation, followed by an approx-: 

imation scheme for picking out terms which .lead to a kinetic (long time) 

·eq,uation. Since we cannot discuss the .methods used by Balescu, we con-

centrate on -the-eq,uation itself; -we-cite d:ifferences-between -our··eq,uation-

V-57 and Ba.lescu 1 s eq,uations A9.18 - A9.21, in ascending order of 

importance. 

a) In the first term of eq,uation' V-57 we find the terms 

and 

~,:j"' €( - '}$, -}S·;zl) 
UJ,J.,) I.Uk 

d€1 €(k k'v ) 
dill (l) -k ~ ·;"" "'1 

The eq,uivalent term in Balescu's eq,uation are given by 

1!o(;ts·xl + ro_~) 
and 

d€ 2 
'Ykldm (rok) l 

The q,uantitative difference is small, for .bY making use of the delta 

function we see that Balescu has replaced and 

. by ~l(l) ( - 2iyk) 
k 

We shall see later that this difference shows 

up clearly in the conse~vation laws, and our result is correct. 

b) The second difference lies in the treatment of all terms which 

involve the factor o(E·~v- rok) in eq,uation V-57 . Balescu does not 
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recognize that the ~ (in Balescu' s notation ~) may be analytically 

continued. He is thus forced.to use a contrived (and incorrect)argu-

ment. In essence he performs a ''pseudo integration" over ;:r_ , then 

analytically continues this ::t, .integration, .picking up poles but tbrow-

ing away the rapidly damped contour. He then REMOVES the ;:r_ integration. 

This procedure is obViously incorrect; and the result shows in the fact 

that his equation is not an equation at all, for the independent variable 

X, is sometimes real, andsometimes comp:)..ex. 

c) Since Balescu does not analytic13.lly continue ~ , he cannot 
. \ . jt 
~rok · -w.:.k He therefore restricts 

e e 
treat terms of the form · 

himself to the case where only one zero of € is not rapidlyAamped. 

Equation V-57 does not have this restriction, though we choose to leave 

the sum on the roots of € implicit. 

We shall see later that equation V-57. has a theoreticaf defect. 

In addition ~t is much too complicated to be of use for a practical 

calculation. Before going into these difficulties we investigate the 

basic properties of the equation. 
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·':· .. 
B. Elementary Properties of the Equation 

The equation we have derived is long_and complicated in structure. 

··· It may. be: expected to fulfill certain basic ~onditions; likewise certain. 

aspects of the equation should be investigated and compared to other 

work in plasma kinetic theory~ We explore in some detail because the 

demonstrations are not always easy. 

vel oped in Chapter II (equation II-99; the Lenard-Balescu equation). If 

we make the following approximations: 

a) Neglect higher.order effects. This eliminates the effect of 
,. 

"collisional" damping on the collective " wave" behavior: in the plasma, 
i 

and hence tends to make electron plasma oscillations less rapidly damped. 

b) Restrict our attention to stable plasmas ( rk<O for all k). 

·c) Evaluate the collision term in the limit t -+ co ? 

we, recover equation II-99 • The significance of approximation c) will 

be considered later.-

1. The Conservation L6.ws 

We turn now to the basic laws which a valid collision term must 

. _o~ey. The collision term must conserve number density, momentum, and 

energy. Strictly speaking the re'sillt follows from a rigorous analysis, 
. . : 

and the explicit calculation is simply a check. Our equation is suffi-

ciently complicated to justify·this check. In additionwe will later 

obtain an approximate, but much more simple form of the kinetic equation. 

The individual who does not like the approximations should have confi-

•. 
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dence in the primary resUlt. 

We note at once that the collision term (the right ~ide of 

equation V-57 ) may be split into three functionally independent parts. 

1) Terms which do not have explicit time depen:dence. 

2) Terms with time dependence . e 
2rkt , which depend only on f • 

3) Term~ with time dependence 2rkt 
e , which depend on the initial 

value of g 

Since the three parts are functionally independent~ the censer-

vation laws must hold for each part separately,:as well as for the sum. 

This more stringent ·requirement makes the analysis easier, for 

we may consider the three parts separately. We prove conservation of 

number density first, and shall write the collision term as d 
dv ' ;[. 

where convenient. 

d"h 
_:_!:± = 
dt Jdf . Jci n ___l::l;, d v = n -

11 dt "' . . 11 dv 
"' 

• J dv 
"'ll "' 

0 

"' 

The result follows because all functions of ;r. vanish at· 

I vi = co • is a unit vector normal to the surface v = co • 
"' 

(V-58) 

We next demonstrate conservation of momentum. After an integration 

by parts we have 

·~ n m JJ dv 
ll ll ll "'ll "' (V-59) 
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'· 

We consider first the part of ·~ which has implicit time de-

pendence. For this part we have 

dP 
"'I 

dt = -

1 

t nl-lql-l2J .. df&2 Jdx2 i;(\ f~ (x) l"· .. _· --1--
. 2rc k. . e( -}$, - J:s·x) 

. . 

. - + l 
2rci5(J;s·~1 + m_k) I 

~~m-k€(Jb J>·xll j I 
. . 

de · 
- € ( - k, - k. v ) 
dill (}.) ""' "' ""1 k 

(V-60) 

Lenard considered the terms which do not involve derivatives of 

·.;, e , and showed that they conserve both energy and momentum, i.e~, the 

energy and momentum integrals are zero •. In two o! the remaining three 

terms we use the relation 

1 + L:' 
1-l 

}S. ~ dv ... ,m2f .. df!J. 
d~ "' - rc;!. t ..lL k··-·. - X 

------ ·· ; p. 2 ,..., d·v · · 
! k : .. "' 

- k·v 
"' N 

.. 

.>. 
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' 
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o(k•v.- k•vl) dv • 
""Jt'\,1 """" "" 

. (V-61) 

We now have 

-= + 
d€1 
dm (J) -k 

dt 

· ;·;dv k·' ~ '\'lv 2 d~ Nl2 N rJy;l) 

. . ·. _1!k .. 

0(k·v - (J) +) 
' "' "'1 k 

+ X 

' ' 

r 2 
I E (J) ll 

I 
G (Js,_ k • V ) - 1 - · -- P 

..... "'1 ll k2 

L 

df 
· k• -..!:: dv 

"' dv "' 
"' 

·-- (V-62.2_ 

In the first term we let IJ.·~ v and X ~ ~ . In the second 

we note that e(~, k•v )5(:k·v - ~t) = 0 . We novr have 
. - "' "'1 "-' "'1 .k 

d€1 ' 
dm (J) -k 

+ 
d€1 
dm (J)-k 
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B(i\·;,:1 + "'-~) ~ 

~~ro-kE(Js, J:rxl) j 

(V-63) 

The first two terms cancel identically. The remaining terms are 

* . d! I d .
1 

* 
or·t:ne-Torm A - A (from the fact that ~ rok = - ~ ro_k ), and hence 

are zero also. Note that the zero result. (and hence momentum conserva-
1 

. 1 - b ..,....-·-----
E(k. k•v1 ) .Y dEl (k. · )' 

"" 'V "' - • v - ill 
. . dill Q)k "' 'V 1 k 

tion) may not be proved if we replace 

as in Balescu's e~uation. 

We now consider the terms of the kinetic e~uation which have 

explicit time dependence. For the terms which depend only on f we 

have 

2 

d!rr 
n ~ 

E 1-L 1-L 

= 
1-L m 

dt 1-L 

. df 
dz ls ls . ~ 

dv 
"' --r----- e 

'4 2 'k. d€ . 
dill(~) 

2rkt E 
v 

·· rci5(k·v.: - ro -) 
"-'"i k 

r (k·v - k·v - ip ) 
k "' "' "' "-'1 . 

+ 
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-· 

We may break the k 
"' 

integral into two parts: 

1) The unstable volume of };5 space. 'l'his region is present only in 

the first term of equation V-64 . In all other terms the delta functions 

restrict k to the stable volume. 
"' 

2) The stable volume of };5 space. This region is represented by 

all terms of equation v-64 . 

We consider region 1) first. For ro in the upper half ro plane 

(corresponding to unstable values of };5 ), we have 

I 

2f . df E rol-l ·};5 • _.!:!:. dv 
· . dv "' 

IJ. k2 ,-

ro - k·v k "' "'. 

.. 
(V-65) 

because ~();5, ~) = 0 • When we substitute V-65 into the first term of 

V-64 , we find an imaginary result,. which must be zero (it is odd in };5). 

This completes the proof for region l , 

For region 2) we shall obtain a zero result by moving the various 

contours of integration. ·We first make substitutions similar to V-65. 

For . ~ in the lower half ro plane· (corresponding to stable values of };5) 

.• 



we have 

df 
· k ~ .J:l:. · dv "' dv "' "'. 

We note also that 

2 
8(k•v - ro -) ~ (j) 
. 1 k . ..J:l:.... 

k2 

df 
IJ. c· - -) k·- 8 k•v - m. dv 

"' d v "' "' K. "' 
"' · (v-66) 

df 
- "'k~) [1 - l\';[1 )1 k·~ 

dv 8(k•Vl €(k, 
"' dv = "' "' "' "' "' 

= 8(k•v - ro -) 
"' "'1 k 

(V-67) 

We· substitute these results into · v-65 to find · 

' 
d~lfv(~l) 1 

il k•v - m..l2 "' "'1 K · 
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!riB(}S·xl - ~-) 
+ 

'Yk 

. 2 . 

2nv 'lv J.d.\?; f ( ) 
. . 1 v ~ 

1( • . . 

(k•v +ill )(rn.. - k_·v - ip) 
"' "-'1 -k k ·"' "-'1 

1 

ilk·v -ill 1
2 

"' "'1 k 

":i:i q 
2 

J~ r: 1-l 1-l 
1-l m 

1-l 

[ 
8(:k·v - m -) 

"' ....., k 

+ 

(v-68) 

in k 

The first term vanishes because it is imaginary, and hence is 

(The bracketed part has the form [ 
1 

-iiAI 2 
.. ib ~ i13 jf]. 

odd 

In the second. term we deform the v contour to make ·v real in 

those terms involving B(k·v -ill -) 
"'· "' . k 

Due to the ip prescription we do 

not p'ick up a. pole. Thue the remaining terme vanish id.entica.lly. 

The initial value terms are essentially ·identical to those just 

considered, in terms of the methods for demonstrating the conservation 

laws. The momentum integral is given by 



','II:·-., 

~. ·'·· -

.·d~III 

= 
dt 

· ((.(). - k·v)(ill + k·v ) · 
K · ,..._, c-> - k ,._, "-£ . ·; · 

+ 
((.(). - k·v - ip)(ill + k·v ) 

.K ...., "'1 - k . "' "Q 

{ill - k·v - ip) 
k "' "'1 

a,v ---n: 

1 

i((J). - k·v)(ill -k·v )(ill + k·v ) 
. . .K "' ...., k ...., ...., 1 - k "' ""2 

+ 
(ill - k•v) k ....,...., 

(V-69) 

.. 
· For k in the unstable volume of )s space only the first term is 

non zero. · Making use of e~uation V-65 , we fin~ an imaginary result, 

which must be zero. ··For ;s·· in the stable volume of ,.5 space we use 

e~uations v-66 a~d v-67 to find 
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. \ 

\ 

= 

·o. q n n· · . · . 
-a-vo; v f f .. 

· z. ·. . dv
1

. dYn g · (k. 
~v rr - ·~ w~~ 

. . 

~1' ~J t = 0) 
. d;eiii. 

,. dt 

1 
X . ------------

i(~- ~·~l)(ro_k + Js·~) 

.4' 2 ( - . -) ( - - )J' ·. ft 18 ~ ·-Ni - ~ . . 8 ls. ~ + (}.) -k ' X 

k k• dfJi 2?' t 
-- k · dv· e -

+ 

( (.(). - k • v - ip ) ( (}.) + k • v ) 
;. .k f -1 ' -k - -2 

+ 
(().)., . - k; v - ip ) 

.k "' "'1 
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1 
t>(k·v - ru -)1. 

"' "' -k J 

We make use of the fact that 

= Real 

(V-70) 

(V-71) 

to observe that the first group of terms in equation V-70 is odd in ~ , 

and-therefore gives a zero result. In the remaining terms we move the x, 

contour in those terms containing , so as to int:L,ke )[, a 

real vector. The remaining terms then cancel. This completes the proof 

that the collision term conserves momentum. 

We now turn to the demonstration that equation V~57 conserves 

energy. Of course the plasma contains electrostatic energy as well as 

kinetic energy. The appropriate ·conservation law is given by 

I 

d 
dt 

For the kinetic energy 

· integration by parts 

(V-72) 

(T) of the plasma, we have, after an 

·.\'\ 
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- . L.: n m 1· v • J dv 
J.l J.l J.l "' "'J.l "" 

(V-T5) 

The integrals we obtain from the explicit form of v • _T dv 
"" x,J.l "' 

may be reduced to those considered in the demonstration of momentum · 

conservation •. The relations are given by 

(V-74) 

(V-75) 

Integrals equivalent to the right side of V-74 and V-75 were 

eyaluated previously. ,For this reason we will not calculate energy con-

servation explicitly. However we must still calculate the electrostatic 

energy of the plasma. We have 

= J dt . ( 8E(k)8E( -k)) =1(2 ~ · (21!)3 ~ ~ ~. ,_. . :' 1! 

r r lz iJs. 41!Ila:%: r dv . 
"'1 ,z 

la . E (~,rol) j ( -irol 

X /v 
k2 + it·zl) I 

L 

ik 
4""v'lv J "' 

k2 d-0 (1)2) 

-iro t 
2 e 

d~ 

(-iro -ik·v)· 2 """'{? 



··~ . 

= 0 )l 
J (V-76) 

Since the method of calculation has been discussed fully we will 

not explain the steps in detail. We consider the singular term first, 

and invert the transforms. 

( dJ5 
(5E 2

) 
_, "'S 

= J (21f )3 

-i(l) t 
k e 

E 
v 

2' 
(41(~ ~ .tJs 

Jd;;;1fv(;l>) X 
k4 

r i~·~lt 
.e 

€( - k. - k•v ) 
rv- "' "'1 

-ik•v t 
"' ""1 -- e 

+ 

€(k, t·~l) 
"' 

-iru t 
-k e 

(V-77) 

The product consists of four terms, two of which are well defined 

as written. We displace the k contour until it is rapidly damped, ob-

tainirtg the result: 

r 1 

.• 
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.. 2~io(~·~1 - ruk+) 2~io(}S~~1 + ru +) 
2nv~ 

2 -k z 
J~ + 

X v 
~ :1~ €(- h - k'V ) dEl E(Js, k'v ) ~ 

drom_k 
"' "'1 

"' "'1 

2-ykt 

J axl~v<xll l 

feo~·xl 
k k e ~ 
"' "' + m_k-) + - + 

k41~(~)12 l!&·xl - rukl2 
rk 

(V-78) 

The f~rst term may be represented by the contour integral 

E.::(k, k • V ) 
"" "' "'1 

0 . 

k plane 

. € ( - )S, - ~·X;~.) = o_ • 
(V-79) 

while the second may be expressed by the contour integral 
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€( - k, - k·v ) = 0 . 
rv "' ~1 

k plane 

We have arbitrarily chosen ~l in the unstable volume of 

velocity space in V-79 ·, and in the stable volume in V-80 

(V-80) 

We now. calculate the (8~) coming from the initial value term. 

After inverting the Lapla~e transform we have 

= X 
a:,v 

+ik·v2t 
"' "' e 

+ 

d €,. (t·~ - (J) ) 

dm ~ 1 k 

e 
-im t 

-k 

(v-81) 

-~ 
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•J 

:J 
·I 

1 

Where appropriate we deform the v1 contour down, and the . v2 contour: 

up, to produce the result: 

2 L: 
(E>Er) = ex, v 

1 

2y t 

Jd;\5 l5 l5 e k J ( 
dv dv 

41d€: 12 . "'1 J "-2 
k dill(mk) 

+ + 
m - k·v 

k "' "-'1 

(V-82) 

These. four terms may be represented by the following pictures 

in the v1 .and v2 planes. 

v1 plane 
; 

(V-8)) 

(v-84) 
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It. is a straightforward but tedious calculation to demonstrate 

the conservation of energy for the system. Since the analytic work 
~ .. ' ·"" 

'. -~ . ;~ : 

has been carried out we leave the verification to the interested reader. 

·The·conservation laws are basic to the validity of a kinetic 

equation. .We turn now to some rather subtle questions concerning the 

·I validity of eqp.ation V-57. , We consider first the effect of initial 

conditions on the behavior of the_ system. 

2. The Treatment of Initial Value Terms 

We now treat the collision term (the sum of all terms on the 

right side of the kinetic equation) as an integral over .;(S of a s'um of 

terms. We may arbitrarily break the Js integration into two regions: 

1) A region, generally characterized by large Js , and implicit time 

dependence, in which the initial value terms do not appear. In this region 

g():s, y;, ;;;1, t) rapidly becomes a functional of f(;z, t), and we_ have let 

this relaxation occur instantaneously. This is not an error, but a 

physical restriction valid for certain interesting systems (kinetic 

systems). 

2) A region, always characterized by small k(k ~ kd) , and by explicit 

time dependence 2Ykt , in which the initial value terms may have a signif
e 

icant effect on the system. For this region we must know the initial value 

term g(t = 0) to insert into the kinetic equation. 

The reason for the discussion is the following: region 2 appears 

to be counted twice. The initial value terms have time dependence arising 

from the zeros of the dielectric function; they represent coiktive effects. 
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But so do the time dependent terms which depend only on f. If we have 

obtained a correct expression for the effects of the initial value of g, 

\ 

then only these initial value terms should be significant for small times. 

We now demonstrate that this is the case. 

We shall consider yk a small ~uantity, and shall not attempt to 

estimate the error caused by finite yk . (Balescu has considered the 

point of marginal stability y = 0 
k 

in order to demonstrate continuity 

of the collision term for v inside and outside. an unstable volume. Of 

course this is essential for a valid result . Since ~lescu' s e~uation 
.. 

does not contain initial value terms the demonstration is simply a check 

and has no physical significance.) We will carry out the calculation 

for X inside ·the unstable volume of v space, because fewer terms 

appear. We state our approximations and objective precisely: 

Given t = 0 (early time), and yk a positive infinitesmal 

and x inside the unstable volume in velocity space (to simplify the cal-

culation) , we wish to show that the effects coming from the zero's of G 

are given by the initial value term, while the remaining terms involving 

zeros of f are canceled. by still other terms in the kinetic e~uation. 

We consider first the initial value term. With v inside the 

unstable volume_all terms involving drop out and we have. 
i 

dk k k· 
df 

\t 
....... -v,..., --2. 2%:<lvncPv 

<5f~5~)I dv L: 
= "' m X 

~ 

41df \
2 

. 
a,v 

1( 

k dill (ruk) i (~ -ls·~) 

·' 

----·--~-------.-..- --~- ··- ---·---
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- 0 ) (_(w-k· -._-k_·_v_)-,;.~ro--+-k_·_v_) 
( ' "' "'1 -k . "' "'2 

(w - k·v ) 
k "' "-'1 

(V-85) 

The expression in square brackets is real, for the first and 

* . fourth terms have the form M , while the second plus third may be 

' ~ [ ] written B + B . We indicate the bracketed term by . Since the 

collision term is real, we take the real part of v-85 • 

d;ls. ~ ~ .. 
df 

qfl. ~ 

[ ] (5ffl.5~)I dv ?'k = - m. 

k4~~(wk)l2 lm - k·vl2 
fl. 

k "' "' . (v-86) 

For ?'k a positive infinitesmal we may approximate the k inte

gration by a resonance integration. 

.q '; 
- __!! [ l· 

(V-87) 

We see that the initial value term is not zero in general, even 

.• ~ 
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We now pick out of the kinetic equation the remaining terms 

which have explicit time dependence, and set t = 0 in these terms. 

r 1 
-r·f'8(k·v 

"' "'1 
+ (.l) -k-) 

"+·· + 

lk·v 
"' "'1 

- (.l) 12 
k yk 

- (.l) ) 
k 

n8(k·v
1 "' "' 

yk 

2n a 
2 

I: / v-v 

v 

~- "1 
- (.l) ) l 

k I 

J 
,. 

(v~88) 

When z is in the unstable volume. of z space the quantity 

is resonant only for ~ in the unstable volume of· k 
"' 

I 

since they are non zero for k in the stable volume of k space. We per-

form the k integral in the resonance approximation to find 

X 

,!~, 
,'~.~ 
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The expression blows up as rk ~ 0 . We now show that this 

(divergent) term is canceled by other similar terms in the kinetic equa-

tion. These .terms are given.by 

m 
!-L 

df 
__!:!; 
dv rv . 

L;' 
v 

2n a 2 tv
1

f (v
1

)5(k·v - k·v
1
,) X VIJ)-"' V"' rvrv rvrv 

dE I ( ) - E - k - k·v dw (.l) . . ;v rv rvl 

k 

(V-90) 

We are concerned with the resonant part of the expression. 

In the resonance approximation we expand the dielectric function 

about a zero. Similarly for r ~ 0 we have 5·(j~·x1 - ruk+) ~ 5CJs·x1 - ~), 

etc. We now have 

r 
1 1 

·I r '2 1 k·v - ru L,... -1 k 

m 
!-L 

dk; }{. k;. df !-L 
dv 

---"'-l· 
k 41:cruk) 12 

2n a 2f.av
1

f: (v
1

)5(k•v 
V IJ rv V I'V· rv "' 

. . . 

- k•v ) X 
rv "'1 

(V-91) 
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· . We add equations v-89 and V-91 to find 

dl$ :t :t· df 

(8f~8~)T- (8f~8~)p 
q~ --1!: f + = dv 

"' L: 2 . 
m 2n ~ dv1f (v1 ) X 
~ 

k 4~~(mk) 12 

V V "'V"' 

~ 
1 rr8(k'v ~) rr8(;\S:,:y1 + ~) ) -'J_ 

8(k·v - k·v ) ) + 
""' ,....., . rv ""1 2 

lk·v - m I /'k 
?'k 

\ . "' "'1 k 

rr8(t:;:; ~- ~)8(*-·x.l -- ~) l 
yk J (V-92) 

Two of the terms cancel when we write 8(~·J - ~)8(ls·x1 • ~) = 

8(k·v - k•v )8(k·v - ~) 
"' "' "' "'1 "' "'1 --k 

·The remaining terms cancel when we perform 
1 

the k resonance integral on the term This 

completes the proof that for small time the explicit time dependence of 

the collision term is given by the initial value terms. For small times 

the other terms proportional to 

of the system. We may define a 

1 << ·J-· ~-

. 2ykt 
e 

contribute nothing to the evolution 
'· 

"small time" as a time for which · -2ykt .
e 

We note a second conclusion; The infinite resonance of the Lenard 

Balescu equation (see page ) is in fact a zero for t = 0 For small 
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times 2ykt . - 1 = 2?' t , and the contribution due to the terms of 
e ... k 

equation V-92 . tends to grow linearly with time. Note in addition that 

this· term :·gr.ows in time even at the point ?'k = 0 , while the initial· 
. ·t·'·:·· ', 

value term, ,'~hich .is proportional to e 21 k t does not. Thus as time goes 

on the initial value terms becomes less and less significant in a margin-

ally stable system. We shall return to this point when we discuss quasi-

linear theory. 

3. Invariance under Translation of the Origin of Time 

We turn now to the basic form of the equation. The equation seems 

peculiar (or at least unusual) in two respects; it depends· on the initial 

value of the pair correlation function, and it contains explicit time 

dependence. Thus it is not obvious that the equation predicts the same 

behavior for observers who begin observing_a given system at different 

times. The equation is not explicitly invariant under a translation of the 

origin of time (:Le., for different choices of the initial value of time). 

We carry out the demonstration that. the equation is invariant under time 

translation, for we shall use this resvlt in Section C.l. 

Since our concern is with the time dependence of the kinetic 

equation, we drop the dependence on all other quanti ties ( v , variables 
/'V 

of integration, etc.). For generality we choose t as the origin of 
0 

time, rather than t = 0 • We. may' write the kinetic equation in the form 

t ) 
0 

(V-93) 

.• 
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. Here ~ (t1 ): is the collision term at the time in question, while 

J(t
1 

; t
0

) indicates that the actual collision term depends on the origin 

of time through the initial value, g(t ) and the explicit time dependence 
0 . 

( t
1 

- t 
0

) · in the term containing 2y k ( t
1 

- t 
0

) According to time 
e . 

. translation invariance we shoUld now be able to demonstrate that for any 

different choice of the origin of time (t
2

) we obtain the same collision 

term. 

dfl = 
dt t 

l 

d 
dv 

I"V 

= 
d 
dv 

I"V (V-94) 

A preliminary discussion is in order. The kinetic equation (V-57) 

wa•s obtained by the inversion of two Laplace transforms in the limit of 

large positive time (see equation V-3). On the other hand the equation 

may be considered a valid kinetic (long time) equation for any time 

(t1 "§:. t
0

) • If we run time backward the system simply evolves away from 

equilibrium. This is not a surprise, for kinetic equations generally do 

have a preferred direction in time. We are now concerned with. the mathe-

matical structure. We write L -l(t - t ) as the (double) inverse 
2 1 0 

Laplace transform (plus associated integrations, etc .. which are not rele-

vant here) which formed the basis for the der·i vat ion of' the kinetic 

t ) shall be the same operation evaluated 
0 

with t 1 - t considered large and positive. Of course the two are not 
. 0 

the same, in general. According to the process used in the derivation of 

the kinetic equation we have 

-------·-· ~- ... ~ ------- --' ------.. ---~------·------ ·---4-------------------------------
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i'· 

t.) f(t 
0 0 

L 
l 

+ g(to) ~· 
. ...! 

~(tl) 

'·-·· apy t 
(V-95) 

f depends on· :t
0 

through its own initial value and g(t
0

) , and on t
1 

through the kinetic equation itself. We now point ·out that the collision 

r 
J(t ; 
"' 0 

t ) 
0 

=lim 4-1
(t1 t-+t 

t) lf(t 
o L o 

S(v - v ) ··] 
; tl) "'n "'1 + g(to) 

1 0 

(V-96) 

· which we may calculate directly from V-95 by setting t 1 = t
0 

, is not 

equal to the expression 

-1 L . 
2 

because L2 -1 (o) = 1 

·Likewise for 

and non zero, while 

(V-97) 

tl less than to' 4 -l( tl - t 0 ) is well defined 
. ·. -1 r 
,L

2 
(t

1 
- t

0
) is zero, by a basic property. ·of the 

Laplace transform. We note an essential feature which will be sufficient 

for the demonstration of time translation invariance. By a basic property 

Y-1 of the c/_. 2 operation (equivalent to equation II-62 for the 

. we have, for any times ti , t. 
J 

P operator) 
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L
2

- 1 (t. +t.) 
J. J 

(V-98) 

, We now carry out the demonstration .. By virtue of eq_uations V-96 · and . 

V-98 .we ha.ve 

+ 

g(t ) 
0 

= ~-1 (tl- to) ](to) (V-99) 
,-

Since t ·was an arbitrarily chosen origin for time, we have for any 
0 

other choice of origin t
2 

- ' .. •. 

(V-100) 

We must find. }Ct2). in' order to carry out the req_uired proof. We simply 

use eq_uation V-99 to find JC t 2 ) 
jV 

(/)_ t2 ) = f-l ( t - t ) Q ( t ) 

1, 2 2 o v~ o (V-101.) 

From V-100 and V-101 we have 

. T'-1( ) -P-1( ' 
= """2 tl - t2 d 2 t2 ~ 

t )Q(t) . (V-102) 
0 cJ 0 

r-' 
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; 

. Using V-98 we find 

. ·-1 . 

Q,>(tl) = Q:(tl ; t2) = 1 (tl 
([ 2 . 

- t.· ) Q-(t ) 
0 (( 0 

= t ) 
0 

(V-103) 

which is the req_uired relation. The collision term at a given time J<. t 1 ) 

·does not depend on our choice for the initial value of time. The kinetic 
. '. ·~ 

,. 

eq_uation is invai'-.l~nt under translation of the origin of time. 

We may now.' .consider Bs.lescu 1 s result arid state an important 

cqnclusion. BEtlescu 1 s eq_uation is not invariant under time translation. 

If we arbitrarily set the initial value term eq_ual to zero, as does 

. Bs.lescu, we find the system immediately starts _generating correlations, 

and observers who start observing the system at later times will not be 

able to use Balescu 1 s. eq_uation. 47 This error has been pointed out recently. 

We emphasize that eq_uation V-57 is invariant because it will simplify a 

calculation still to be performed. 

4. The H Theorem and Techniq_ues for Approximating the Kinetic Eq_uation 

There is a final significant q_uestion which. should be answered: 

48 .Does the kinetic eq_uation drive the system toward eq_uilibrium? Abraham 

has investigated the eq_uation derived by Balescu. He considers the 

following problem: · 

1) Two translating Lorentz distributions such that the system is 

weakly unstable to the two stream instability. 

2) No initial value terms, so that Balescu 1 s eq_uation is applicable. 

He then shows that the immediate (for times much less than the time to 

reach eq_uilibrium) tendency of the system is to stabilize the unstable modes. 

The result is not a very useful one. We obtain a·more general 

conclusion by proving an H theorem. 
. ·~ 

This theorem is sUfficient to show 
j 

that the system approaches eq_uilibrium; it therefore includes the stabiliZ-
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ing tendency of the system • 

We consider the time derivative of H , where 

(V-104) 

; 

We have 

. J [1 + tn <vp J 

• J 
""~ 

(V-105) 

f (v) 
~"" 

We wish·to show·that ~~-~ 0 , with equality only when the system 

is in the equilibrium state •. The demonstration is not trivial, as a 

significant number of :possibilities must .be considered. ·we follow the 

:path that seems most direct. 

vle will consider the initial value terms first. ·For these 

terms it is convenient to define an operator R
1 
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The contribution to dt 
dH 

df ,'l's· ___!:!:. 
dv · . rv 
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X 

fdx, g""(><;, xl' . lif>' t = o) . 

(V-106) 

coming from initial value terms is given by 

I. 1 

--------- ·+·· -----------
(en. - k'v)(ro.. :.- 'k•·v) -: ::·(en.'< - k·v - ia)(ru + k·v ) 

K rv rv ... K. 'rv rv,l · r'K rv rvl 1 -k rv "'2. 

+ + 
(ru - k•v) 

k "'"' 
ru - k•v - ip k rv rvl . 

(V-107) 

When k· is in the unstable volume of k space only the f:tret term. in 

brackets appears. We take the real part to find 

.. ,: 
' . 
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2 
I ro.. - k ·vI (k· v - m ) (k · v + m ) 

.k. "" "" "" ""1 k "' "'2 -k 

(V-.108) 

In the unstable volume of k space yk is positive. The resultant · 

expression involves a product of complex conjugate integrals, with the 

result dHI < 0 
dt 
When k is in the stable volume of k space all six terms of 

equation V-107 appear. It is now convenient to make the approximation 

tbat the poles of E. in the v
1 

and v
2 

planes are near. the real Vari

able axis. Thus we write 

1 1 
·+ 21(8(k·v - ill-) ~ -"" "-'1 k 

1 

i(Js·~l - (j) ) k i (Js. zl + m -k) 

(V-109) 

By using this approxin~tion repeatedly in V-107 we find 

~ f 1 
dt = - Rll-i-(k_•_v ___ ill_)_(_k-·v----Q---i-lr_k_I_)_(~-.-Yn---Q~+-Ir-.k---.1) 

"" "' · k "' ."'1 k · ·- -c:. k 

21( 8(;lS·~ - ~-) ] •·. 

(m - k·v - ip)(k·v - gk + ilrkl)_ 
k "' ""1 "" ~ 

(V-110) 
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We now make an e~uivalent approximation on the .k integration 

of e~uation V-110. Here the approximation is not so good, for yk 

itself is a function of . . ~~ 

k. In computing ~~ we are interested in the 
. : .. ~:~ ~ 

sign of ~uantities .. > ';:[h the kinetic e~uatiort this approximation would 

cause some error for 

. writ.e 

y 
k 

0 , though it would lead to simpler results. 

1 + 2~5(k·v - ro -) = 

We 

rv "' k . (V-111) 

We use this approximation on e~uation V-llOJ and take the real part of 

the result. 

(V-112) 

Since yk is negative in the stable volume of k spaceJ we again find 

a~· . 
dt ( 0 We note in passing that the approximations on the velocity 

integrations) when made on the initial value terms in the kinetic e~uation, 

lead to the following simple expression. 

(a_k k k . df 
2ykt 2 --1.:!:. 

r yk ~-) l J I "' 
q J rv "' rv dv e . 

. J.l "' 21C5(k·v -J.l .... 2 + X 
"' rv 

m 41d . 12 - k·vl
2 

J.l . llrok I 
k fui)(mk) "' rv .-l 

.i 
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The surface in k · space rk = 0 is defined as the limit /'k-+ 0 from 

either side (rk < 0 or /'k /0 ) • 

. We return to the proof of the H theoremJ ·· and consider all terms · 

of the kinetic e~uation that involve k• df 
"' dv 

"' 
We define the operator R

2
. 

2 
~ 2nv'lv ... d~l fv c~l) 

:1L (V-114) 

and consider yk as small} so that we may write 

. . 

5 ( *.· x,l - ~ +) 

dE_j (- 2irk) 
am ro -k ... 

(V-115) 

. + 
o(:~: X-1 + ro -k ) 

. 'V . -
o(~·)(,_j_ + ~~) 

(V-116) 
JkJ k·v ) 

. 'V """ 'Vl dE l. ( -:- 2irk) 
. am fo_k 

The contribution to dH 
dt 

from the terms we now consider is given by 



rrB(;\S·;z;1 

I dE (ro ) 
dill k 

2 

- R 2 

+ 

rk 

r (k·v - ro ) 
k"'"' k 

rrB(k'v - ~ +) 
rv "'1 k 

2)' t 

(()>•)l -"1<)~)S")ll 
e k 

+ 

j:crok)/2 
- (J) 12 
. k 

+ 

)' (k·v-k·v -ip) k rv rv rv "-'1 (k. v + (J) ) (k. v - k. v - i 0) 
rv "'1 -k rv rv rv "-'1 ~ 

·The expression may be broken up .into several parts: a non resonant 

part and a resonant part involv.ing both the stable and U..."lstable volume in 

k space. We consider first the unstable volume in k space. In this 

case only four terms appear 

r 

= 

;.-

.•. 
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+ 

In the resonance approximation we have 

= dt - R 2 

The operator· R
2 

is positive definite, while 

k in the unstable volume of k space. Thuswe find 

-+ (V-118) 

-j 

I 
I 

J (V-119) 

1 is positive for 
diiii 
.~<o 

When k is in the stable volume of k space we use approximations 

V-109 and V-111 on e~uation V-117 to write 

+ 

r (k·v - nk + irk) 
k""'"" 

(V-120) 

We take the real part of the expression, and use the resonance 

approxtmation to calculate 
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(V-121) 

Since rk is negative in the stable volume of k space, we again find 

dHII 
. "dt" < 0 '.; .. 

\. ' 

We have thus'fi=lr considered only the region of k space in which 

is small. There is also the region in which: is large. (It must, 

therefore, be negative). Here the only significant terms is that involv

ing 1/1 E(~, _t • )!:1 1
2 

• J.Jenard has shown that this term, plus the contribution 

from the final part .of the collision term (also involving 1/1 €\~' t·~1 ) 12 

. yield ~~ ~ 0 , with eq_uality when the system is in eq_uilibrium. 

A final proof is necessary. One term involving 1/1€1
2 

has been 

split into two regions:· in our::proof. Therefore we must split the remaining 

term into two parts. We. must still consider the small rk contribution 

from this final term. 

bution to dH 

The term in q_uestion yields the following contri-

dt 

' I 

I ;i 2 

fdv 
di' r l 

21ti8(}S·:¥; + ru_k+) 
d~II I: 

(l) 

_1!:_ k• ___H; 
= ~ 2 I"' "' dv €(•;§, - k·v) -

dt k } "' .. ...,. ........ 
. 81! 

I d€1 J dru (j) -k 
L (V-122) 

Since is small we expand € about a zero, and keep only the first term. 
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'0 

dxr:II 
-- = dt 

2ni5(k'v r+ ill . +) J . ,..., "' -k 

df 
___!:!: 

dv 
"' 

+ 

(V-123) 

We note the fact that ~E I is real for ill on the real axis (the 
dill ill -k -k 

resonance approximation) and take thereal.part of V-123 to find 

I mag E(- !' 
1 

(V-124) dEl 
dill ill -k 

In the resonance approximation this term is zero. The fact that 

it is zero only in the resonance approximation is not significant. Other 

dH terms in the kinetic eq_uation give· dt < 0 , regardless of approximation. 

5. The Simplified Kinetic Eq_uation 

The approximation methods we hay~ used here may be applied to 

the kinetic eq_uation itself to yield a collision term which has all contours 

.of integration on the "axis" of real variables. This more tractable, but 

slightly less accurate eq_uation is given by 
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lrrnag €,{£. k·v) I 2 
d 

2 
qfl df qfl d tk· k rv rv 

_. • "'2 ::::........r (;y) + ___t:. = 
2 dv dt m2 dx 2;r k2 fl I € (0 k·v) 1

2 
m rv fl rv rv fl 

:'·!_:. 

i 

2;r5()S·~ - ~-; 
2ykt 

[ lk·v ~ ro 1
2 + 

. e 1L 

- ~) . o()S·~l + 
yk 

ld€((1) )12' i rv rv k 
dill k 

df 
2ykt 

~-)) 
2 dk k k • _H. 

yk qfl . a rv rv rv d~. e 
2;ro(k·v - X + 

"' rv 2 
k 4~~(ro~) 12 

12' m dv 
lk·v - ro · fl . "' 
rv rv k 

· We have defined the· function 

\ 
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.. 

e ~·.Jl) l- + 1 I mag . € (;\s, .t·~l) 70 (stable) 

- 1 I mag €(k, ~· -Zl) <:: 0 (unstable) 
"" (V-126) 

The value of the integrand on the hypersurface where 

Irnag• €(~, _t·~1 ) = 0 is given by the (continuous) limit from either 

side. 

If we neglect the effect of higher order terms in the dielectric 

function, we obtain the generalization of the Lenard-Balescu e~uation: 

2 
dfll = ~ll 
dt m 

ll 

2:n:o(k·v -"" ,.... 

?'k 

uk-)} 
I 
\ 

j 
/ 

df 
-1!: 
dv 

rv 

k 4~~(rok) 12 

2)' t 
k :n: e 

o(k·v -
rv "-'1 

ld€ 12 . do./rok) · 

2ykt :•)'k e 
. 2 
lro - k·vl k rvrv 

X 

( 1 

. +I 2 lk•V -ill., 
"' "' ·k \. 

+ 

Qkl+ :~: . d -. 
dv 

ll rv 

\ 
+ 2:n:o(J;s·x - ~-0 X 
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Eq_uatio:ris ;v~i26 and V-127 contain all the essential features 

of the original kinetic eq_uation. 

In view of its relative simplicity, eq_uation V-127 is greatly 

preferable to the original kinetic eq_uation (eq_uation V-57) , and we 

shall limit further discussion to theproperties of eq_uation V-127 

At a cost of small approximations we have obtained a relatively tractabl~ 

result. Thus we have overcome practical objection to eq_uation V-57· 

C. The Long Time (t > t d) Kinetic Eq_uation . a 

1. Derivation of the Eq_uation 

There remains a theoretical objection to eq_uation V-127 . 

Suppose we consider the factor , w;_hich occurs in the eq_uation. 

For ?'k positive this factor represents an exponential growth of collective 

effects in the plasma. We now observe the long time behavior of this factor. 

(t ">tad). By virtue of the H theorem yk decreases, and then becomes 

·~egative, until the collective effects (coming from the zeros of E ) die 

away. Thus over very long periods of time the factor 

infinitesmal. Although this is q_uite reasonable, there is another feature 

that is not immediately apparent. Since yk generally decreases with 

time, the factor 2y t 
e k ~may decrease with time, despite the fact that rk .. 

is positive. 

.i 
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In particular as 
d 2ykt) = 

yk goes through zero we have dt(e 

c1y._ 
... k 0 
2t .·d.t~ = This is incorrect; as the 

C'ollective effects should continue to grow as long as yk is positive. 

We now propose to remedy this defect. 

Equation V-127 is a valid kinetic equation for 0 < t < tad ; 

but it does not yield correct behavior for t > tad ; because the adia-

batic hypothesis breaks down. How may we correct this? The answer is 

straightforward. We start the system off at t = 0, then permit.it to 

evolve forward to time t 1 <tad By this time the adiabatic hypothesis 

·is beginning to cause difficulty. Accordingly we adjust f(~) to its 

current value f(~, t
1

) and allow the system to evolve forward in time 

for another time step t z tad •. By continuing this procedure we may 

follow the system as it evolves through times much greater than t d . a 

The calculation is conceptually simple; but not very elegant. It is 

formally and theoretically better to adjust f(~ t) continuously (if 

infinitesmally) while the system evolves. The calculation is straight-

forward; and is based on the proof given earlier that the collision term 

is invariant under translation of time. 

The initial value term and the f dependent terms are functionally 

independent, so we shall consider them separately• It is also convenient 

to treat the case of k in the unstable volUme of k space. The extension 

to the stable volume of k space may be taken for granted now. 

We shall consider the initial value term first. With k in the 

unstable volume of k space we have 
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f df . dk k k • __H. 
(5f!l(-v)5J!Jit)I = q!l - - - :X exp[2yk(t - t )J 2nc::Pv%Clv . 0 2:: 

m X 
!l cx,v :rr 

·. 41de I · · ) k d.ru(rok. i(}S·~ - rok) 

(V-128) 

where we have set the time origin at t for generality. We are con
o 

cerned with the fact that f(v) and yk do not remain constant with 

time. We now omit all factors of equation V-128 which are not relevant 

to the argument by defining an operator D which contains these factors. 

We m ve, at time t 1 

exp[2yk(t
0

)(t1 - t
0

)] 

i (J;s. ~ - (l)k ( t 0) ) 
X 

(V-129) 

We now use equation V-129 as the initial value term to carry 

the system forward from time t 1 . to time t
2 

,.,t:·: 

·*" 
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(Elf fl.(~) 5~ j t2) I = . D . q_fl . ; , . df fl. ( tl) 

m k dv 

exp[2rk(t1 )(t2 - t 1 )] X 

i(;ts·x - rok(t1 ) 

Using the fact that 

2 
~ 4rm q 
LJ v -v 
v .m v 

We have 

rv 

(V-130) 

(V-131) · 

exp [2r k ( t 1 ) ( t 2 - t 1 ) + 2y k ( t
0

) ( t 1 -t 
0 
D 

i(~·~ - rok(t1 ) ) 

(V-132) 

Using this value for (Elf (~)E>~jt2 ) as the initial value term we 
fl. 

compute (Elf (v)E>~!t;:)',. and find 
fl. IV ) . 



:E 
v 

4nnvq, 

dEl (t ) 
dm (.l)k 2 

The result is apparent by now. 

n-1 
:E.yk(t.)(t.l-t.) = 

. 0 ~ ~+ ~ 
~= 
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. (V-133) 

With t. 1 ::. t.; infinitesmal, we have . ~+ .... 

(V-134) 

andthe contribution to the kinetic equation from the 'initial value term 

.··is given by (we include.the effect of damped modes) 

df 
t J (8f BElt) = dk k k· ~· exp 

0 

yk(-r)d-r 
Jl. "' ""' "' dv f 7k "" 

IdE 12 ILD · - k·vl2 + 

k4 dm(illk) k """" 

L: 2n n a. a a,v a v u-v 
1! 

~1' ~2' t = 0) 

i Irk!)(~ -.t·~2+i !7atP 
(V-135) 
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The terrn now bas the expected form, in that it continues to grow as 

long as yk is positive. We also note in passing that in each velocity 

.integration we have made the approximation 1 ·~ 
~(ti+l) - ls·xl 

1 
This leads. ·to an error of order 

neglect. 

In the preceding we made nO use of the fact that the kinetic 

e~uation (and hence the initial value' term) is invariant under translation 

of the origin of time. The cancelation of the factors ~~rok was carried 

out explicitly, in order to demonstrate the formal method in detail. The 

.--- procedure is now established, and we skip these steps here, for the 

demonstration of invariance permits us to do so. This shortens the en-

suing calculation considerably. 

We now wish to establish the form of the terms in the kinetic 

equation which have explicit time dependence 2y t e k , yet ·depend only on f. 

We define an appropriate operator D1 
, and write these terms as 

t k 0 0 d exp 12y (t ) (t1 ~ t D1· 
2 vl 

I~ - !s·xl 'V 

f Cv.
1
· ,· t )~(n - k·v

1
) . 

V"'' o K ""'""' (V-136) 

'Again we have set the origin of time at' t and chosen k in the unstable 
0 

volume of k space. We now use the collision term at time t 1 as the 

initial value term and permit the system to evolve to time t 
2 

·J,, 
j ~: ' • 

~~ . 

-------·--~-- -- --·· ···---
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D' t ) 
0 

The form is correct, because if f(x1, t
0

) = f(x1, t 1 ), we find 

that eq_uation V-137 gives the same J(t2 ) as _when we set t
0 
~ t 2 

in eq_uation V-136 • In fact f(x1, t) changes slowly with time, and 

we are calculating the effect of this change. For t
1 

- t
0 

small, we 

have 

J(t ) = D' 
.2 

2yk(to)(tl - to) 

1m - k·vl
2 

k "'"' 
(V-138) 

ye now use J(t2 ) as the initial value term to carry the system forward 

to tirrie t
3 

exp[2rk(t2 )(t3- t 2 )J 
:1~ - ls~x1 2 

+ .... 
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D' . e'xp[2rk(l>)(t3 - t 2 ) + 27k(t1 )(t2 - t 1 )Jja;;;1fv(z1, t
0

)B(Slk - k·v1 ) lC . 

2yk(t0)(t1 - t
0

) 

.. (V~l39) 

The generalization is. straightforward. 
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. r n . . - ~--
expl2 E rk(t. )(t. 1._ t.) 

. . . 1 J J+ J 
J==~+ . 

' ,• I --· 

(V-140) 

' . ~ . 

· . -Rrssing to the integral form, we find 

(V-141) 

Using this result, plus the result of equation V-135, we obtain the 

kinetic equation for an unstable plasma. 

df q_ 
2 

--.1:!: =_lL 
dt m 

fJ. 

1 
3 

df J . 
-- f (v) _v_ + 

mv f.!."'. dXl 
' ' 

I 

1 df 
-. - --.1:!: f (v ) · 

· m dv- v "'1 fJ. IV , 

+ -

J .. 
:.r -,,{ 
''; 



-. 

(dk kk I ;~~ "'· ~ I , : .. . ~ ~ 

df 
__):;; 
dv 

rv J
t. 

0 dt' 

df r t l 
: dvi-L eXp!2)( yk(-r)d-r!'--. 

rv l 0 ...... 
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. r~t . 1/r(t') 
. t' k . 2 exp 2 r ( 'r ) d 'rt. [. k . 

L ~- -. I wk - !s ·~I 
+ 

.• 

(V-142) 

The equation remains valid as f(~) changes in·time. It is 

straightforward to verify that the equation reduces to the Lenard-J3ale.scu_ 

equatd.on after long times. The system first stabilizes itself (yk) be

comes negative for all modes), after which the effects coming from the zeros 

of € die away. 

The equation is non-Markoffian in two respects: 

l. It contains explicitly the effect of the initial correlation 

function g(t = o) This initial value term may continue to affect the 

system for long times. 



· 2. Tne equation contains a time integral over the previous state of · 

the system. This represents the fact that the particles of the system 

continually create inhomogeneities, which maygrow in time in the same 

fashion as those already present in the system through g(t = 0) . In 

the usual nomenclature the particles emit waves. 

We shall not carry out the demonstration that the equation con-

serves number density, momentum and energy, and leads to an H theorem. 

This is unnecessary, since we have previously demonstrated that these 

results are\ true at each instant for equation V-127. ·The· manipulations 

of the last few pages do not affect these results. 

A final comment is in order. It is straightforward to demonstrate 

that the electrostatic energy is given by 

(oE~) = 
+ 

4 ' 2jdk k k na ,....,,....,rv 
v-v 4 

k 

t J dt' 
0 

X 

+ X 
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(V-143) 

where the result is now valid for long time~. If we take the time deriva-

tive of V-143 , we find 

d(oj) 1 ~ k k jdv (v1 , t)B(k·v1 
- = L: 

4nvq, k4~~~~~~2 Cit v I"'V vrv t'VI'V 

L: 8 ·2 d}S Is Is rk(t) fdt' ~x+h\(,)d,j nv~ 
v 

k4~~(rok)l2 

o(k·v - n) +. 
. "". ""1 -K 

L: 
a,v· 

dJs Is Is rk(t) 

k41~(~)12 

- Q ) k + 

dxlfv (xl' t!) X 

X 

(V,-144) 

Note the fact that the electrostatic energy continues to grow even 

when rk = 0. · Thus the collision term continues to extract energy from the 
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particl~s even after a marginally stable state has been reached. 

2. The Effect of a Uniform Magnetic Field 
. . . . 

We now extend the kinetic.e~uation to include the effect of a 

· \:ipiforrri magnetic field. Sinc.e the procedure has been demonstrated in 

detail in earlier pages, we simply carry out the steps which are different: 

we must recalculate the P operator. 

The principal effect of the magnetic field (in terms of analysis) 

is to complicate considerably the formal expressions which we must handle. 

In order to keep the results relatively tractable we shall consider the 

case in which the plasma distribution function, f(v, t) is independent 

of the angle about the magnetic field (¢). In the more general case vre 

simply expand 

same analysis. 

The initial steps are taken largely ~rom Bernstein
49 and' 

Rostoker5°. As the signs of changes appear explicitly at many points in 

the. analysis, we adopt the notation ~~ = ~~~~ for the respective charges 

and indicate signs explicitly in the e~uations. Similarly vre define the 

cyclo'tron fre~uency ro ~ = 
~ B 
__!::._ 
m c 
~ 

The natural coordinate system of the problem is cylindrical co-

ordinatesJ with the axis (z) along ~ We choose an arbitrary axis 

perpendicular to B as the zero of the azimuthal angles, and write v = 
~ ~ 

(v,, v , ¢), k = (k..l, k , ex). The P operator is obtained by con-
-"- z "' z 

sidering the linearized Vlasov operator acting on an arbitrary function, 

which we· shall call l)f. 



( -
d ) . + v . \7 of · 

\ dt rv IJ. ± 

q_IJ. y; X ;§ 

m "' c 
1-L 
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dof 
__ 1-L ± 

dv 
"' 

q_ df. 
.1!: o E • _1:!: = m rv dv. 

1-L "' 

0 
(V-145) 

We are ignoring electromagnetic effects, so that \}X 0~ = 0 . 

We Fourier transform in space and Laplace transform in time, expressing 

quantities in the coordinate system already chosen. 

q_IJ. 
= 0) + m 

1-L 

We use the integrating factor 

of -
1-L + 

[ 

df 
k _1:!: + 

_ z· dvz 
k ..L cos(¢ 

= 

df j - a) --l!: 
dv..1.. 

(V-146) 

and·the fact that ro has a positive imaginary part to produce the result 

) = :; 
l 

ro 
1-L 

r 
1 of (k, 
L 1-L . 

v . n<" ' t v.L' z' y.; 

+· ik v z z 

= 0) + q_IJ. 
m 

1-L 

+ 

X 
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- a) df~]l' 
. dv!z ,, J (V-148) 

. . r ~ 
By' using the expansion of exp Liz sin ¢ J in terms of Bessel functions

51 

exp [ iz sin Jtf__J 

00 

ein¢ Jn(z) = 2:: 
n=-oo 

and Poisson's e~uation 

ik· oE (]0 ru) = 2:: ± 41Ln ~ [dx of (]0 ::& ru) 
""' "' 1-l 1-l 1-l 

1-l .J 

we readily find of and o~ 
1-l 

of = 
1-l 

I -1 r · 
exp 1 ± ru } ( - iru + ik v ) (¢ - r-X ' ' ) + L 1-l l . Z, z p 

ik,.~.. vJ... sin(¢ - a){l 
. ) ..... 

expf -1 . 
sin(¢ - a) ~ in(¢ -a~ .~ (ki vi 1 

iru k 1 v1 
' 1-l 1-l - -- E J·' ..; 

+ ri (1) ' 
E (}0 m) [ iru + i (ls. ~) 1-lD J m n 1-l J 1-l 

1¢' ( ik d ) . 
4•n ~; ...:_ • - . f (v) 2:: 

ioo d¢" 
2:: I· -r v dv' exp - (1) X 

k2 dv 1-l "' v m v 
"' iJ1l (1) "' L.. v 

(V-149) 

(V-150) 

0) 

X 
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v
2
',¢",t=O) 

[ - iill+ i(k·v') J 
rv rv vm (V-151) 

L: J (k.L v.L). X 
n n ill 

~ 

r+ -1 
exp I - ill~ 

L 

Z(- im + ikzvz')(¢- ¢") + ikJ.vJ.. sin(¢- a)] :;: i~(¢" -a~ X 

of. (k, v..L ' v ' ¢ n ' t = o) 
~ rv Z 

where we have defined 

(k·v) · = k v + Dill "" ~ p.n · z .z ~ 

Q d )' k• 
rv dv 

rv p.n. 
= k z 

-' 

(V-152) . 

(V-153) 

(V-154) 
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and the dielectric function is given by 

1 + 2:: 

m - (k·v) 
"' "' flD 

f c.u 
fl 

The collision integral which we wish to calculate is given by 

X 

(V-155) 

(V-156) 

The procedure is now.extremely straightforward, but extremely 

tedious. We simply list the next (elementary) operations, in order to 

save pages of explicit calculation. 

1) Using V-151 and V-152 we write down the formal expression for 

Since the distribution function is independ-

ent of ¢ we may carry out the indefinite ¢" integrals. (We also assume 

g ( t = 0) independent of ¢" ) . 

2) w; then make use of the fact that (Bfcx(_t, y;, t = O)Bf
13

( - _t, x,
1

, t = 

0)) = n o:5 B(.z - _z1 )fcx(~1 ) + g(O) to carry out an integration over ~l 
a . . 

·Note the fact that ,t. = (~'-' kz' ex) implies - ~ = (k ..L, - kz·' a + rc ) • 

This causes cancelation 

Bessel functions of the 

of terms in the exponentials,- and leads to sume of 

2 (k_L VJ_ \ 
form 2:: J . --; . n n mcx 

i 
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3) We then carry out the angular integrations over the initial value 

term. Again we are lead to sums of squares of Bessel functions. In these 

terms and those mentioned above we .shall leave 
21! 

the integration implicit. 

Thus f
. 21! . 

d¢' e,~:,~m-11 )~I = 
0 

21!0 = J d¢' 0 mn mn 
. 0 

) where o is the mn 

Kronecker delta) which acts on the sums of Bessel functions. 

4) There remains the angular dependence of ;z. where X is the 

independent variable of the equation. ·We now include the velocity 

derivative which is included in the collision term . 

df q}J. 'iiix B df 
d 

. ~c2,oi o~ ---1:: ± "' rv __ }J. 
= dt m c dv ± dv m !J. ."' }J., rv. rv· }J. 

Using the fact that 

d kj_ d d d 
k = sin(a - ¢)- + k .L cos (a: - ¢) dv..L 

+ k dv rv dv v.l d¢ z 
rv z 

(V-157) 

(V-158) 

we may perform the a: integration (implicit.ly). We must use the fact that 

2n 
Jn+l (z) +·Jn-l(z) = z (V-159) 

5) We then invert the J~place transforms, and evaluate them in 

exxentially the same way that we analyzed the case B = 0 There is a 

single exception: we displace contours of v1zJ v
2

z and k in order t) 
z 

produce damping of the contours. Thus all poles which we pick up in the 

I 
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various integrals will result from deformations .of the respective z com-

:ponents. The field B makes z a n preferred 11 direction. . Of course we 

·may haveto displace perpendicular components of th~ respective integrals 

on occasion, in order to make contours damp out sufficiently rapidly. 

These terms will not appear in the result. 

We now write down the kinetic e~uation for a plasma in a magnetic 

field which is valid for short time (t < tad). We drop the explicit 

signs of the charges, leaving both cyclotron fre~uencies positive. 

dff.l+ ~f.l. X 
dt m -c- x ~ 

f.l 

Jdv .· I: J 2 (kl v.l) 
"'1 m n ill 

·. f.l 

J 2 
m X 

r1 /..d\ 
1.- u~·-; -I m · ~"' d v 
L f.l \ "' f.lll 

1 (k -d" ) ]'' - ·-m "' dv .· v · "'1 I vm 

2(,:kt r (k·v ') - l 

r 
1 e ' o Qkl .'-'"" ~1· vm 

OJ + 
m ldE(ill ) 12 I~- (k·~) . 1

2 
f.l dill k I_ ""' f.lll 

] . ·.. l 2 
( dk ( (ls .~) ~J.l 

f (v)f (v})~ + L: -i \ls' .dy . f.l "' ,y "' ) . m 2 n) k . ·. "' ' f.lll 
J.l 

2 
I: 2n a v v \1 

- (k·v ) J "' "'1 vm 
2 
I 

e Gck ·v ) l L"' "'1 vm J 

X 

X 

+ 

2no[(k·v) - -ll 
~Jt IV ,._ }.ln 

r,' 
,it 

d ) X dv 
/f.lll "' 



:'.' 

\ . 

2?' t 
e k 

r 

d~ L: L: 
m P 
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( u - ( k • v1 ) + i Irk I ) {fi - ( k · ;s., ) - i Irk I ) . -k "' "' vm --k "' -c: ap 

As·oefore the function e is given·oy 

X 

~·, t = o) 

e [(Js· .;;1 lvm J " + 1 I mag < [)<, . (Js • ,;;1 )vm J > o (stable) 

(V-160) 

" - l Imag •[ )<, (l\ · ,;;1 Jvm] < 0 (unstable) 

(V-161) 

The calculation to make the e~uation valid for long time is the 

same as in the case given previously. The general e~uation for a uniform 

plasma in a uniform magnetic field is given by 



dfi-L q_I-L 

dt + m 

v df :-x: B·:' ~ 
c dv 

1-L rv. 

'I I 
o (k~v1 ) - Qkl r 

L rv "' Vm J I 
I 

. IdE ]
2 

llrok -mi-L --(ro ) 
Qill k L 

.. ~· 9:_) f (v)f (v ))) 
\ dv 11 rv v "'l 
' I" 1-Lll ..... 

2 
= q_I-L 

m 
1-L 

l 

(k·v) 1
2 

rv rv 1-tll 

+ 
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x f[ 5 [os·z)I-Lll -

1 I €(~ {!s·zl1vm ) 12 

·L. 

l 2:rro [ck·v) -Q-J 
rv rv 1-tll k 

+ X. 

rk 

-' 

X 

X 



+ 

2 

~ 
2 

m 
J.l. 

· 2:rro [ck·v) - Q -1 rv. rvp.n. k 
..J.J 
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·D.·· Criticism of· the Quasilinear Theory 

+ 

(V-162) 

In view of the earlier section devoted to quasilinear theory 

(II-D)·. ye may write out a corrected quasilinear equation without further · 

explanation. The necessary analysis has been carried out in the preceding 

pages. We have 



df 0 2 

_!.l._= g_!.l. 
2 dt m 

!.l. 

d 
dv 
"' 

I . 
k 

- k·vl2 
"";v· 

~ 
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~k(t O)E-k(t df 0 fo\k(T)dT 
= = o) __ !.l._x ,,... e 

dv 
"' 

+ 2rro(k· v -
"' .-v 

This eg_uation is better than eg_uation II-116 in three respects: 

X 

(V-163) 

1) The expression is mathematically well defined. (The surface in 

k space I = 0 k 
is to be taken as the limiting value from either side). 

2) The eg_uation treats the stable modes as well as the unstable modes. 

3) The exponential time dependence is given correctly. The time 

dependence given here is sometimes derived, but the author does not con-

sider these derivations satisfactory. The problem is to give a derivation 

which is valid for damped modes also. 

Despite these improvements eg_uation V-163 must be considered 

defective. The reasons have appeared in the derivation of the kinetic 

eg_uation, and we simply make them explicit here. The difficulties are 

the following: 

1. It is not possible to assign a size to the collision term (involv-

ing g ) in an unstable plasma. The physical reason is that the Bogolui-

bov hypothesis breaks dmm, and g does not relax to become a functional 

of f Thus the neglect of g is essentially arbitrary. 
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2. Even if we set· g(t = 0) eg_ual to zero, we cannot expect to keep it 

small for great lengths of time. As noted earlier (page 1n) the collision 

term involving g continues to grow while the system approaches marginal 

stability (y ;__ o). This is significant, for the g_uasilinear term in-

volving exp -l[\kd'r stops growing. We shall return to this point 
\.o 

shortly. 

j. In general f (~ t) is not a slowly varying function for small times 
0 

_c/ t > ~ This is because a general distribution f (;v xl' f = 0) vrill 
p 

evolve rapidly for small times. The volume average of such a rapidly 

varying function is in general not a slowly varying function. The author 

does not know of a general way of ensuring that f(£, ~ t = 0) will 

evolve in such a way that f 0 (~ t) will be a slowly varying fUnction for . 

small times. 

Inview of these criticisms it seems more reasonable to consider 

the inhomogeneity of the system as statistical. . In this way we can treat 

eg_uation V-163 as a special case of the general kinetic eg_uation. The 

g_uasilinear eg_uat:i;on represents.the case in which the ·initial value term 

(now called g(t = 0)) dominates.the evolution of the·system for early 

periods of time. For longer periods of time the f dependent terms 

determine the behavior of the system. Note in particular that there is no 

asymptotic state, in the sense of g_uasilinear theory? for the collision 

term continues to groW after the system reaches a state or marginal 

stability. 
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.E. Discussion of Approximations 

We consider now the basic assumptions and approximations used in 

setting up the theory. We proceed by q_uali tati ve ·arguments - a q_uanti-

tati ve calculation vmuld amount to an extension of the theory. 

The most pm-rerful (and severe) approximation used in this work 
' 

was the truncation of the infinite set of coupled eq_uations describing 

the evolution of the system. Two rather distinct regimes are possible) 

depending on the relative·importance of different terms in the kinetic 

eq_uation. 

L The terms with implicit time dependence dominate those with explicit 

time dependence 
j (· ' • 

( exp i j ·yd 'r 1) · 
L -

In this case the usual plasma expansion 

in l x- is valid) and ~he inclusion of higher order effects (~ of the 

BBGKY hierarchy) leads to minor corrections. We have obtained an estimate) 

valid to order for part of these corrections. We have calculated ----
I 

the effect of these corrections on the dielectric function of the plasma) 

while omitting the correction to the motion of th12 particles. Thus the 

resultant eq_uation is not more accurate than if these effects were. excluded 

altogether. On the other hand we have established the correct asymptotic 

form of the eq_uation. After a few collision times (t 5 ill ~nA ) the 
p 

Lenard-Balescu is the correct eq_uation. If we do not include the correction 

to the dielectric function coming from higher order effects) we must keep 

all terms of the kinetic eq_uation. Pure Landau damping acts so slowly that 

we must keep all terms with explicit time dependence for an indefinite time. 

The inclusion of collisional damping causes the collective modes to die out 

·on the collisional time scale. 
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2. The terms with explicit time dependence dominate the kinetic 

equation:. As discussed earlier this tends to be a local effect1 with 

the time dependent terms most important in driving an unstable volume 

of velocity space. We may consider our truncation of the infinite set 

of equations in the following light. There is no general criterion for 

throwing away any higher order terms. All higher order terms may be 

specified arbitrarily at t = 0 Furthermore the long wavelength 

1 effects arising riom these terms do not die away rapidly (t--.; m ) ) 
. . p 

and in the case of an unstable plasma they grow; Thus our neglect of h 

r 1estricts the validity of btir equation to the simplest case - the case in 

which the usual plasma ordering remains valid. Note that the, expansion 

parameter does not have to be 1 
A .We shall consider this point further 

when we discuss the significance of the equation. 

A second approximation used in this work is the adiabati~ hypothesis. 

We hold f fixed while calculating the behavior. of the collision term1 and 

then permit f and g to evolve together on the long (t > tad) time 

scale. We trust it is clear that this approximation is very good in most 

cases. The 11 normal 11 ·collision term becomes a functional of f in a time 

of order 1 
().) 

p 
time of order 

This 

A 
().) £nA 

p 

11 normal 1 collision term causes f to change on a 

The qv.antitative error introduced by the adia-

batic hypothesis is far below other inadequacies of the equation; e.g., the 

large cutoff. Note that the adiabatic l'i.ypothesis does .tend to break down 

when the collective effects (involving exp [J yd~ J) become: very large. 

The collect_i ve effect may become large enough to cause f to vary on the 
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time scale 1 
(.l) 

p 
However in . this case the neglect of higher order 

effects · (h, etc. ) is not justified, and our equation simply does not 

apply. 

F. Significance of the Kinetic Equation for a Uniform Plasma 

We now discuss the significance of equation V-142 , 1-1ith regard 

to other work on the subject, and also with regard to posSible experimental 

·verification. 

1. We first compare our equation to the.Lenard-Balescuequation. 

Accordingly we restrict our attention to stable systems. For this case 

our result is a substantial vindi(~tion of the ordinary Fokker-Planck equa-

tion. For a stable system, or a marginally stable system, the Fokker-Planck 

equation will give a satisfactory description of the time evolution of 

f(v, t) . This is in marked contrast to the Lenard-Balescu equation,. which ,..... 

contains a divergent integral for marginally stable systems, ·yet predicts 

essentially the same behavior52 as the Fokker-Planck equation for a system 

which is sufficiently stable. Thus the ordinary Fokker-Planck equation may 

be regarded as ;preferable to the Lenard-Balescu equation. We must qualify 

this statement slightly, for in general the contribution to the kinetic 

equation from the initial value term g(t = 0) may be large, even though the 

system is stable. In this case neither the Lenard-Balescu nor the Fokker-

Planck equation is adequate. 

2. In the general case of the unstable plasma, equation V-142 is 

qualitatively different from others which have been derived, so we confine 

the discussion to general comments. 
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An outstanding difficulty with the kinetic equation is the appear-

ance of terms dependent on the initial value of the correlation function 

g(t = o) HOwever desirable the goal of an equation for f involving 

only f itself: this simply cannot be done. In general one might consider 

a truly statistical treatment: in which one would calculate g(t = 0), 

give f(t = 0): by direct averaging over r space. On the other hand 

it is not clear how one might choose the ensemble in r space to corres-

pond to a given physical system. The value of g(t = 0) is certainly de-
; 

pendent on the manner in which the system was made unstable. A possible. 

\ 
choice will be mentioned when we consider the possiblity of experimental 

verification. 

One feature of the kinetic equation has apparently not·been recog-

·_ nized. This is the fact that the collision term continues to grow as the 

system approaches .marginal stability. This is in marked contras_t to the 

usual 11 quasilinear type 11 collision terms: which stop growing as the 
, .. t .. 

system approaches marginal stability, because exp )f ,-~_a:~ /--;.. (constant) as 
L o' .J .. 

"! ( -r) ~o. The signifi~ance of th:E difference is considerable. Quasilinear 

theorists are forced to calculate perturbation corrections (mode coupling) 

to their lowest order equation; for the lowest order equation only drives 

.the system to a marginally stable state. The mode coupling terms are 
) 

needed to drive the system on to positive stability. On the other hand the 

collision term of equation V-142. does not lead to an asymptotic state which 

is marginally stable. Thus one is not forced to invoke mode coupling (h) 

in order to produce positive stability. Again it is not clear how unstable 
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a system one may permit, while neglecting mode coupling. The conflict is 

·the result is as·sumptions regarding two different variables. In the case 

of ~uasilinear theory one considers the effect of g as given by an ordin
m £nA 

ary collision fre~uency, say p,A Since A is typically of the 

order of 10
6 , one passes to the limit A == oo , and neglects g alto-

gether. We trust that is·is clear this is incorrect, for g does not 

have an effective collision fre~uency in an unstable system. On the other 

hand one may com truct theories for A == oo , granted their physical appli-

cation is limited. 

However, there is another set of ~uantitities which one may choose 

arbitrarily. The initial values g(t == o), h(t \ 0), etc. may be con-

' sidered very large at t == 0 . In that case the initial value terms 

(including h(t == 0) ). may drive the system to positive stability before: 

the terms of e~uation V-142 become relevant. A single comment-is in 

1 
order - one may not start the initial value terms off at thermal level""' A , 

and neglect those growing terms of e~uation ~V-142 1rhich depend only on f 

The entire situation is confused by the fact that many authors 

apparently believe that the Vlasov e~uation drives a system toward e~ui

librium, despite the fact that ~~ ;; 0 for a spatially uniform system 

described by the Vlasov e~uation. • ( H is given by the usual ( ftnf). The ..-

domain of validity of equation V-11+2 versus the quasilinear theories vrhich 

include mode coupling, is still to be demonstrated .. 

3. We consider now the possibility of experimental verification of 

e~uation V-142. Frdm earlier remarks we conclude that there is little 
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'point in trying to verify the equation for the case of. a stable plasma . 

··we cannot exceed the accuracy of the ordinary Fokker ~Planck equation 

until the short range behavior is cleared up satisfactorily. Along this 

line Kihara et al53J54J55 have done calcuhtions on transport coefficients. 

The problem of an unstable plasma is rather different. The buildup 

and decay of energy in collective fluctuations may well be observable in· 

several interesting cases: 

a) A double stream (or a single stream into a background plasma) 

experiment. 

b) Plasma in a strong electric field. Here our equation is not strictly 

valid. However if the electric field is not too strong the only signifi-

· cant effect on the collision term will be a modification of the growth 

and damping rate of the coherent fluctuations. (A perturbative corrective 

proportional to <E) should be added to the dielectric function_. This 

gives the dielectric function a preferred direction tending to destabilize 

electron fluctuations traveling in the direction of electr6n driftJ and 

ion wave fluctuations traveling in the direction of ion drift). 

In either case we are faced with a difficUlty: what do we choose 

for the initial value term? The most plausible suggestion is a ''sudden" 

approximation. We take a stable (possibly equilibrium) plasma} and suddenly 

I 
shoot in a beam, or turn on an electric field. By suclden we mean in a 

time short compared to the time for collective fluctuations to grow or 

decay appreciably} according to the. Vlasov equation. We may hope that 

the inftial value term is given by the equilibrium valueJ so that the 
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collective fluctuations will build up from a n thermaln level. 

The hypothesis seems plausible, though it lacks theoretical 

justification. ·We need a short time eq_uation -vrhich can describe the 

brief interval dtiring which the beam (or the field) is turned on. It 

is q_uite possible that g may change very rapidly as the experiment 

begins. Nevertheless.the sudden approximation seems worth a try. 

G. Conclusion 

We have used the elegant formal methods of Dupree, and the com-

putational procedures suggested by landau, to derive a kinetic eq_uation 

for a homogeneous coulomb plasma. The result is free from mathematical 

difficulties, valid for both stable and unstable plasmas, and has the 

expected form in the asymptotic (large time) limit. The eq_uation has 

been shown to satisfy the usual physical laws which are demanded by basic 

physical concepts. The result is then generalized to include the effect 

of a uniform magnetic field. 

The essential limitation of the work is the truncation of the 

infinite set of eq_uations which describe the plasma motion. In the case 

of the stable plasma this truncation is ordinarily an excellent q_uantita-

ti ve approximation. For the highly unstable plasma the approximation is 

not always justified. The region of validity is determined by the effective 

size of h , the three particle correlation function. 

We r..ave corrected several formal difficulties with the usual 

q_uasilinear eq_uation, while raising a number of q_uestions about the signif- • 

icance of the entire theory. It is apparent that the basic assumptions of 
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~uasilinear theory need to be considered in the light of the kinetic 

e~uation described above. 

A collision term valid to order . 1 ~nA' has been obtained for 

small amplitude waves in a uniform :plasma. This result generalizes the 

ordinary Fokker-Planck e~uation from the domain 

to the domain o'!:w<<Am . :p 0 ::: k --.1 k < d 
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APPENDIX A 

In this section we demonstrate the equivalence in physical 

content of the BBGKY hierarchy and the set of equations developed by 

Dupree and Klimontovich (KD). The two schemes are obviously not 

identical; however) by simple mathematical operations we can go from 

one to the other. 

The BBGKY hierarchy consists of equations for '3.'"' (X
1

, x2 ···X ), 
"n n 

. 0-.J 
where "'\.):h is the probability distribution for h different particles, 

and x. = Cr./~.} 
~ ~ ~ 

We now relate these functions to similar quantities 

which may be constructed according to the Dupree scheme: 

f (x1 ) = ( F (X1 )) . _ ( ~ ~ 5 (X1 - Xi ) ) = ~l (X1 ) . 
~ 

Thus the first terms are identical. For the second term 

1 
= < 2 

n 

(A-1) 

1 -. . 1 L: '8.(~1--;.x;) 5(x2··~.··.x.)} 1 -i- ( L5(x
1

- x.))- 5(x
1

- x
2
)) 

. . .. ..~ . .. J . n . . ~ n 
~=J ~ . ~ 

where we r~ve defined a new function 6(X
1
,x2 ) 1 

= - 5(X - X ) n 1 2 . 
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It is convenient to devise a notation which recognizes the 
' 

possible identity of particles in different spaces 

adopt the following: 

.,..,,. 

(X.)X.}. vle 
J. J 

1. The symbol AB between two functions A and B means that the 

particles involved are to be taken as identical. 

2. In an expression containing this symbol no other functions are 

. to be taken as identical unless they are appropriately marked 

by their own 

3. We shall use curly brackets to indicate an expression with all 

particles different. 

-Thus 

I 

F(X
1

) F(X
2

) = (F(X
1

) F(X
2

)} + F(X
1

) F(X
2

) (A-3) 

We proceed directly to the three-body function 

:::; 

(A-4) 

• 
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By now the generalization is obvious • 

; 

X.6(X ,XR) a ~--' 

+ L . . . + '11 (Xl) .6(Xl, x2) .. ~.6(Xn-l' xn) . 
. -

(A-5) 

It is clear that the functions ~ differ from those of the BBGKY 
·n 

I 

in that they are singular. The singularities result from allowing a 

given particle to.appear in different spaces {X.}, {X.}. 
~ J 

Since the Dupree-Klimontovich system involves e~uation for 

(of(X1 ) of(X2 )···of(Xn)) .we now consider the relation of these 

~uantities to those of the BBGKY hierarchy: f,g,h···. Since 

F(X.) = f(X.) + of(X.) 
~ ~ ~ 

F
2

(X
1

,;x2 ) = ([f(X
1

)+ of(X
1

)J. [f(X2 )+ of(X2 )J) = f(X1 )f(X2 )+(of(X1 )of(X2 )) 

(A-6). 

The terms f(of) vanish because {of) = 0 • Comparing with e~u.ation 

' . VI' . . 
A-2, and using the fact that .,r; 2 (x1,x2 ) = f(X

1
)f(X2 ) + g(X1,x2 ) we have 

(A-7) 
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For the next quantity (5f(X
1

) 5f(X2 ) ~f(X~)) , we calculate 

(A-8) 

We use A-7 for (5f5f) 7 and co~pare with A-3 to find 

(A-9) 

The notation is simplified if we define H , a function of 
n 

n sets of coordinates (x
1
,x2, ···Xn}; as the sum of all ways of 

connecting these coordinates by lines so that each coordinate is 

connected at least once. The lines may represent correlation or a 

6 function. If we use a jagged line for correlations} and a straight 

line for connection by a 6 functionJ we have 

• 

. . l 
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+ 

+ 

·:+ ~ + (A-10) 

Comparing with equations A-7 and A-9, we see that {of(X
1

)of(X
2

)) = 1J2(X
1
,x2 ) 

and < of(X1 )of(X2 )of(x
3

)) = IJ (x
1

, x
2

, x
3

) . These first two terms are 

a little misleading however. We write 

i = 2: ffff· • ·f {ofof· ··of) 
all 
combinations 

= I IL H • • ·H ( ofof· ··of) 
all --1 1 . l 

combinations 

= L H (x.,x.,···)RH ··· .· a~ J -oc 
a+b+c • • ·=n 

each coordinate appears once. 

(A-ll) 



Where the cluster expansion is the same as that customarily used in 

the BBGKY . hierarchy except that 6 functions may also be used for 

linking coordinates. 

To find (of(X1 )· · •of(Xn)), we eliminate all terms involving 

H
1 

from each side; therefore, 

2:: HE H .. ~ 
a o c 

(A-12) 
cluster 
a, b_,c· • ·> 1 

Having established the relation.between the functions of the 

two systems, we turn to the e~uations for these ~uantities. E~uivalence 

to all orders could presumably be demonstrated by the use of efficient 

notation and a great deal of labor. It is hard to imagine a less 

enlightening task. We spare the reader (and the author) by confining 

ourselves to the e~uivalence between the e~uations for f and g of 

the BBGI{Y hierarchy, and those for f and (ofof) of the Dupree-

Klimontovich hierarchy. 

The EBGKY e~uations for f and g of a single species have 

been written out previously. (Section II-B). We consider now the 

Dupree e~uations. The e~uation for f is 

(ddt + yl· Vl) f(Xl) + .9. (E) • df + ~ d -~ m "' dy, m d~ 
""""" ""1 

((oEof}) = o • 
"' 

(A-13) 

Recall that the curly brackets ( } mean that the particles of of 

and oE may not be identicai. 

In the notation of BBGKY 

.,'i 
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,, 

(A-14) 

Since ((5f5f}) = g we have 

'0 . (A-15) 

so that A-13 is also the first e~uation of the BBGKY . 

; The second Dupree e~uation, like all higher e~uations is 

constructed by using the e~uation for the fluctuation ~uantities: 

5!. 5E 
m 

[((5E8f}) - (8E5f}] 
'V 

= 

(A-16) 

We create an e~uation for (5f(X1 ) 5f(X2 )). by multiplying A-16 

by:; 8f(X2 ), Writing a similar e~uation with subscripts 1 and 2 

interchangeo_, adding and averaging; ' Note that ( 8f (x1 ) 8~ (X2 )) 

contains a singular term f (Xi ).6.(X1, x2 ). Since it is convenient to 
' ' 

etc. The e~uation we consider is: 
' 
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,·-, 
·,· 

. l 
(1 ~ 2) j 

J 

(4) 
+ 9. r{{6E · dBf} 6;(X )) + (1~ 2)] == 0 . 

m ~ rv dv 2 
rvl 

We consider each numbered term separately: 

2 

3 

( 
n I dX_ \l rl. - m j 5 1?13 

~ I~ term 4 we must remember there is no self force on a particle. 

Thus . 

(A-17) 

(A-18) 

-~ 
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'P 4 

-. ,. 

(A-19) 

We substitute these quantities into equation A-17. · The singular terms 

may be eliminated by using the first equation (which is the same in 

-- _ __....,·· 
either system), A-15. · Multiply A-15 by 6(1,2) take l ~ 2 , and add. 

When the resulting equation is subtracted from A-17, thereby ·eliminating 

all singu1ar terms, the result is the equation for g of the BBGKY 

hierarchy. 

As a final step we consider the ordering, Le., estimation of 

relative order of magnitude of terms, used by Dupree. Note that Dupree 

does not order the equation for 6f In particular 6f6E may not 

be treated as higher order than 6f in equation A-16. The only 

quantities which may be ordered are average quantities, such as (6f6f) . 

Dupree orders equations in'terms of the quantities H 
n 

previously defined; As noted f (x1 ) = H
1 

(x1 ); ( 6f (x
1 

)6f (X2 ) = I-~(x1, X2 ); 

(6f(X1 )Bf(X
2

)6f(X
3

)) = ~ while further terms are more complicated. 

n-1 Dupree orders these fUnctions by treating H as order T} , where 
n 

T} is small. Thus f = ;J(l), (6f6f) =JJ'(TJ), (6f6f6f) =!-Y(TJ
2

) We 
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demonstrate that this ordering is equivalent to tbat used in the BBGKr 

hierarchy. The singular terms cause no difficulty and are considered 

as order qne while l 
n 

is order 'I) • 

In equation A-13 for f(X1 ) the lowest order ;'5"(1) terms 

represent the Vlasov equation., the correction ,1:)(71) is the collision 

term. This agrees with the ordering of the hierarchy, where g is 

treated as small compared to ff --see equation A-15. Equation A-17 

is an equation for ~ (xl, x2) = ff( Tj) involving bra terms in rs ' with 

several of the 6 functions omitted. When a term involving H
3 

is 

written out explicitly (see equation A-19) one finds a singular term, 

and two non-singular terms. The former is the higher order;\;'( TJ) term 

in the equation for f(X
1

) 6(X
1
,x

2
) • The remaining two terms are those 

customarily dropped in the BBGKY equation for as being higher order. 

It is hardly surprising that the sets of equations and 

approximation methods are the same; since they relate to a common 

physical process. Sometimes one set of equations is more convenient 

to work with, sometimes the other. It is best to be familiar with both. 

\..i 

. .. 
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APPENDIX B. Integrals over K 

From the analysis of .the collision term for.small amplitude 

waves in a plasma (page 23) andfor fluctuations in a plasma (page 95) 

we obtain the following integrals: 

' 

= l r ~ ·. 6(m - k·v + K· [ v - v ]) 
JC ·.J KLJ- rv .rv · rv rv rvl /VYl 

We consider c9 first and set ()) - k·v =a l 'V 'V 

The .k integration runs from (kl = kd to lkl = k 
0 

quantity available is b1 so that we may write rv 

= A I +. B bb 
/VV\ 

(B-1) 

(B-2) 

and v- v = b . 
rvl "' rv 

. The only vector 

(B-3) 

· where I is the unit tensor and A and B are to be determined. We 
/VV\ 

dot equation B-3 twice with b to find 

l ( ~ 2 
= - j -r. 6(a - K•b) (K·b) 

JC K '+ "' rv "' rv 

~ 0 .. (B-4) 

The K integration converges rapidly for large K 1 so that the 
"' 

resulting terms are order 1/tnA compared to those we shall keep. 

This error is of the same order as that produced by the ordinary cutoffs. 
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We now take the trace of B-3J and use the result of B-4 (a = -b
2

B) 

to find 

A (B-5) 

We introduce cylindrical coordinates with the axis parallel to b 
rv 

The angular integration yields 2~J while the integration over K /!b 

yields three valuesJ depending on the relative magnitudes of a and b. 

a 
For ~ < kd we have 

1 

[k 2 - (a/b)2]2 

1 

{d: 
2 2 -1 1 • (B-6) A = k..l dk..L [k..L + (a/b) ] = tnA 

b 
1 

b 

(a/b )2] 2 

For 

(B-7) 

For 
a b > k

0 
the region of integration vanishes and we find a = 0 . 

The final·result is that given in the text 
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~1 

·' 't' 

.. 

.\) 1 [1- (v - v)(v - v) ] lru - k· vi 
<._) P,nA .-vl <"V "-'l "' for rv "' 

*'1 1~1 - ~I 1~1- ~12 
kd > 

1~1- ~! 

co~~l- ~D[ (v1 - v)(v1 - v)l 1 ""-~ t"V I'V I'V 

=· J!,n · I -
1~1- ~12 1~1 - ~I I I tv\\ ru - k·v 

. "' rv 

= 0 for 
lru - k·vl 

"' "' (B-8) 

We now consider j 
NY\2 

Because k < kd << k0 we could simply 

neglect the k dependence outside the delta function, in which case 

we would have 2J
1

. =j 
2 

Instead we displace the origin by the vector 
/V';\ /lilA 

k then neglect the k dependence outside the delta function. 
"' 

J 
/'1;\ 2 

(B-9) 

We make this choice so that symmetry is preserved between X and x1 in 

the collision term. This has the effect of yielding exact conservation 

laws for f 1 (~, ~,ru). Of co.urse this is not necessary7 for the collision 

term is only approximate. It may perfectly well lead to small errors in 

methods used in obtaining 

elsewhere'. SJ 
2 

may be evaluated now by the 
AM 

01 The difference between and· :y 
2 

the cons-ervation laws, and 

is of order 
N'l\ 

l/£nA , and hence is not significant. 
Nv\ 

/ 
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